Volume I(Morf):Love, Life, and Regret
 
 Where Will We Go From Here?(N1)
 I've let you into my heart 
 And I don't know why
 I can't stop thinking of you no matter what I try
 I'm in love with you, and without a doubt
 You're someone that I can't live without
 Now that I let my feelings show 
 All I want to know is where will we go?
 
 Obsession(K1)
 You have a face and a body 
 That I'll never forget
 That's why I really like you
 That's why you're the shit
 I know that you're sexy
 I know that you're fine...
 But I don't know
 If you will ever be mine
 I've had crushes on people 
 But nothing like this
 It's like I'm a fisherman
 And you're the biggest fish
 So baby don't front 
 Cuz you're the trout dat I want. 
 
 Constantly(K2)
 I think of you constantly but I don't know why
 I want to tell you in person but I'm just too shy
 I feel like I really have to let you know 
 I have feelings for you that I can't  show
 In your heart is the place I want to be
 Now I wanna know: how do you feel about me?
 
  How I Feel(N2)
 I've liked you as long as we've known each other 
 But you've always treated me just like a brother   
 (And you had no interest in being my lover)
 Until now I didn't have a clue of what to do
 To let you know that I want to be with you
 Now that I've gotten this off my chest 
 My mind can finally be at rest
 Even though I don't know where our relationship will go 
 I feel better now that I  let you know 
 
 
 Dumb Ass School
 Why are they so stupid, with rules that make no sense
 The fact that they enforce them is sheer incompetence
 This muthafukin school is dumb az hell 
 But I know I'm also dumb az well
 To stay here for six years and hear that fukked up bell
 Puttin niggaz in detention for breaking stupid rules
 And threatening to suspend them 
 Even though they don't wanna go to school
 So they gladly take those dayz off
 To escape from these foolz
 Cuz they parents don't care that they broke the rulz
 So when they get suspended they won't get in trouble
 They jus get the guy from Die Hard to blow up the school like a bubble
 He'll kill Old Doris and Big Mike 
 Cuz they bitch azz niggaz dat almost nobody like
 Then we gonna dance on their graves cuz we don't give a fuck
 About dem fagz cuz its they bad luck
 
 What's the deal?(K3)
 I want to talk to you 
 But I can't get up the nerve
 You look so good this poem is really less than you deserve
 I knew that I could never tell you this
 So I thought I'd put my feelings in writing Miss
 A good response would be a kiss
 A bad response would be a dis(and I would be pissed)
 Anyway I need to know just how you feel
 So baby could you please tell me what's the deal?
 
 What is Love?
 Love is caring about someone
 Love is being able to talk to someone about anything
 Love is being nice to someone just because its them
 Love is enjoying someone's company
 Love is missing someone when they're not around
 Love is trusting someone when you're not around
 Love is being best friends with someone
 Love is liking someone's personality and not trying to change it
 Love is doing things someone likes just to make them happy
 Love is all of these things and more
 Love is a special bond between two people
 Love is a long lasting bond within your mind, body, and soul.
 
 
 
 
 Crazy(K4)
 You're driving me crazy and I don't know what to do
 There's seems to be no reason for me to love you
 Sure you're cute, but other girls are too
 So that can't explain why I feel like I do
 I think of you all day, dream of you at night
 But when I try to talk to you I'm overcome with fright
 Girl I can't explain why this is so 
 Because you're someone that I barely know
 I know it's not just a physical attraction 
 This feeling's so strong that I must take action
 If you give me the chance to get to know you some more
 Soon you'll see I'm the one that you've been lookin for
 
 In My Heart(K5)
 I can't stop thinking about you and I don't know why
 I wanna tell you that I like you but I'm just too shy
 Never in my life have I felt this way before 
 I think you're the one I've been searching for 
 If you ever see this poem girl I want you to know
 That you're the only one for me and I'll never let you go
 
 I Don't Know(K6)
 Why do I think I love you when I know it aint for real
 I guess deep inside that's how I really feel
 Before we met love at first sight was a joke
 But when we met my heart raced like a Corvette 
 Know I think I love you and don't know what to do
 I wonder what caused me to feel this way
 When we met my life changed forever that day
 Maybe we were in love in a former life
 Maybe you were my girl, or even my wife
 Or maybe I'm just crazy...(That could be so)
 All I know is there's something that makes you stand out
 I hope you feel the same way...
 But that I really doubt
 
 Reflections(K7)
 Every time I see you girl my heart starts beating fast
 I get real nervous and this shit reminds me of the past
 Back in the day I liked alot of girls around my way
 But I never talked cause I didn't know what to say
 Anyway that type of shit never happens today
 Except when you're around, cause then I feel the same way
 Girl there's something in your eyes that I always see 
 Telling me that we were meant to be
 I've gotta tell you how I feel before it's too late
 Yet fear of rejection always makes me wait
 But someday I've gotta tell you and risk rejection
 Maybe I can have you, Pure Perfection
 
 Missing You(A1)
 Sometimes I sit alone with nothing to do 
 And I realize how much I really miss you
 Your body, your smile, your beautiful face
 No one the world could take your place
 In my mind I dream of you every day
 But I can't touch you, cause you're so far away
 I wish I could hear the sound of your voice
 And talk to you now but I have no choice 
 Except to sit here alone and wait for the day
 That you come back to me so I can say
 How much I missed you and wanted you in every way
 
 Something in Your Eyes(K8)
 When I look in your eyes 
 I sense that you like me 
 I feel a connection that no one else can see
 Why do I feel this way, baby what could it be?
 Without you I know I can never be happy
 This feeling could be nothing, but I'm not sure
 Maybe you're the one I've been looking for
 When I look in your eyes, I feel deja vu
 I want to find out why but I have no clue
 I'm so unsure about the way I feel
 Maybe what I'm feeling is something that's real,
 Or maybe it's a physical attraction to you
 I don't know which one it is, but I wish I knew
 Because there's something in your eyes that makes you stand out
 That's one thing I'm sure of, without a doubt
 
 Is it Really Love?(K9)
 I'm in love with you but I don't know why
 I can't figure it out no matter how hard I try
 I feel something special when I look in your eyes
 There's chemistry between us that never dies 
 I know obeying my emotions may not be wise
 But it's time that I start to follow my heart
 Maybe then I'll finally feel a love that is real
 Instead of thinking I'm in love with you today  
 Without knowing the reason why I feel that way 
 If I stop being shy before we say goodbye
 Maybe I love you is something I'll be able to say 
 Instead of writing it in poems like this all day
 
 Loser
 Why am I always second best
 Forever never separated from the rest
 Is there a secret for success
 That I don't know?
 If so I want to find it,
 So where should I go?
 Somewhere where winners congregate
 To celebrate because they think they're so great
 Or somewhere where losers sit and cry
 About their failures and wish they could die...
 Maybe I don't need to go anywhere
 Maybe I don't know it, but I'm already there
 Maybe the secret is in my mind
 If I search deep enough, the secret I'll find...
 Maybe there is no secret, maybe it's me
 Maybe there's something that I fail to see
 Maybe I'm the winner that I want to be
 Maybe understanding why is the key...
 
 Connection(A2)
 We've had a connection since the first time we met
 Now I can't wait for the chance to make you sticky and wet
 Stroking you gently on your thighs and chest
 Doing whatever you want, never stopping to rest
 Cause making love to you is what I want to do 
 Can we be alone so I can make you moan
 I want us to make a different kind of connection
 By taking our friendship to a new direction
 
 Picture This
 As you look into my eyes, and I into yours
 Passion builds inside me more and more
 Fantasizing what tonight might have in store...
 We've been talking for a while and the wait's been tough
 But tonight I wanna prove that I'm man enough
 I love the way your outfit shows off your body
 And the way you lick your lips just like a real hottie
 I wanna put you in positions from the Kama Sutra
 69 and up, whatever shit suits ya
 I wanna rub your thighs and unbutton your blouse
 Take my tongue on a journey all thru your mouth
 Then I start to make a trip all the way down South 
 First I lick on your neck and your breasts just right
 Taking my time, cause we got all night
 Kissing on your nipples till they're hard and wet
 And I won't stop there;  I haven't broken a sweat
 Next I work my way down onto your belly button
 You're getting real hot but I aint done nothing
 Move my tongue from your navel all around your waist
 Then I lift your skirt and peep out your private place
 Contemplating in my mind if I want a taste
 I slip off your skirt and taste your panties
 Take em off with my teeth as you smile at me
 Rub the kitty with my fingers as I kiss your thigh 
 Bringing your body pure pleasure that you can't deny
 Here's the moment of truth, the time to decide
 Should I get a bite to eat before I come inside?
 I heard it's five star shit, so why not try
 I don't have to eat it all, but I should take a bite
 Decisions, decisions. Will I?  I just might
 ...Before I could decide, I heard you call my name
 I came back to life from this dope ass dream
 Opened my eyes with my head between your thighs
 Then I realized just what had taken place
 I fell asleep on your lap chilling in my place!
 
 What I want in a Woman
 I want a girl to take me on the dance floor
 Shake that ass and grind me on the floor
 I want a girl who knows how to lick me right
 Keeping me up so we can do it all night
 I want a girl to push me onto her bed
 And ride on me after I get some head...
 I want a girl to do me in public places
 In elevators and bathrooms, sharing fuck faces
 I want a girl who likes to experiment
 Handcuffs and whip cream is money well spent
 I want a girl
 
 Cool like dat(A3)
 We've only known each other for a very short time
 But something just told me to write this rhyme
 It seems like we've been best friends for years
 It appears that you and me are just meant to be   
 Since day one you were friendly and real with me
 That's why I love your personality
 You're everything that I want a girl to be
 You've got a beautiful face and a nice azz body
 Meeting you was like a real life fantasy
 If we hook up it'll be mad fun
 We get along so well it's like our minds are one
 I hope it happens soon cuz I know it'd be phat
 Girl, you and me is just cool like dat      
 
 Gut Feeling
 Sometimes you really fuck up when making decisions
 You make a choice, but you don't listen the voice
 In the back of your mind telling you it's wrong 
 So you go ahead and do it yet sing a sad song
 After you realize your decision wasn't wise
 You knew you were wrong all along 
 But you refused to listen 
 To the voice in your head so now your ass is dead
 Or wish you were so you could be reborn 
 To make up for you mistake, and take time to look
 Before you leap and wind up six feet deep  
 I can relate because I've also tempted fate
 Because I never used to listen to my conscience alot
 One day I might do something dumb and get my ass shot
 Hopefully I've learned my lesson by now
 And won't repeat my mistakes, and get lucky somehow 
 By following my gut feeling from now on
 Maybe my hard times will soon be gone 
 
 Bored
 I hate being bored
 It happens all the time
 It bothers me so much 
 I had to write this rhyme
 Sitting in a room
 Trying to stay awake
 Just aint working
 Cause the Sandman is lurking
 I aint learning shit 
 So why don't they just quit
 So we can have fun
 Instead of getting our work done
 The time has come
 To stop this boring shit
 If I'm bored any more I'm gonna have a fit
 Your teaching skills is so bad dat I can't stand this shit 
 Boredom aint fun and I can't deal wit it  
 
 
 Kenya: Perfection(K10)
 The first time we met girl, it was love at first sight
 My life was lost in darkness and you led it to the light
 I tried to show my feelings but the time just wasn't right
 I thought of you all day and I dreamed of you at night
 But everytime I saw you I was overcome with fright
 If I could go back in time, and relive grade ten
 I would change the way I acted toward your ass back then 
 I know I would have told you just how I feel
 Instead I acted like I had a muthafukkin seal     
 On my mouth preventing me from talking, 
 When you was walking,  
 Past me, I said nothing, but Hi fastly
 All I did was stare at you
 I wanted you to be my boo
 I didn't know what I could do
 To show you how much I liked you, true (Chorus)Sing:
 Girl you are Perfection
 I had a choice 
 you'd be my top selection
 but you never notice me
 Baby what could it be
 that I always see
 telling me that we're meant to be
 (Verse 2)
 After I while I thought of ways that I could make you smile
 I started writing you poems and developing my style
 I thought of things that I would say the next time we met
 But when the time came my mind never seemed to let
 All the words come out that I wanted to say
 So I always told myself that I'd do it the next day
 But that day never came and the fact still remains
 I've got a crush on you cuz you're Pure Perfection, true 
 (Repeat chorus)
 (Verse 3)
 Nowadays I feel my crush on you fading away
 We only spoke a few times, but I see your ass every day
 I still stare, but not to see if you notice me 
 But to see how much desire still burns inside of me
 When I see you walk now, I only feel a spark 
 But before you were a fish and I was I shark
 Wanting to tear you apart in a fit of passion
 But now I don't want you in dat same type of fashion
 I only want to tell you just how I feel
 If it's Fate then my dreams will finally be real
 I'll have you, and you'll be the best thing in my life
 First my girl, next maybe my wife
 But until that time, I'll keep writing rhymes
 And keep my dreams alive until my destiny arrives
 
 Alice(Perfection Part 2)
 I can't believe that you've come along this fast
 When I left Kenya Pope I thought she was the last
 Female that I would meet who could capture my heart beat
 And inspire me to write rhymes time after time
 Praising her for her beauty, style, class, and grace
 But now you've come along with a special face
 I thought it would be years before I would find
 A face as beautiful as Kenya's that could blow my mind
 But I guess I was wrong so here's another song 
 It's called Perfection Part 2 and this time it's for you(Chorus)Sing:
 Again I've found Perfection
 Now my heart has found a new direction
 But it's not like before   
 This time it's much more
 Because this time I'm sure
 I'll reveal how I feel
 Let you know what's the deal
 You'll be aware why I stare
 I'll make my feelings clear
 Before time flies and we say goodbye
 (Verse 2)
 When we met I was aware that you had a rare
 Ability to mesmerize me with your beauty
 I could see clearly that I was lucky to find
 A girl like you who just blew my mind
 This time around Alice I don't fear rejection
 Because I don't want Perfection to make me her selection 
 Like before since I don't hope for anything more
 Than to be your friend till the end, yet without the boy
 I won't toy with the idea of getting you to like me
 Because I might meet failure painfully
 Since meeting Kenya I've grown more mature
 I won't try to be the one you've been looking for
 Because I've seen the light and your Mr. Right
 Might not agree with the type of personality
 That I feel is my ideal and that I'm striving to be(Repeat Chorus)
 (Verse 3)
 Presently all I can see is that I need to change
 Some of my actions for my own satisfaction
 In my mind I find that there is no place
 For flaws in myself that I need to erase
 And replace with potential as well as essential
 Skills which I know I need to reach happiness
 At best or if nothing less to reduce my stress 
 Once I reach my own level of personal perfection
 I plan to go out and make my own selection
 Of a girl pretty as you if it's the last thing I do 
 At least like you physically because mentally 
 I'm looking for someone who's just like me
 And since I don't really know you all that well
 I can't tell if there's chemistry between you and me 
 Yet if there is I'm not ready to meet my destiny
 Physically and mentally I'm not in the state 
 That I think is worthy of my true soulmate
 But when I realize the potential that now lies
 Within me maybe I'll visit London to see
 If Perfection is there and I'll make her aware
 That we have a date with Fate because it's never too late
 To take a stab at a chance for true romance
 
 Wants(Perfection Part III)
 I want a girl who likes me and shows it
 I want a girl who looks good and knows it
 I want a girl who has a big behind
 I want a girl who always speaks her mind
 I want a girl who fucks with a passion
 I want a girl who has a good sense of fashion
 I want a girl who always catches my eye
 I want a girl who doesn't have to lie
 I want a girl who looks like Janet Jackson
 I want a girl who brings me satisfaction
 I want a girl who doesn't bore me on the phone
 I want a girl who's there when I feel alone
 I want a girl who shows me affection
 A girl like this would be real Perfection
 
 Self-Perfection (Perfection Part IV)
 Three times I've written poems about Perfection
 About what I wanted as my top selection
 Until now I've never written about me
 About my personal ideal, who I want to be
 I want to be someone who's not lazy
 Someone who always does his best 
 And never nothing less
 I want to be someone who never gives up
 Someone who fights a losing battle just to prove he's right
 I want to be someone who always looks good
 Never sloppy or bummy like a street bum would
 I want to get my body into perfect shape
 Every muscle toned and hard to the bone
 I want to be funny and also cool
 Making people laugh without being a fool
 I want to be brave in actions and words
 Never cowering in fear whenever danger's near
 I want to be someone who always talks to girls
 Choosing desire for affection over fear of rejection
 I want to be someone who always speaks his mind
 Never will my voice be hard to find
 I want to be someone who always uses his head
 Before I make a rash decision I'll think instead
 If I become the person in Perfection Part IV
 Maybe I'll find the girl that I'm looking for
 
 What's Worse?(K11)
 I can't explain the way I feel about you
 When you're around I don't know what to do 
 I can't relax, you make me nervous  boo
 And I don't have the courage to talk to you
 I think you like me but I'm just not sure 
 If I ask I might not hear what I'm looking for 
 But if I don't then mentally I'll always wonder if we
 Never had a chance or were meant to be
 Either I risk rejection or uncertainty 
 Neither one of those options sounds good to me
 I need to make a choice before it's too late
 To let you walk away or ask for a date 
 I can't decide because I'm not ready
 My time's almost up so soon I got to see
 If I can handle the pain that you might give to me 
 So I can make the choice that'll make me happy
 End of Volume I :22 Poems(Morf is now TwoFace)
 
 "Form is a matter of personal decision, ultimately.  No one form by fiat deserves 
 consideration over any other, by the very nature of what poetry actually is (a fluid, 
 continuously developing verbal and written art form).  We generally no longer write in the 
 long iambic lines of Milton or Pope, for instance, but that says nothing of what we might 
 have learned from their work, or may still learn from it."-Paul Haenel
 
 
 
 Volume II(TwoFace): Logic, Death, and Acceptance
 
 Death   
 I can't forget the day that I thought I'd die
 And never have a chance to even say goodbye
 To the family I know and the people I've met
 Yet I bet nobody but my family would be upset
 Because only my family truly knows me...
 Surprisingly the one thing that most frightened me 
 Was realizing I could die at any given time
 And never have a chance to write another rhyme(Chorus)  
 Death can come in many forms 
 At any given time
 You could be shot in the head, 
 Stabbed in the back
 Or have a heart attack
 So as a rule avoid anything that causes death
 Unless you wanna breathe your last breath
 From fatty foods up to gats, cokke, and crack
 Thousands of things can put you on your back
 (Verse 2)
 Not from bad luck, but from a stupid decision
 Something I'd done just to have some fun
 Almost caused my death 
 When I've got some much left
 To do in this world, maybe find a wife, 
 But being trife almost caused me to lose my  life  
 Thoughts of a life lost flashed through my head
 But I didn't care what happened after I was dead
 I couldn't swim but I jumped in a twelve foot pool
 Thinking I could tread water...Damn I was a fool
 (repeat chorus) 
 A lifetime of thought in three minutes under water
 Now I don't want to swim even though I know I awtta
 Learn to conquer my fear and help my mind be clear
 Of constant thoughts I have about the way I behaved
 Plus if I try to swim again I won't need to be saved
 
 Am I Right?, Part 1 (K12)
 I now realize it wasn't even a crush
 So fuck all those feelings that always used to gush
 Out my mind onto paper, 
 I finally solved the caper
 Your eyes weren't telling me 
 That we were meant to be
 It was your smile, because of it 
 I lost my head for a while
 The times you smiled at me 
 I was surprised to see
 Such a pretty face admiring me 
 I went crazy 
 I loved the idea that you might like me
 But in my head I thought the love was for you instead
 Now I can clearly see that you never liked me 
 As I reminisce Miss I'm so ashamed of my actions 
 I remain insane in the brain though you're gone
 My main thoughts were of you and the things that we'd do
 We'd be together forever and never separate,
 Or be sly and try to have another girl or guy 
 I would've smothered you with affection
 If I was your selection 
 In the past, but now the chance to get you has passed
 I hope to meet someone new like you real fast
 Who's like you physically but wants to be with me
 Just as much as I wanted to be with you 
 
 Am I Right?, Part 2(K13)
 Could it be that you really felt just like me?
 You had a crush but didn't think I felt the rush
 Of energy come to me whenever you were near me 
 Maybe you were as shy as I and tried to hide 
 Your feelings inside by not speaking to me
 Maybe you wrote poems about 
 What you saw in my eyes
 Baby what a surprise 
 It would be to me 
 To find out that you also had some doubts
 That I liked you and never even had a clue
 That I felt the same way as you did boo
 Maybe we both wasted time
 Writing rhyme after rhyme
 Instead of being together
 Falling in love or whatever
 I hope all of this shit in Part 2 is true
 Because I truly do still want to be with you 
 
  Hy School Dayz:The Autobiography
 Why was I the outcast in the top of my class
 Never noticed or respected but forever rejected
 Though I selected and perfected my image by 12th grade
 To reflect my true self nobody knew how I made
 Such a drastic change yet remained so smart
 But you don't know bout that part so now I need to start
 To explain the past, so here it goes real fast
 I was normal till third grade, but then my mother made
 Me go to Catholic school, full of wimps and fools
 I changed from a tiger to a lamb damn I was a bitch
 Transferred in 7th grade, planned on making the switch 
 Back to being cool but my wardrobe was wack 
 And on top of that I forgot how to act
 Confident and outspoken, I became the token
 Nerd getting pushed around I felt like a clown 
 Being quiet and respectful helped me out 
 But I couldn't be myself, and I had no clout(Chorus)
 During high school I know I was a fool
 for letting life pass by
 Didn't even try to have fun 
 in my class I was the only one
 too scared to talk to a girl because 
 I feared rejection more than
 I wanted affection
 but when I make choices now
 don't even hear those voices in my head 
 saying,"Don't go out, stay home instead"
 or,"She won't be your booh 
 cuz she's too good for you"
 all that shit is thru
 because now I be myself 
 and so should you
 (Verse 2)
 With the students "fuck yall, I don't like you at all"
 Is exactly how I felt in my first few years
 But when I graduated I was brought to tears
 By the thought of leaving all my peers 
 Losing my friends,
 My mens and womens after high school ends  
 That I knew for such a long time
 I write this rhyme 
 Cuz I regret that I let 
 Myself wait too long
 To be real I was wrong
 For being someone I was not
 I missed out on a lot
 Of fun times and petty crimes 
 All other kinds of shit 
 I only had a bit
 Of fun senior year 
 To make up for a clear
 Mistake on my part 
 And it hurts my heart
 (repeat chorus)
 Wondering what could've been 
 After I've reached the end
 Opportunity has passed me by,
 Cause I was shy, 
 Why'd I deny myself a fun time and never try  
 Being a guy by following my gut
 Instead I went home and sat on my butt
 Playing Nintendo, looking out the window
 When I was done
 Wishing I was outside having me some fun 
 I didn't know nobody from around my way
 Cause all I did was stay home all day and play 
 Video games and miss out on my life
 I fell in love with a girl who I could see as my wife
 If I played my cards right, but all I did was fight 
 The loneliness I felt inside with a slide
 Into poetry land walking thru the sands
 Of time writing rhymes but never leaving behind
 A footprint where I went because I never spent
 My time wisely, never tried to go out 
 And consequently never had no clout
 (repeat chorus) 
 In school I was a fool with personality 
 Going to waste 
 Cuz I was bound to be
 Da quiet one in the group, yet the loudest inside 
 I never tried to speak out, instead I lied
 To myself blaming others for not accepting me
 But I didn't like myself or who I tried to be
 So why would they like me if I didn't let them see
 The real person inside by being a phoney
 I wanted me a tender roni(damn dat was corny)
 So my sadness caused me to change
 I became deranged 
 Acting like a fool and suddenly in school
 People said "Paul why you acting like you so cool"
 I didn't care since I was aware of my mistake 
 And I decided to use my time to try to make
 Up for my lost years I showed all my rhymes
 To the love of my life, you know "my future wife" 
 I stopped all the shy shit, the fukkin phoney bit
 Started doing my thing, I felt like a king
 But nothing made up for
 What I had done before
 In my first three years
 My early mistakes still haunt me to this day
 And that's the reason why I wrote this shit anyway
 (repeat chorus) 
 As I think back now I really don't know how
 I went thru high school breaking my golden rule
 By lying to myself and leaving my whole wealth
 Of ideas and actions unsaid and undone
 I didn't like high school and I was the one
 Who kept it from being fun until the very end, 
 Because I didn't know how to be my own best friend 
 
 Who Cares?
 I got material possessions but I'm still depressed
 I guess the stress has turned my mind into a mess 
 I press on constantly searching for someone who likes me 
 Someone who cares and shares my personality traits
 A mate who can debate with me without hate 
 (and when it's over she does the things...
 that make my dick straight)
 I wait for time to bring this type of thing to me 
 (Once I find her I hope the girl will wanna do me)
 Until then peace Baby(whoever you are wherever you may be)
 
 Thoughts(K14)
 After all I've been thru I still think of you
 Though the feelings are gone your name still has the same
 Effect on my mind because you represent 
 The feeling I searched for but could never get 
 Until I met you I never had a clue
 About my poetry skills but now dats how I deals
 With my feelings inside so I don't need to hide
 My emotions from the world like I used to do
 I know it's true that you're special boo
 Because you brought out my talents and a sense that I loved you
 Though the love wasn't real nothing will ever erase
 Memories of when your face took me to a place
 Full of happiness and hopes that destiny
 Had stated that you and me were somehow meant to be 
 It's amazing that your beauty made be feel this way
 The feeling's faded away but you'll always stay
 On my mind until the day that I find 
 Another girl like you 
 That makes me feel the same way
 I know I'll find her someday 
 And when I do, I know she'll look like you
 
 Stare(K15)
 When I stare into your eyes I realize the size
 Of my crush on you but I don't if it's true
 That it's more than a crush or simply teenage lust
 But if you let me stare into your eyes once more
 Then I'll find the answer that I'm looking for
 I only need one chance to stare in your eyes
 To find the angel in disguise that never lies
 So she can tell me if the feeling was only a crush...
 A rush of hormones or love at first sight 
 I hope I see you one day 
 Walking towards my way 
 If you do then I'll  stare
 Into your eyes till it's clear
 That when our eyes meet my heart still beats
 Like I've been running a track meet...
 Or that there's nothing at all
 between Kenya and Paul
 The chemistry is gone and it's time to move on
 Whether our bond is still there 
 or it's gone I don't care 
 I just need to resolve  
 A problem that involves
 The love I used to feel
 Whether or not it was real  
 Is a question in my mind
 That I can never find 
 The solution to so now I must see you
 Give me one good stare  
 Because I need to hear
 What the angel has to say 
 Before I go away
 Cause if I don't I'll always wonder: 
 Did  I make a mistake
 By not revealing my crush
 And lose out on a chance for true romance?
 Or was my emotional mush
 Better off unrevealed
 And poetry a type of shield for embarrassment
 Some type of hidden hint
 That I should keep my feelings to myself
 So for my mental health
 Let me stare in your eyes
 To see if my decision was truly wise
 
 Loneliness 
 I'm alone all the time 
 And that's why I rhyme 
 To express what I feel
 Because there's no one real
 I can talk to 
 About what I go thru
 In my mind since I find 
 No one's that close to me
 As far as I can see 
 The words Kenya and love
 Can be spoken comfortably by me to the man above
 And no one else because I choose it to be
 And that's the main reason why I feel so lonely
 No one to tell about my feelings and get advice
 No one to trust with my secrets who's honest and nice
 No one to call and say hi without saying goodbye
 After a few minutes pass and let me reveal why
 Because as hard as I try to think of things to say
 I sit around the house and don't do shit all day
 So hey, I have no stories to tell
 I only say that I'm well
 And that my day has been swell
 (A witch has cast a spell that makes me rhyme every time I hear the sound of a bell)
 I need a girl to cure my loneliness
 This is partly why I wanted Kenya 
 More than the rest  
 So I can vent my stress over tests
 Or anything else less
 Because for now my mind is in a mess
 End of Volume II: 8 Poems (2Face is now P-n.u.s.)
 
 
 "The penis consists of a singular outer structure with a head at its top.  It serves 2 
 purposes: 1-to perform necessary urinary functions(business), and 2-to provide pleasure 
 and reproductive functions in sexual intercourse(pleasure).  Though it has a single opening 
 to perform these actions, its complex inner functions allow it to switch between both modes, 
 therefore during intercourse urination is impossible and vice versa.  P-n.u.s.(Paul-not 
 under stress) is my chosen name because like the penis, my mind has a business mode and 
 pleasure mode which are both displayed thru my mouth.  My complex personality allows 
 me to switch between modes and disable one while the other is active.  My poetry reflects 
 the products of each mode working individually on individual poems, therefore each poem 
 has an entirely serious or playful tone.  P-n.u.s. is simply the final stage in an evolution 
 from Morf, an unpredictable constantly changing personality, and 2Face, a split 
 personality that uncontrollably switched from one to the other and sometimes mixed." In 
 this stage I have the self control to overcome all challenges in my life without ever 
 experiencing any stress, hence the name P-n.u.s. -Paul     
 
 Volume III(P-n.u.s.):Self control, Maturity, and Happiness
 
 Standards(K16)
 After knowing you all I seem to do 
 Is compare the rare feeling that I got when  I stared
 At you to what I feel when I look at these new  
 Females in my life and it always pales 
 In comparison to what I went thru with you
 Regardless of how sexy they may be
 I don't see any chemistry in their bodies
 No titties or ass, 
 No style or class,
 Makes me feel the insane desire
 Burning like a fire in my heart
 That I felt whenever I would start
 To look in your face
 Your beauty and grace
 Will never be erased
 From my mind cuz Kenya you're one of a kind 
 Beauty like yours is so hard to find
 I'm willing to search thru space and time
 To again find beauty that makes me write rhymes
 So I can do things right the second go around
 But until it's found I doubt that I'll meet
 A girl like you, yo it would be a surprise
 To find someone new with your nice thighs
 Dark eyes and a mind that's wise 
 Plus a face that's cute with some dimples to boot
 It's depressing to imagine being here four years
 Because most of these girls are just so damn ugly to me
 Except for a few who like me less than you
 This shit is fukked up and I need some luck 
 To find someone who'll make my eyes rise
 Whenever I see her who reminds me of you boo
 I really don't care for no hoochies and hoes 
 Those is good for sex but after that what's next
 No chemistry or passion like I felt for you
 And being friends is the last thing I'd do 
 What the fukk am I thinking
 I'm talking like I've been drinking 
 You don't have a twin so I can never win
 I guess I'll have to settle for second best
 Cuz so far you're a step above all the rest
 
 Bachelor Life
 I really don't know the goal for my soul 
 In this life is a nigga gonna have a wife?
 Or will I live alone for the rest of my days
 Making madd mommies moan 
 Yo being single pays cuz a bachelor plays
 Wit tataz and asses, den a nigga dashes
 Off to find the next pair of titties that appear
 On a honey, if you funny and you got some class
 You can get in dat ass real fast and den blast 
 A couple of shots of thick, milky, white, hot
 Sperm in da girl's twat den exit da spot
 Will I stay single yo I don't know but yo I won't be a ho
 Having girls dats on the DL
 Saying "I can't tell" when a girl asks 
 "Baby what's dat smell" around my bed
 Though I know it's really pussy I had
 The day before from a trikk ass whore
 Who's always knocking on my door
 Asking me for some more
 Stiff dick for her pussy cuz it likes this prick
 I know monogamy aint me 
 So I'll tell my ladies 
 That there are others on the side 
 Who also like to ride
 On Bad Boy Rick and play wit him like a joystick
 And if I have any luck they'll still let me fukk
 I aint down for the games
 So I won't make no claims to one dame
 I'll have female friends that like having sex
 And don't really even give a fukk about the next 
 Girl I'm sleeping round wit 
 Long as her panties aint found
 Around me cuz my new fukking philosophy
 Is to be a homie lover friend 
 To sexy girls wit ends
 Not for me to spend but so they won't be after mine
 Girls who think it's fine
 That I don't want a commitment
 Cuz neither do they and that's the way it'll stay 
 And there will never be no jealousy between them and me
 Because they fukkin other people and so am I
 And if one girl gets mad 
 I'll bust a nut in her eye  
 And say  "Bye Bye, but yo hoe please don't cry"(Echo out on "don't cry")
 
 Regrets
 Had a crush for three years
 But because of fears 
 Of rejection never had the nerve to tell Perfection 
 That I liked her at all 
 That was my downfall
 Now that I'm in college and I have the knowledge
 That I must speak my mind so that I can find
 Out if a girl likes me I'm still a pussy
 Letting girls walk by without saying hi
 (This shit is rich calling myself a bitch)
 I gotta take a chance to get what I want
 If see a pretty face I need to be blunt
 I gotta go to her and make her recognize
 That I wanna do more than get in those thighs
 I gotta look in her eyes and tell her I need a friend
 Because I'm lonely and she's the only
 Girl I'll fuck if she likes me like that
 And if not I'll be her friend but won't loan her ends
 Get her to hook me up wit one of her girls
 Not the one that's fat and has jeri curls
 Someone who's cute wit a body to boot
 Not schemin for loot won't lie if she poot
 So either way I win, get the girl or her friend
 As soon as I begin
 To believe in myself 
 Improve my mental health
 To where I feel I can get anyone I want
 And don't fear rejection then I'll find Perfection
 
 Feminine
 This shit is gay
 Writing poems this way
 About love and shit
 I need to quit
 And start rapping
 Make my freestyle happen
 These poems tell of my life
 Of how sorry it's been
 How I never win
 Acted like a punk
 Stayed in the house
 Scared as a mouse
 Is of a cat
 When it came to Kenya
 Can you believe that
 These poems show my fear
 Makes it truly clear
 Reveals my outcast past
 How long will it last
 When will I change my style 
 Read my poems and smile
 About the lyrical flow
 And the stories that show
 All the girls I get
 How I kill the clit
 The love I feel
 That exists for real
 How my personality
 Pleases me
 How I'm funny and cool
 How charm is the rule
 How I'm nice yet nasty
 A real nigga yet classy
 Have game and no shame
 In my work at all
 Be known as Paul
 The cool ass Poet
 And all the niggaz know it
 I know the day 
 Aint far away
 When my poems will be phat
 And I'll be all that
 
 Talent(Poetic Philosophy)
 I got this talent to write
 It's something I can't fight
 No matter what I do
 Like Erykah Badu
 "I flow on and on,
 and on and on
 I'll never stop rhyming 
 till I'm dead and gone"
 Anyway I wanna say
 That poetry is my passion
 I like to change my style
 Write in different fashions
 But it always has to rhyme
 Every time I do it
 I wonder why some poets try
 To write without rhyming
 They miss the essence of poems
 And that's lyrical timing
 I think the rest is prose
 On second thought I suppose
 Poets who don't rhyme
 Think its how you climb
 Into someone's head
 With whatever you've said
 That makes the poem real
 What it makes you feel
 But in the blink of an eye
 You can make someone cry
 With what you say in an essay
 But when you rhyme
 You put a beat in their head
 Which makes it easy to follow
 What you say instead
 Of making someone swallow
 Aspirin with no water
 You let them chill
 And give em juice wit their pill
 That's the point of this joint
 The metaphor tells all
 But if you don't get it
 Then you aint hearing Paul
 What you say does matter
 And rhyming just makes it phatter
 In fact it makes it a poem
 Makes it stick in your dome
 By now my point has been made
 And my skills displayed
 I thank God for this Talent
 And now my time is spent
 
 Think
 The downfall for Paul so far 
 Is not thinking 
 Impulsiveness 
 Has caused him so much stress
 Learning lesson after lesson
 Thru failure and stressin
 Wantin to change but 
 unable to rearrange
 His lifestyle at all
 Poor old Paul
 When will he learn
 If you think before you act
 Dreams will become fact
 Not just once but all the time
 Just like when you rhyme 
 You have thought before action
 Instead of simple reaction
 To this and that
 You have a idea that's phat
 When a problem arises
 You think of an answer
 Take steps like a dancer
 To execute your plan
 To become the fukkin man
 You must think all the time
 To climb the mountain
 To reach the top
 You have to stop
 And take time for thought
 Once you do that
 Half the battle's fought
 And won 
 After that its pure action son
 Remember this poem 
 Plant it in your dome
 If you heed its theme
 You'll have a happy home
 
 Missing Link
 Everytime I think about what I really want
 What comes to mind aint a drink or a blunt
 The thing I need is more potent than weed
 More relaxing than liquor
 And the effect is quicker
 What I need is between the thighs
 And its called P-U-S-S-Y
 That's one thing I'll want
 Till the day I die
 
 UnNoticed
 Never once has a girl even stepped to me
 But I guess that's the way that it has to be 
 Never once has a fine girl looked my way
 Yet I see them wit ugly mahfukkaz every day
 I only get stares from the ugly chicks
 And I wouldn't let one of them suck my dick
 I take care of myself and wear nice clothes
 But still and yet a nigga can't pull no hoes
 I know I aint ugly and yet I aint fine
 But do I have to make the first move every time?
 If you're interested at least make eye contact
 When you walking by a nigga and maybe look back
 Show me some love and I'll show it back
 
 Tired
 I'm tired of waiting for a girl that I like
 Tired of waiting for a girl who likes me
 Tired of waiting at last to get some ass
 Tired of waiting to finally be happy
 Tired of waiting for a girl that stands out
 Tired of waiting for a girl, no doubt
 Tired of waiting for a girl I can relate to
 Tired of waiting for a girl, can you relate too?
 Tired of waiting for a girl who wants to fuck me
 Tired of waiting for a girl, am I unlucky?
 Tired of waiting for a girl who is a dime piece
 Tired of waiting for a girl, when will this rhyme cease?
 Tired of waiting for a girl, I hope she's out there
 Tired of waiting for a girl, it doesn't seem fair
 Tired of waiting for a girl, what am I doing wrong?
 Tired of waiting for a girl, been waiting too long
 Tired of waiting for a girl, will she arrive soon?
 Tired of waiting for a girl, and staring at the moon
 Tired of waiting for a girl, so send her real fast
 Please let me end my wait, and meet her at last
 
 Regrets
 My life has been a long list of missed chances
 From popularity to teenage romances
 I've let things slip away so many times
 Had many regrets and wrote many rhymes
 I'm not cursed by Fate but the choices I make
 Have led to depression, learning life's hard lessons
 I've learned to always be myself
 Never change for someone else
 I've learned to make my voice heard 
 Never hold anything back
 But most of all the thing that's been my downfall
 Is letting opportunity simply walk right past me
 Whether due to fear or even laziness
 I've felt so much stress and turned my mind to a mess
 The mistakes I've made have only left me with regrets
 Second guessing my decisions and feeling upset
 Writing poetry has been the only way for me
 To make the ghosts go away. and constantly I pray
 That I'll get a chance to make up for my past mistakes
 In the future come across some lucky breaks
 So I can feel some inner peace and the regrets will cease 
 
 Letting Go
 The past is a hard thing to leave behind
 Because memories and guilt are always there to remind
 Me of my mistakes, stockpiled over time
 That leave me with regrets and make me want to rhyme
 To tell the stories and the pain helps to release the guilt
 And knock down all the walls that my mind has built
 For my mental health I used to tell myself
 That my mistakes weren't my responsibility
 That the blame is on Fate, not me, I'm unlucky
 Now I face facts and for once I see
 That all the mistakes were made by me
 Now that I've admitted all the wrong I've done
 I can move on and start over from square one 
 
 Goals
 Why do we value love above all other things?
 Maybe what it means is more important than what it brings
 Love means you care deeply for someone you know
 Because of what they say and do and even though
 They may have flaws and make mistakes
 You trust them and want to see them happy
 You think they look good when their hair is nappy
 Love means you enjoy being around someone
 You like talking to them and the attention is fun
 I want to love someone and be loved in return
 That is the one thing for which my heart truly burns
 
 Changes
 I feel it's time to go thru some changes
 Going thru this life so full of dangers
 I'm running the risk of going insane
 If I don't live out the dreams in my brain
 Dreams of having a good social life
 Have some friends and maybe a wife
 In order to make these dreams come true
 There's a couple of changes I must go thru
 I need to be more outgoing than I am
 Be able to introduce myself to people
 Properly approach females I wanna talk to
 And never be afraid to do something I want to
 Always get da scoop on what's going on
 So I can pick the right night to go to a tight
 Ass party fly like Marty Mc and get my dick
 Into some trik like a porno flick
 Turn my social life around like a frown upside down
 Get some boys, get some bitches, get some clout no doubt
 
 Acceptance
 The first time I wrote a rhyme 
 I wrote about a crush
 Four years have passed since
 And yet I'm still convinced
 That fear of rejection 
 Kept me from reaching Perfection
 The same fear that haunted me 
 In the years before
 The fear of talking to girls and
 Doing so much more
 The fear has faded away in the four years since
 But not until now have I felt some acceptance
 Acceptance by my peers after rejection for years
 Acceptance by women though I once feared them
 Acceptance of myself all the good and the bad
 I no longer change for others 
 Just to make them glad
 Acceptance of my feelings 
 Now I speak my mind
 When before I had a tongue
 That I could never find
 Acceptance of my sole responsibility
 To go after every opportunity
 That ever arises and knocks for me
 And acceptance of the fact that my destiny
 Is in my hands so I must make me happy
 
 Winner
 I want to be the best at whatever I do
 I want to be a winner and a leader too
 I know I have to work hard and never give in
 I know I need confidence in order to win
 I know I must stay focused and remember my goal
 I know I must give everything, my heart and my soul
 I know I must stay motivated constantly
 I that the desire has to be within me
 I know that obstacles will make it hard for me
 But I will do my best to avoid failing again
 Because I want to be a winner, and it's time to win
 
 Flaws
 Since I was young I always felt that I didn't belong
 I always wondered what the fuck it was that I did wrong
 Got bullied in school because I was smart and quiet
 Went all through school on a no girl diet
 Since I didn't think they liked me I never stepped
 To them and kept to myself
 Consequently a nigga like me went without a girl
 From K1 to 12th grade I never got laid
 I've never been athletic
 At sports I am pathetic
 I've always been smart but sometimes I go crazy
 And fuck up my grades because I get lazy
 I sometimes act silly and get on people's nerves
 Because I lose self control and stop playing the role
 As the low key, laid back nigga that I am
 Damn I need to change and erase these flaws
 Wash em off of me like a pair of dirty drawz
 I need to pause for this cause and check myself
 Do some self improvement for my mental health
 
 Overprotective
 Never let me go out with my friends
 Never let me stay at their houses
 Never let me take the bus with them
 So I never got close with my friends at school
 I never had a social life and felt like a fool
 I never had time a chance to kick it wit girls
 So I never had a date and now I'm a late
 Bloomer when it comes to social skills
 I have trouble gettin the nerve to talk to girls
 I don't feel comfortable chillin wit niggaz
 You always got on my nerves wit bullshit chores
 Got me caught up wit yo niggaz
 Never gave me advice
 Never gave me respect
 Always tried to buy my love
 But never learned to treat me like a person
 Never gave me compliments
 Never kept anything I told you to yourself
 So I never could talk to you about anything
 After I get out of school and get a job
 I won't give a fuck about you any more
 I'll be done using you so I won't need to be nice to you anymore
 
 End of Volume III (17 poems)
 Pnus is now Spectrum
 47 poems total
 
 "The light spectrum consists of all shades of color which exist in the universe.  In the same 
 manner, the work of Spectrum consists of all styles of poetry and rhyme which exist on this 
 planet.  Spectrum's subject matter includes all topics imaginable, ranging from love and 
 happiness to depression and death.  His poems are both lyrical and narrative, giving the 
 reader a virtual cornucopia of styles and stories to entertain his or her ear."  -Spectrum 
 
 Volume IV (Spectrum): Fun 
 
 Meta4z
 Let me drop a rhyme full of meta4z
 Which came from my head like sweat from pores 
 In your body excuse me if 
 I'm kinda shoddy 
 At doing this 
 Just like karate
 You need alot of practice to flow like this
 Since I'm just a rookie you can simply dismiss
 Any lack of skills wit dis metaphor shit
 To inexperience just like cummin quick
 When you a virgin you lack skills
 Unlike a surgeon 
 But quickly you get the hang 
 And start to do you thang
 Get comfortable in the role
 And master dick control
 Give me a little time
 Just like a Rolex
 And watch me start to be better like sex
 Once you find someone who's shit is tight
 Someone who swallows your nut and licks you right
 And rides your dick all thru the night
 
 Longing
 I long for the day when I will find someone
 Who's there as a friend when I need one
 I long for the day when I will find someone
 Who thinks about me for no reason
 I long for the day when I will find someone
 Who can relate to me like are minds are one
 I long for the day when I will find someone
 Who wants to chill wit me, conversate, and have fun
 I long for the day when I will find someone
 Who thinks of me as being second to none
 I long for the day when I find someone
 Who only wants me, she will be the one
 
 No Fear
 One night when I was thinking bout my mental health
 I thought about a question so I asked myself
 Am I a punk or a pussy?
 I answered neither nor
 I know I said it before
 I won't fear rejection from a girl no more
 But this time I mean it
 Cuz I seen it
 The depths of loneliness
 And being quiet causes nothing but stress
 So getting dissed a couple times won't make me depressed
 More than I already am 
 So I gonna be a man
 And step to any girl that I think looks good
 Try my luck and make it understood
 That I'm interested in at least being friends
 In going out, getting clout's what I'm about,  no doubt
 
 
 
 The Look
 I know so many girls but no one stands out
 As one that I know I couldn't live without
 They have tities and ass, they have style and grace
 But none have the one thing I can't replace
 None have that special kind of look in their eyes
 A look that makes me nervous and my temperature rise
 A look that I found once long ago
 A look that first inspired me to flow
 I'm searching for that look and until its found
 I'll never be in love or emotionally sound
 
 Social Life
 As a kid I never had any friends
 I never went outside and played with other children
 Instead I stayed inside playing video games
 Eighteen years full of secret tears
 Of  loneliness as well as social stress
 My mother never let me go out with my friends
 Or even to their house or let them visit ours
 In school I was picked on for being smart
 Beaten by bullies, unnoticed by girls
 I became shy and lived inside my mental world
 Started talking to myself, losing my mental health
 By seventh grade I had become a geek
 No taste in clothes, nappy head, acting meek
 Still picked on for being smart
 Still had friends who I couldn't go see
 On the bus cuz my moms thought something would happen
 By tenth grade I had started rappin
 About Kenya, she lived around the corner
 Too scared to talk to her, boy was that a mistake
 If she had been my girl I would've had a first date
 By now, in college, I don't know how to make friends
 Or even talk to womens so I depends
 On masturbation as sexual relation
 I'm lonely as fuck and out of luck
 No hoes step to me so I see I must be
 Confident and outgoing step to girls without knowing
 Doing shit off instinct wit game that's succinct
 Never pink like the Panther
 or blue like NCU 
 Gotta have balls
 And do what I gotta do
 To get what I want
 Step up and be blunt 
 End my loneliness
 And begin to live again
 Find a girl who likes me and has time
 To talk to me and like my rhymes
 Will it happen soon, I really don't know 
 I hope so because my lyrical flow
 Always concerns problems in my life
 Searching for my wife
 The pain is like a knife
 In my heart I really need to start
 Trying to make friends and stop pressing
 The womens to like me instead
 Get them to know me 
 Need to be picky when choosing my friends
 Only womens that I would wanna talk to
 If I do my social problems will be thru
 
 Motivation  
 I've let chances pass before my eyes
 So what a surprise it's happening again
 Not realizing my mistake until the end 
 Stay procrastinating, playing stupid games and waiting
 Till the last minute to do some shit
 Always quit and be lazy I must be crazy
 No time management now how is my time spent
 Always sleeping, dreaming of a better life having a wife
 If I stay sleep I'll never get the chance
 To have romance get in a honey's pants
 Cuz I'll be at home
 Chillin all alone
 Never on the phone 
 Always on the bone
 Never going out no clout no doubt
 Never no freedom no girls don't need um
 Because I didn't fear the 'F', the 'D' or the 'C'
 Enough to work instead of being lazy
 I came to college to get some knowledge
 But I'm acting much dumber
 Than I was last summer
 I guess I didn't learn my lesson 
 Straight stressin
 Livin home wit momz
 She dropping bomz when her mood swings
 Only brings mad stress nothin less
 I should avoid home
 Shouldn't have to write this poem
 Need to do work
 Stop being a lazy jerk
 Things will come my way one day if I stay
 On the right track never slack off or back off
 From a challenge that I know I can handle
 Should hit the books like blockers if I was John Randle
 Always do my best, work before I rest
 Because my life is good in this ATL hood
 
 Inspiration(The mother of a poet)
 What was it about you that touched my soul?
 Got a nigga writing rhymes now I'm on a roll
 Girl I do swear 
 I had feelings and they still there
 Still got you on my mind daily 
 And I don't care
 What did you do that made me write
 Got this feeling inside that I just can't fight
 First I called it love then I called it lust
 Now I call it writing poems cause I feel I must
 I need to ask you
 Have you done this shit before
 Had another muthafucker writing lyrical lore
 All about you 
 You know it's something
 I don't doubt you
 Something in your eyes like I said  
 You got clout boo
 Motivated me to be a poet girl 
 That's true
 You keep me wondering what made you the one
 Got me writing, reciting, 
 You're second to none
 
 Consequences of Fear
 Depression steady stressing always pressing learn a lesson
 Shit aint cool being alone feeling like a fool
 Waiting for shit that aint gonna happen and steady rappin
 About my problems in life how I want me a wife
 Hoping she will come to me but that aint how it will be
 Scared of getting dissed but stay steady pissed 
 At myself for not talking to girls while they is walking
 Past me not even saying hi and lastly 
 I fear I will run out of things to say but everyday
 I talk like a motherfukka to myself and others
 I can't explain my fear I just can't overcome it
 But it's worth it now to face my fear and get dissed
 Because I can't stand it no more being alone jerking off
 Daydreaming about girls I know wishing they were with me
 I gotta grow up sometime and the time is now
 
 My own Best Friend
 I'm my own best friend
 Stand by me till the end
 Always there for myself
 When I need someone to talk to
 It's true I try to terminate the talk
 But the shit just happens everytime I walk
 On the street alone or just be all alone
 I'm so used to it
 That it's hard to quit
 I say I get it from momz
 As a convenient excuse
 To avoid fighting it
 I say what's the use
 It's in my genes
 But I know that's wrong
 Neither my brother or sister do it
 So I can't sing that song
 Having no friends contributes to it
 But I must be strong and quit
  I pride myself on self control
 But then I play the hypocrite role
 By talking to myself
 Killing my mental health
 I swear to never do it again
 Because I'm my own best friend
 
 Masturbation
 Alone on the bone on the phone wit the modem
 Get some pics of hoes I don't know but I want em
 So I can whack off bust a nut pretend my hands a slut
 This shit is embarrassing so I must stop it now
 I feel guilty afterwards of being a hypocrite
 I laugh at others that do it but still I don't quit
 It reminds of how lonely and desperate I am
 But then makes me feel like I really don't need a girl
 At least not for sex, but then I know that's some bullshit
 Cuz nothing can compare to putting yo shit on her clit
 And getting licked up and down all around like a roller coaster
 I swear right now that never again will I do that shit
 Instead I'll spend my time working out so I look good 
 In the summer for the girls I want to fuck and wit some luck
 I will be stuck alone wit a fine ass naked bitch
 And a box of condoms before the end of the year
 Maybe they'll be a new mack around here
 
 Improvement
 I ask myself why has my life not changed?
 I ask myself, what did I rearrange?
 Had plans to improve my social life
 Make friends, be known, and maybe get a wife
 But things haven't changed at all for Paul
 I still have no friends and know no womens
 I don't flirt dats what hurts my chances wit girls
 Dat I meet I don't speak I act shy and meek
 I feel weak like a geek and the future is bleak
 For a nigga like me at least socially
 I see no improvement
 No movement from obscurity to popularity
 I'm not a mack from way back my game is wack
 As a matter of fact
 Dat's why I can't step to females like other guys
 I don't know what to say so I say nothing
 To avoid embarrassment and rejection I stay in reflection
 Thinking up lines and icebreakers while deez fakers cats
 Get more hoes than Jamie got hats
 My stats is low though I know I got a flow
 I can't find it when I see a fine girl
 I'm so disgusted wit my life sometimes I wanna rhyme
 To a dime piece like I do to paper
 What a caper, or a mystery, it would be her looking at me
 Wondering what I was saying just steady playing
 Myself fukking up my mental health
 Just to try and take a shot at changing my luck
 Instead of being lonely like the Ugly Duck
 I need confidence from hence forth like broth
 I need to be hot wit my tongue to blow up the spot
 Impress a girl rock her world and all that
 If I could do that starting tomorrow dat would be phat
 
 
 
 Confidence
 I need confidence now I am convinced
 That's the missing link between players and haters
 I aint from Decatur but my game is greater
 than Marcus or Terence Barkus I'm just not confident
 I don't believe in myself, in my looks, my personality
 I don't think a girl will like me for me
 Because I haven't had a fine girl like me for a while
 I forgot my style I was charming like Kyle
 off Living Single when I was in high school 
 Came to Morehouse and just lost my pride
 No one to boost my ego, nowhere to hide
 From my inexperience at stepping to girls
 I never had to do it back in high school
 But here in school wit niggaz I have no choice
 Than to get some confidence and use my voice
 
 Ready
 I've wanted to change the way I act for so long
 Wanted to stop doing the shit I've done wrong
 Tired of singing the same old sad song
 Tired of having to stroke my own ding dong
 Ready to finally be happy instead of sad
 Ready to be known, have friends of my own,
 Wit my black bone make mad mommies moan
 Have honeys in the zone never be alone
 No longer a virgin, honeys be urging
 Me to come thru and do what I gotta do
 Nice and slow like Usher the pussy crusher
 Like Biggie start dressing gigi have a crew
 Of big figgi niggies just like me never lazy never crazy
 Always funny hang wit future Playboy bunnies get in shape
 Start making payps
 Have a ride so I can slide out of town go to FAM 
 And clown wit dat nigga Hank stay smoking dank
 And pulling pranks no longer wishin but
 Merely dishing out prophecies and my philosophy
 Will be just do it like I'm Nike I like
 This like Mikey time to stop rappin and make it happen
 
 Procrastination
 I hate the way I straight procrastinate
 When I know I need to do work
 I fuck around like a jerk
 Until I'm under pressure to finish some shit
 I always get a little work done and quit
 If I just sat down and took the time
 To plan out my work like I do a rhyme
 I could do a little bit of work each day
 Instead of a week's worth of worth today
 
 Never Know If You Don't Try
 They say it's better to have loved and lost
 Than never loved at all
 I never knew how true this statement was to Paul
 Because he blew his chance, that was his downfall
 Overall looking back on the facts of the matter
 He would've been much gladder had he decided to flatter
 Kenya Pope but like a dope he never had any hope
 In his mind that should would find him appealing
 He had the feeling like Lil Kim she would have no time 
 For his rhymes so many times she passed him by like Pharcyde 
 If he had just been upfront
 In other words blunt
 Told her that he liked her then what would've occured?
 That he'll never know, but to be sure,
 Courage would flow from him after that day
 And stay always
 Conquering his greatest fear
 It would be clear
 He could step to any girl in the world after that
 And that would be phat
 To have confidence as well as common sense
 
 Missing
 Missing people I used to know
 Because I enjoyed their company
 Makes me see that I am really lonely
 Wit no friends at home or in school
 Makes me feel like a muthafukkin fool
 I need to make female friends
 Spends my ends wisely
 So I can get in between the sheets
 Like the Eisleys
 Wit mad honeys it aint funny how I'm Living
 Single cuz I'm feeling like it's me against the world
 Like 2Pac I need to block the negativity
 From the mind so I can find some happiness you see
 If I'm optimistic and confident and heaven sent
 Luck helps me out then no doubt I'll be without
 Loneliness and stress because then I will be blessed
 Wit friends and ends to spends plus honeys wit money
 And look back on this poem and dis shit would be funny
 
 Old Flame
 I made mistakes in the past when I knew Perfection
 Now that she's gone I'm in a state of reflection
 Wondering if we'll ever meet again
 Wondering if I'll ever have that feeling again
 That I felt whenever she was around
 Wondering if things would have been different
 If I had made different decisions
 Wondering if she ever felt the same way about me
 Hoping someday I will get the chance
 To make up for my mistakes
 And be able to achieve Perfection
 
 No Fear
 Fear has never been a friend of mine
 But wherever I go it isn't far behind
 Keeping me from affection is fear of rejection
 Keeping me from speaking my mind is fear that I'll find
 Those with authority disagree with me
 Why I fear these things is unclear to me
 It seems my self esteem is very fragile
 So to keep it alive I avoid enduring these trials
 But in the process I only gain loneliness
 Which isn't a good tradeoff so fear is outta here
 
 Don't Need It
 What do I need it for?
 Need to get some attention
 From a girl for my confidence retention
 Why do I need compliments and physical affection
 To put my mind in the right direction
 Why can't I look in the mirror and just see
 An attractive nigga who can get pussy?
 What's da deal wit a nigga'z mind
 What is it I'm missing that I just can't find
 To give me self esteem and self pride
 So I can approach females without thinking
 Like Nike just do it without blinking
 Not giving a fuck about what I say
 Just living every day like it's my last day
 I think I needed to write this poem this day
 So I can do what I say and get some play
 
 In the Front of My Mind
 I don't know what I'm about to write
 But I might as well write since I'm bored tonight
 I need three things to make my life complete
 Number one is a girl that's sexy and sweet
 Number two is a girl that's sexy and sweet
 Number three is a girl that's sexy and sweet
 Damn I want to feel a girl's heartbeat
 Next to mine as we recline in the bed
 After an excellent adventure just like Bill and Ted
 I must instead imagine this in my head
 And dream about it every night I go to bed
 All I want is some affection and attention
 From a fine ass girl to bring joy to my world
 
 Interest
 Can a honey come along that shows some interest
 In a brother like me and not be ugly
 Can a honey come along that wants to be wit me
 Who doesn't look like Olive Oil or Miss Piggy
 Can a honey come along that tries to call me
 More than once a week so that we can speak
 Often enough to get to know each other
 First become friends, then become lovers 
 Can a honey come along that has time to chill
 Wit a nigga like me and do her work still
 Can a honey come along wit deez qualities
 So I can finally have someone for me
 
 Prioritize(Open My Eyes)
 Put myself in a hole
 Because I'm steady playing the role
 Of procrastinator, killing time laying in bed
 After staying up nights on the computer
 Never feel like doing anything because I'm lazy
 What am I crazy?  A nigga livin da life
 Away from home, surrounded by girls and acting trife
 Finding any little reason to avoid my job
 Whether it's playing a game, downloading some Mobb
 Deep track of the internet, or some Keith Sweat
 Or just laying back watching some TV show
 Instead of doing what I know is right
 I gotta fight the urge to do nothing
 I need to get up, get out, and get something
 Like Outcast or get kicked out fast
 By my scholarship program out on the lam
 Running from momz out to kill me
 I be hating bad grades but don't want to spend the time
 It takes to get A's instead I'd rather rhyme
 After getting F's about being stressed and mad at myself
 Because I didn't do my best
 The rest of my college years it's clear
 From here on work must come first
 Before entertainment for my arrangement
 To continue as it is imperfect but good enough
 Compared to being home I'm spared my momz wrath
 So I promise myself to stay on the best path 
 
 Friend
 Still alone never on the phone
 Want you back my friend 
 So loneliness can end
 What happened to you?
 I love you boo
 For accepting me, being my friend, 
 Paying attention
 To me, simply talking to me
 They say you don't know what
 You've got till it's gone
 But that song is wrong
 I knew what you meant to me
 While you were here wit me
 I just didn't know I would miss you so
 Just to hear your voice, I wish I had that chance
 We never had romance, but that didn't matter
 Cuz being friends wit you 
 Was better than any relationship
 I've ever had before
 You mean so much more to me 
 Than anyone else I've ever known
 I've grown but no one knows
 Because they didn't know me before
 I met you it's true I'd do anything to have you
 Back in my life because I need someone  
 Like you now, I don't know how
 I can ever be happy again like I was
 The last day I spent with you
 God please let someone else come along
 Right not wrong for me as quickly
 As sands go thru an hourglass, just as fast 
 Cuz I deserve at last long term friendship
 Like I had wit Alice, a girl wit
 Total absence of Malice
 Like a royal palace
 Beauty that is emperial
 Ethereal
 Nutritious like cereal
 But to the Soul
 Food wit a role
 To give emotional happiness 
 To someone who has never had it
 Something I would cherish 
 And never want to perish
 Either friendship or romance
 Either one is cool
 As long as it lasts
 As long as I'm in school
 
 Freestyle Shit
 Well I'm a rookie muthafukka on this freestyle shit
 I been writing rhymes for years and I will never quit...
 Leave you used, abused, confused and out of luck
 Have you going (Quack sound) like Donald Duck
 Make you so sick you turn the Color Purple
 Make you go (snort snort) like Steve Urkel
 Your rhymes is wack but please don't have a cow
 I laugh (He He How) at your rhymes like Missy
 You may not be drunk but I'll make you feel pissy
 
 Relax
 When I meet new people
 Why am I so shy
 Or when I'm wit females
 Why can't I think of anything to say
 Why can't I just be myself
 By that I mean make faces and say 
 Things with enthusiasm
 Ask mad questions
 And all that shit
 Instead of being silent
 Like a night
 I need to loosen up
 Be mad relaxed
 Like when I feel happy
 Say funny shit
 Be sarcastic
 Maybe do voices
 God help me be
 Myself at these times
 So I can impress people
 And make friends
 
 Surprise
 I just want the chance
 To be your friend
 Someone to talk to,
 A helping hand to lend
 If you ever need me
 Then I'll be there
 I'll do whatever I can
 Because I care
 That's my gift to you
 On your birthday
 I give you friendship
 What else can I say?
 Since we just met
 This is all you get
 All I can do for you
 Is write a simple rhyme
 But if you give me time
 To get to know you better 
 You'll get much more
 Than a poem or a letter
 Give me a chance
 And I'm sure you'll see
 That you've never had 
 A friend quite like me
 
 End of Volume IV(26 poems, 73 poems total)
 
 
 Volume V: Achieving Goals(Spectrum is now Pathos)
 "I invoke the God, the creator of the universe, to inspire my writings and amplify my ability to rhyme while expressing my feelings clearly from now on.  I also ask this God to keep me safe and healthy while I do what I think to be good and have some sort of unselfish goal in life.  I invoke this God to bring me the opportunity to achieve the happiness I so desire.  I do so as a faithful, righteous man and one who is sorry for his past mistakes and no longer wants to suffer from the consequences of his past wrongdoings."  -Paul 
 
 Growing Up
 
 Perfection V: Staying Alive
 
 Talent(What to do wit my skills)
 
 Prayer
 Confidence and common sense
 are important in life
 And I dare say prayer is more important still
 It keeps you alive
 By giving you the will
 To hope for the best
 Never rest be the best
 Face a test and pass
 Life is a class
 That no one wants to fail
 End up in jail
 Need money for bail
 That's why I try
 To do the right thing
 Bring whatever I can
 To people to make them happy
 Like Slappy the squirrel
 I want a girl
 Like Diamonds and Pearls
 I would give her the world
 If she gave me her heart 
 And soul I'm on a roll
 But back to prayer
 All I wanna say is I stay
 True to myself and I pray
 Not every day but sometimes
 And write rhymes to focus my mind
 Hoping that God will help me
 Keep me healthy and wealthy
 In terms of happiness
 In my life I'm not trife
 So I can't see
 Why some things don't happen to me
 Like other people 
 Meet someone by chance
 And have a romance
 That's all I want right now
 At least socially
 That's why I pray
 And say why not me
 I'm thankful for my position
 So just listen to my prayers
 And my poems
 And let me find
 Someone for me
 To ease my mind
 
 Top Priority
 Why do I deserve this fukked up social life
 All alone and lonely
 No girls that think about me 
 Getting angry depressed and stressed about the shit
 Hate going home cuz it just reminds me
 Of how long this shit has been going on
 And continues and I ask GOD
 What did I do so wrong
 That my whole life 
 Has been lonely
 The one thing I've always wanted 
 More than anything material
 Is to have a girlfriend that's fine as hell
 And I don't see why I can't find one
 Like other niggaz
 What am I doing wrong?
 Give a nigga a sign so I can change
 What I've been doing to get a girl
 ASAP to be wit me
 
 Reflections of the Soul(by James C. Taylor)
 It starts as a memory,or a thought from the past.In a time gone forever.In a dream you can't grasp.Alive in your heart, butcontained by your soul.Unleashed by emotion,from your eye it will flow.Running true down your face,filled with a lifetime of blues.A drop in a ocean of heartache,caused by pain you didn't choose.It falls in total silence, as everyone before.It lands next to your feelings,as it crashes to the floor.
 
 Your Loved One Lives in Your Heart(by Helen Steiner Rice)
 May tender memories
 Soften your grief,
 May fond recollection
 Bring you relief, 
 And may you find comfort
 And peace in the thought
 Of the joy that knowing
 Your loved one brought-
 For time and space 
 Can never divide
 Or keep your loved one
 From your side
 When memory paints
 In colors true
 The happy hours
 That belonged to you.
 
 Eyes(Lawrence Fishburn in Hoodlum)
 I ask myself where did she get those eyes
 So full of light, so free of lies
 Where does one get eyes like that
 I tell myself she robbed a cat
 
 Guilt
 The universe would have been ultimately changed for the better if the Sun had shone on the Chosen One instead of  hiding in the clouds when She arrived.  Since this did  not happen, the universe is now in despair and the Sun is no  longer shining at all. The Sun has vowed to never return until a new Chosen One appears, so that it can shine brighter  than ever before to make up for its mistake.  The Sun knows the new  Chosen One will not arrive until the next shift of  the moon, and until then it will remain in seclusion and the universe will remain in sorrow.
 



 Fear
 Hesitation due to fear leads to eternal procrastination.  Never doing something for  lack of courage but always telling  yourself you'll do it causes you  to wait until  it's too late.  Later you always think maybe you could've  overcome your  fear or  maybe it was fate.  Having a chance to fulfill your dreams at your fingertips and letting it  pass by because of fear is stupid.  
 
 Life
 Looking back on the past
 In relation to the present,
 I see things haven't changed much
 Since I was six years old
 Still aint got no friends,
 That really know me
 Still aint got no girl
 That's the way shit be
 Still don't step to girls
 Still don't get stepped to
 Still skinny as hell
 Still unathletic
 Still unattractive
 That shit's pathetic
 Still don't leave the house
 Still quiet as a mouse
 Still don't do shit about it
 Will I ever change, don't doubt it...
 Still hate my life
 Still feel lonely
 Still lack confidence
 Still play video games
 Still good in school
 Still irresponsible
 Still forgetful
 Still the more things change
 The more they stay the same
 
 More Thoughts
 Is shit ever gonna change for me
 Never get calls, cause no one cares
 Or thinks about me, of this I'm aware
 I do my part, but the girls I meet
 Just don't seem to take an interest in me
 What da deal, this shit make me feel
 Unwanted, unattractive, unnoticed, and unconfident
 I hate this shit, that why I quit
 Even trying to step
 Because it's a waste of time
 The one that likes me
 Will approach me
 So fuck it... 
 
 
 Aftermath("Am I Right, Pt. 1" was right)
 Even though now I know 
 That you didn't feel the same
 It's true I still do 
 Want to write to you
 Just being friends 
 Wit da crush of my life
 Is better than 
 Us never speaking again
 Being friends till the end of school
 Would be cool wit me
 Cuz that would be 
 My best chance to see
 If your beautiful smile
 Comes from a beautiful heart
 Mind and body, both a work of art
 And even though we're apart
 I still have the chance
 To make you happy
 And that's all that I ask
 
 Deja vu
 Same old shit, happens each and every year
 I watch and never do, shit I put myself thru
 Can't think of funny shit to say, so I stay away
 Never step out from the crowd, make my voice heard loud
 No confidence in my vocals in general but know I can write
 If it was reversed it might reverse my life
 Pain cuts like a knife when I think of my mistakes
 Feel sorrow for myself cuz I can't get no breaks
 But I've been down too long, time to rise on up
 Luck is when preparation meets opportunity
 That's my new motto, and just like the lotto
 I'm gonna win next semester, achieve my goals
 Get girls, friends like me and mad pussy
 Get a car be a star go far like Babar
 Become king of the ring of niggaz called Morehouse
 
 No Friends
 No friends is the reason why I'm lonely
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Questions(My Most Complete and Respectful Prayer)
 Why can't I ever get eye contact
 When I stare at a girl, why can't she stare back
 Why can't they smile every once in a while
 Or just step to me, suggest a number to dial
 Like Alaythia, be cute and aggressive
 A girl like that would be most impressive
 Why can't I think of anything to say but "hi"
 Just introduce myself like a boring guy
 Why can't I be clever, charming or whatever
 Just say something funny whenever I meet a honey
 Why can't I make some new male friends
 Brothers that have some cute female friends
 Guys with game and morals at the same
 Time, friends who think like Hank and can rhyme
 Why can't I ever keep myself in shape
 Have constant access to weights and stick to the dates
 I set to work out so I can get a six pack
 Get built like Michael Johnson, and never look wack
 Why can't I get myself some nice clothes
 That look good enough that I am asked to pose
 For a magazine, so I can be confident
 Have self esteem like ice, it can never be bent
 Why can't I ever get the chance to drive
 Develop my skills so I can survive
 In this world independently, distance won't prohibit me
 From going anywhere, far or near it may be
 Why can't I stop losing valuables of mine
 Wasting other people's money, like giving them a fine
 Searching everywhere, be it here or there
 It is irresponsibility or theft, it's really not clear
 Why can't I have the courage to say
 Certain things I think, almost every day
 Why can't I have the heart to say it from the start
 Why can't I ever balance work and play
 Video games at night and books all day
 Why can't I ever get the sleep I want
 The last couplet answered that, I won't put on a front
 Why must I wait for my life to improve
 To enjoy every day, and have fun socially
 Why can't I decide on what religion to believe
 To find the knowledge I need in order to weave
 Together all the theories into one takes time
 Ten times more than I spent on this rhyme
 Why can't the creator answer all these questions
 Give me the answers to some of life's lessons
 Why do I deserve the life that I'm living
 Please answer me God, that's the prayer I'm giving
 
 Inquiries(Detailed Questions)              
 Dear God tell me what is the goal for my soul
 What purpose do I serve in this black man role
 Why do people treat me like I don't exist
 Why do I have urges that I can't resist
 Why have I been given this talent to write
 My words are Hercules, my rhymes his might
 Why must I spend nights contemplating my plight
 Why can't it be like Syracuse, where I was noticed
 Got attention, felt accepted and never rejected
 Why have I always been lonely, as long as I remember
 Please let my loneliness end by this coming September
 And my yearning for Perfection be gone by November
 By December let my life have reversed its course
 From sinking into depression to a social lesson
 On how to make friends and talk to womens
 I have not the faith of Job, so why test me like him
 Not with physical but with emotional hardships I've endured
 From this moment on let my social life be cured
 From the sickness called fear, the ailment of nervousness
 Procrastination, bad taste, anything less
 And most of all, rid me of this lack of total control
 Of myself physically, mentally and spiritually
 Plus rid me of this curse of invisibility
 Or inability to attract females that interest me
 Please do all this now as I write, somehow
 And let me see its effect on the opposite sex
 The next time I meet an attractive female
 Show me the nails of my cross have been removed
 And I have been resurrected and blessed
 Plus selected by a beautiful woman as the man of her choice
 Please make that your reply, let it serve as your voice
 
 Rhymes
 Dies realize size thighs surprise surmise disguise lies pies ties wise guys replies 
 Be see tea he me accompany 
 
 My Style
I just come wit da real
A nigga say what I feel
Whether about depression or obsession there is a lesson
In all that I say, you can learn from my mistakes
Cuz I sure can't do it
All that's happening now
I already been thru it
College is high school in a different setting
I play the same role, have the same soul
But only now, shit's changed somehow
If your life is a song, then mine is a movie
My life is Scream 2, but the horrors I'm going thru
Have went by so far, without a costar
My leading lady left my life long ago
So I must put on the show alone with no drive
No motivation, no goal for which to strive
Like Wyclef, I'm just trying to Stay Alive
A Starr with no purpose makes a pointless movie...
Or a parody like Men in Tights
Was of Robin Hood, that shit aint right
Without you as my coStarr, I can't go far
In the box office, I'll sink like Titanic
And I'll panic, and become manic
Depressive regressive to a primate state
Sike I'm just kidding, the liquor got me spittin
Some old dumb shit, but now I must quit
Back to the point, when I write joints
My thoughts don't see clarity
But I see parity, between me and you
Which means we're even, equal parts of a whole
Pieces of a soul, split by Fate, reunited at a date
Set by Destiny or Destiny's Child, I'm getting Wild
For the Night like the Last Boyscout
Dat nigga Rampage, the Rap Sage or Rap scholar
Like Das EFX, funky just like Flex, when it's time to have sex
If you're lost now, I can see how, I'm just flowing and going
On anything that rhymes, it don't make no sense
In the present tense, so I must end this joint
On a sober point, what I really feel
Is you know da deal about how I think of you
So why not front, I should just be blunt
And say what I want, my style is depressing
Cuz I'm always stressin, about what's wrong in my life,
And people being trife, instead of thinking about
The blessings I have, it could be worse no doubt
That's my only flaw, but my shit is raw
Meaning it's real, how I feel, I don't pull no punches
I'm nasty like school lunches, and honest like Abe
In my poems my domepiece just gets released
The clarity's not there like you my dear
So I tear up pages, and erase verses
Put in curses, and write multiple works
On the same topic, like you, baby boo(ha, ha)
Until I get it right, till the flow is tight
And the words are clear, and I can hear people saying
"Yo he don't be playing when he write his shit"
Only then do I quit, focus on something else
Take the old shit put it on the shelf
Or send it to you, and stay true
To the art form, let the audience do
What I want, which is critique
Say my shit is weak, if it is
But you never do, why not I don't have a clue
Unless all my shit is tight, except for tonight
Let me end this shit right, don't give the wrong impression
I aint really drunk, just been drinking some
But the shit wasn't fun, that's why I'm writing now
To finish the poem I started somehow
It's funny how you flow much better when you're buzzed
I wish I could be like this without the drugs
And alcohol cuz dat shit aint Paul
I don't do it just to do it, I drink to loosen up
I don't know if that shit sounds fukked up
But I hope you understand, don't think a lesser man
Of me, I'm just being honest, I'm blessed by you're presence
In my life, just thru writing, I don't want to lose that
I just want to say that I think constantly
Of you, even when I'm tipsy
Da shit is real strange
It's not obsession
Just need someone to talk to
And who else better to talk to than you?

WHO DO YOU LOVE(Me or my Potential)
Who do you Love, Me or my Potential
Because there's a difference, almost exponential
What I am and what I wanna be might not agree
With what you think...PART 1 (Thug Luv aint what it seems)
If I wanna drink
And smoke my life away, be trife everyday
Play the playa role, stick my dick in pussy holes
Humping hefer happy hoes
Dat you don't know
Then so be it
What you don't know don't hurt you
Unless I just squirt you
By accident give you some shit
I got from Sheena
Or Tina or your homegirl Gina
Like Lena I got horns
Hidden in my fro
But you don't know
So I go on, doing you wrong
Leaving you singing that same sad song...PART 2 (Nice guy wit crushed dreams)
If I wanna study, just wanna be your buddy
Don't wanna have sex, or get funky like Flex
In the club show me love for being who I am
Even though you like thugs if you need a hug
Is dat nigga there for you, does he adore you
The way that I do, is he always true?
You don't know what to say to that
It's like a cat got your tongue
He coughing up a lung
All that smoking aint good
If you was wit me I would
Worship you like a Queen
But I'm always seen
As the nice guy,
Nice try, "I'm so sweet", don't lie
If I'm so sweet, then why's he in your sheets?
Instead of me, what's it gonna beThug luv
Well that's not me
I can't be your friend if he
Get's the attention I deserve
Your affection, your selection
I aint waiting no more for you to get bored
Wit the Thug Life see the light
Get your mind right
And come to me a year from now
I'm out of patience anyhow
Say goodbye and I'll leave now
Wit my heart on my sleeve
Cuz nice guys grieve
Though I thought that you did care
You had feelings that I did share
It's now clear it never was there
So I'm outta here
Quotes: Thug says:
I jus spend more time wit my NIGGAZ(?)
Than I do wit you
But dat nerd nigga you know
Say I'm creeping on the low...while he thinks("that playa hating hoe")
"Sweet" guy says:
I truly care but you fucking wit dat other guy
I make you smile but you rather have what make you cry
Tell em all, call me a fool cuz I'm stuck in this love thing
Unappreciated by the one that makes my heart sing
Dreaming of the things that I wish that we could do
But it's a fantasy it won't come true
You just wanna be my friend
And your man swear he love you
So I'll keep all these feelings inside
Keep my dreams alive until my destiny arrives...while he thinks:
("Could it be my destiny to be lonely
If I had a choice you would be my one and only
But you fukking wit dat phoney
All I feel for you I really want to let you know
My heart is truly yours and I'll never let you go...")Bomb shit, wasn't it?

 The Truth
To tell you the truth, I still think it's Fate
To tell you the truth, I don't think it's too late
To tell you the truth, I want a second chance
To tell you the truth, I want fairy tale romance
To tell you the truth, I wanna get wit you
To tell you the truth, I'm just sad and blue
To tell you the truth, I care for you the most
To tell you the truth, no one else comes close
To tell you the truth, I always meet Ms. Wrong
To tell you the truth, I've been down too long
To tell you the truth, I just don't care anymore
To tell you the truth, my heart is hurt to the core
To tell you the truth, it's just my destiny
To tell you the truth, it's just no one likes me
To tell you the truth, the ugly girls do
To tell you the truth, I want someone like you
To tell you the truth, it's not like I've tried
To tell you the truth, about this shit I've cried
To tell you the truth, this shit is depressing
To tell you the truth, this shit has got me stressin
To tell you the truth, I think God's testing me
To tell you the truth, I ask myself "why me?"
To tell you the truth, I know I'm not ugly
To tell you the truth, someone will come to me
To tell you the truth, that's just how it'll be
To tell you the truth, that's the conclusion I've made
To tell you the truth, I've got a fro, not a fade (Hey it rhymes and it'strue, and it's 3:30am)
To tell you the truth, I'm about to get built
To tell you the truth, I don't feel no guilt
To tell you the truth, I'm gonna make them want me
To tell you the truth, the shit's gonna be lovely
To tell you the truth, I'm working out this summer
To tell you the truth, I wanna be big like a Hummer
To tell you the truth, that's my only flaw
To tell you the truth, this niggaz gonna be raw
To tell you the truth, then they'll be no excuse
To tell you the truth, when all is said and done
Lonely or not, you're still my number one
 
 The Truth II
 To tell you the truth, I've given up on Fate
 And fuck the repetition, just sit down and listen
 To what I have to say, cuz this is it today
 My last poem for you, after this I'm thru
 Looking back on the past, at last I realize
 What I saw in your eyes and why it was you
 You were my dreamgirl, perfect in every way
 That's why I had a crush, at least until the day
 That you cut your hair, no offense my dear
 But that shit was like Samson, it took your power 
 After that hour, after that day, my crush faded away...
 Though you had a new hairstyle, you still had your smile
 And a glow from within, like the Last Dragon
 Regardless of all else, you're in a class by yourself
 I still thought you were fine, but in my mind you were a goddess 
 Cutting your hair made you mortal
 Made me see destiny had no hand in this, this superficialness
 Was my own shallowness, physical and nothing more
 I saw nothing in your eyes to my surprise after that
 In fact, one day if you rememeber, six months after December
 Before he graduated, one day a nigga named Paul had the gall
 To act out "Stare", a poem of which you should be well aware
 He stopped you in the hall and stared at you, that's all
 Didn't say a word cuz there was nothing to say
 It was just a test, nothing more, nothing less
 But even after the outcome, I still felt obligated
 To tell you how I felt, something which I debated
 Since I didn't know how, but finally it came to me
 On the last day of classes, when you were cleaning out your locker
 Using my feet and my head, kinda like playing soccer
 I walked up to you and gave you my poems, said it was a "present"
 Presently to me it's still a mystery what happened to that shit...
 That was just a bit of history about you and me, K and P
 I'll tell you the rest in part three to end the trilogy...
 
 The Truth III
 Now let me tell you why I never really said goodbye 
 To the past, went thru the trouble, of finding your ass
 I had shit to get off my chest, and you know the rest...
 But why I thought about you like I did, that's another story kid
 You were my favorite memory of University
 I used to go to school each day waiting to see you
 Used to get nervous when you walked by, try to say something
 "... I started to write you letters, but I wanted to be more clever
 I wanted to get down and sweet talk you
 But just like a baby I could not talk
 And I tried to come closer, but could not walk
 And I, dreamed of it every night, how I
 Just could not get it right
 If I just get that chance again
 I know what I'll say then" (Sorry for biting "Can We Talk", but it just fit you know)
 Anyway it made my day just seeing you walk by
 I got jel when I seen you with another guy
 I thought that I could've been your man back then
 But let's face it, I couldn't even have been your friend
 Don't want to admit it, but I can't resist
 You treated me like a nigga didn't exist
 But I used to have hope that somehow you liked me
 That's why I stayed up many nights writing "Am I Right"
 And its sequel among other poems from my domepiece
 And to release this hope, I found you
 To get you out my head, put the ghosts to bed
 Part of me wanted you to feel the same
 Thinking of me, remembering my name
 Just so I could feel that my hunch was right
 That you had liked me as well but was afraid to tell
 The truth, but a smaller part hoped for the opposite
 That the shit was one sided, feelings weren't returned
 That I spared myself embarrasment, avoided heartburn
 By not speaking out, holding it in, no doubt
 Had been the right choice, the voice of destiny was wrong
 A product of false hope and too many love songs...
 I can see you and me were never meant to be
 Not because of destiny, but hey look at me
 Back in high school no one wanted me, so how could it be
 That the finest girl in school was the exception to the rule
 It's as simple as your dimples, small but beautiful
 Those lines sum it up, but they were hard to say...
 I laughed at myself and wrote "Aftermath"
 Once you responded, I felt despondent
 And all my dreams went down the drain
 Yet you still remained, as a friend till the end like Chucky
 I felt lucky, to have someone new to talk to
 Even if it was one sided, I was delighted
 To get shit off my chest about you and other things
 It brings much more peace and release to tell another soul
 Than write it on the paper, since you can't control
 How I person reacts, and I love the feedback
 The most important part, which the paper can't provide
 You see another side of your problems and thoughts 
 You share ideas, and maybe lessons are taught
 I've learned alot about myself this past year
 And I hope that we see each other again
 And I can get a second chance, not at romance
 But at becoming your friend, this is the end
 My last poem for you, everything has been written
 I been spittin verses for years, and to end the finale
 I won't say I'll always remember you, cuz that applies to others
 Or I'll always love you, cuz we've never been lovers
 Or even close friends, but I can honestly say
 That I've thought of you more than anyone in my days
 On this earth, you've given birth to a poet and you should know it
 You're the only one I'll ever write this much shit about
 Cuz it's hard to express how I feel, no doubt
 It aint love or lust, it's a high school crush
 One who will always be a fond memory
 A name etched in my mind, a feeling I'll never find 
 Again, I can't begin to describe the regret
 I feel for being silent, because I let 
 You go without hearing you ever say "no"
 When I asked if you liked me too, still haven't heard it
 I needed to hear it, but couldn't face the verdict
 You'll never know until you try, you never really say goodbye
 To the past, until at last, you face the truth,
 Like a sore tooth, the shit hurts, but today
 At last I say, what I feel, stay real, to myself
 Put your name, on the shelf, get "Kenya" out my mind
 Go out and find, real love, with the help of God above
 Say goodbye, maybe cry, from depression, hard lessons
 Lifetime of loneliness, stress, sadness and nothing less
 LEARN FROM MY MISTAKES, DON'T REPEAT THEM
 FACE MY FEARS, AND DEFEAT THEM
 Move on, quote a song, of happiness, fuck the rest
 Perfect myself, find mental wealth, and also health
 Turn my body, to a temple, the whole process, should be simple
 Maybe then, I'll find again, my perfection, top selection
 Maybe so, I don't know, but I'm sure, there's no cure
 I can find, to free my mind, from you, this is true
 I miss you more than anyone I've known before 
 You'll never fully fade away, that is all I have to say... 

 Mistakes
 If I could turn back time I'm sure I would've went
Not just cuz of you but because the time I've spent
In the A.T.L hasn't been so swell
It's not a living hell but still I can tell
That I don't fit in, like a cat in a pen
Of pigs da niggaz here is just like kids
For the most part, but I don't need to start
Criticizing, realizing my mistake cuz it's made
And I can't go back...Just make the most of it cuz I know the shit
I feel about the school is shared by others
Disappointed, disillusioned, and depressed brothers
If I was there wit you, what would I do?
Would I reveal how I feel like I did down here
Or would I fear rejection like I did four years
Ago in high school looking like a fool
In person, was my fear but now it's not clear
If I would be the same nigga dat I was back then
I know I'm different now but I can't begin
To imagine myself in another situation...
Telling my tale on email is a different relation
Than doing it face to face, so maybe the place
That I'm in now is better for us cuz I must
Endure the social atmosphere down here I don't like...
So I think of you to get me thru
Remind me what I gotta do
No fear, head clear, pretty girls are everywhere
But in their eyes, nothing lies, still I nigga gotta try
To step to them, make friends, but that's where the thinking ends
Problem starts, in my heart, 
I know I'm playing the same partI did wit you, the shy role, but dat shit just takes control
Guess I just lack confidence, but dat shit don't make no sense
I feared rejection from you, but not these girls
But I'll go into it later when my time is greater...(2 B continued)
 ...I feared rejection from you,
But not these girls
Curls in their hair or ponytails
It didn't matter either way
I didn't know what to say
Besides the basic smalltalk
Give her my number and walk
Never get a call back
Yo dat shit is wack
Aint dat my game is lame
It's just a shame that I blamed
Myself for this shit so I quit
Even trying steady lying
To myself thinking nobody wants me
I just stepped to the wrong ones
Got discouraged, lost courage
Stopped trying meet new people
But I made a mistake cuz dat shit was lethal
To my self esteem, my dream of being happy
See the key for me is simply perseverance
Constantly improving my personal appearance
Dressing jiggy, body bomdigi, be a niggy
Gettin sweated, that rejection shit, deadit
That's my goal for this year and I'm halfway there
Jus gotta get some gear, go to the gym and I swear
Dis shit won't be a problem at all for Paul
Come this fall, but in the meanwhile my style
Is steadily improving, moving up the ladder
Rhymes getter phatter, Kenya gettin flattered
Like I'll never want a girl as much as you
That's true, I keep it real, you know da deal,
Be myself for my mental health...
But back to the point, cuz I got off track
All I wanted to say is the courage I lacked
Was caused by the fact that I met the wrong women
But I compared them to you, thought they could do
The same shit to me that I felt from you
But after thinking it thru I knew dat wasn't true
I just got discouraged and shit a little bit
Then I seen the light and started to fight
The feelings I felt from former failures
And that was the cure cuz now a niggaz sure
Of himself, game tight, got my head on right
Most of the reason for this was you MissKenyastarr (Perfection by far)
After sending you them poems
Thoughts in a nigga dome
Was like what if she don't like em
Won't she think I'm psycho
But when you were impressed then I wasn't stressed
Even though Part 2 wasn't true of "Am I Right"
A nigga didn't care because it was clear
My dear if I could get you to be my friend wit poetry
I could be where I want to be socially the same way
Using poetry to stay on girls' minds, getting them calls
I didn't get if I use it to my advantage
Then I could manage to make the friends I wanna
Find someone that likes me that I like as well
Maybe find the feeling that I felt for you...
Maybe that's asking too much, maybe just a touch
Of that would be enough, to remind me of how it was
Having a crush, feeling my blood rush
Temperature rise, getting nervous knowing what to do
But unable, feeling unstable...
I'm off the topic again my friend, 
I'm just flowing tonite
Shit's feeling right, but don't get me wrong
This little song isn't about my crush on you
Dat shit is over, I'm just thanking you for giving me the idea
Of using poetry to be the real me
The other side of 2Face, use him to replace
The shy side that does the talking when I meet someone
Implement my heaven sent gift in daily life
Make mad friends, maybe find a wife
Not literally, just a girl for me
But anyway I wanna say thanks
For what you said
Any girl would love a friend like me
Wit poetry as my tool
Get popular at school
Thanks for the tip
Now I must shut my lip...

 Retrospective on my LOVE LIFE
 As I review my life I give it a thumbs down
 I've never had a girl, been treated like a clown
 Always been alone, always felt inferior
 To other guys I know, because I know no girls
 I wonder what I'm doing wrong
 I wonder why God doesn't help me
 Why has my destiny been to be lonely so far
 What have I done wrong that I must suffer so
 All I want is a pretty girl to spend time with me
 Then my life would live perfectly
 What can I do to change, get built and cut
 Change my attitude, try to reinvent my image
 What am I do to, living in this irony
 Looking good, being smart, but alone with my art
 I get so frustrated masturbating not relating to a female
 I've prayed for a sign or a change for the better
 After years of waiting my life is still the same
 At least I'd like to know what I'm doing wrong
 I can't call it, losing my faith in God because of it
 It's not fair, that's my point, I don't deserve this
 I deserve to be happy since I do the right things
 Compared to other people my age I'm a saint
 Lord give me Kenya, Alice or Alaythia II
 Someone new who reminds me of them would do
Please help me now find happiness somehow
 
 Where's the Love?
 After all the shit that I've been thru
 Where are you at when I need you
 After all the shit that I've overcome
 Where is your help when I need some
 After all the shit that I've cried for
 Why don't you stop my tears from flowing like before
 After all the shit that I've asked you for
 I've got some rewards, but I deserve more
 All I ask is you listen to my prayers
 And give me an answer that's positive and clear
 God above please show me love 
 
 If I Could Control Myself
 If I could control myself, I wouldn't be lazy
 Stay up all night and sleep all day
 If I could control myself, I would do my work early
 Right after class and get it over with
 If I could control myself, I wouldn't play
 Videogames nearly as much as I do
 Or web surf either...
 If I could control myself I would step to girls
 Introduce myself and make them laugh
 If I could control myself, I wouldn't fear rejection
 I'd have the courage to talk to girls
 If I could control myself I would do extracurricular work
 Like learn how to use Unix
 Or community service or even HTML and Java
 If I could control myself I wouldn't be
 So low key, reluctant to speak at certain times
 If I could control myself I'd never stop
 Working out doing push ups and crunches
 Getting cut no doubt
 But I don't have this control, at least not yet
 If I knew how to get it, my life would be set...
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 I'm Fukkin Myself
 I'm procrastinating instead of concentrating
 Debating and delaying, steady playing a game
 Or doing other shit that I need to quit
 It's not time management that's my problem
 I value play over work, priorities like a jerk
 I need isolate myself from the temptation
 Or learn the self control to focus my mind
 Think about the 'F' instead of being blind
 To the fact that I will fail if I don't study
 And the longer I wait the less I can learn
 The smaller the chance that I have to earn
 An 'A' but I play still, I have no will power
 Hour after hour bullshittin
 I aint getting the message
 That if I fail my life will be like jail
 Trapped at home wit momz, what can be worse
 Though this shit is bad, it's preferable to home
 At least here I can have freedom, I just don't use it
 There I have nothing, so I need to do something
 To prevent my worst nightmare from becoming reality
 Do some work now or face social fatality
 
 Shit is too true that I want you
 Back in my life, seeing you on the daily
 Like Alvin Ailey, dance back into my world
 Be my best girl, if not my girl friend
 Who do you tell when you love someone
 Hoping that someone's in love with you
 I guess I might as well tell you
 
 Trust
 Can't trust no one
 They all lie and steal
 Claim to be your friend
 But that shit aint real
 Niggaz out for self
 Aint got no morals
 Wanna get your wealth
 Put they conscience on the shelf
 That's why you can't loan shit
 You gotta hide shit
 Or keep it outta reach
 Or niggaz will try to leech
 Everything from you
 Cuz that's all they do
 Can't trust em
 And if you catch em bust em
 
 Video Games
 Love to play em
 Can't stay away
 Gotta play every day
 Shit hurts my grades
 Addiction to that shit
 Really gotta quit
 Cuz it keeps me alone
 Failing phoning home
 Just to talk to someone
 Cuz it kills my social life
 I wonder why I play to such excess
 What do I get from it, relief of stress
 Entertainment, excitement and action
 Why does it give me such satisfaction
 It got me in computer science
 What a mistake
 It fukked up my grades
 I need to break 
 This habit of mine
 Find another interest
 Focus on females
 Music and shit
 Poetry a bit more
 Look for that feeling in other things
 Analyze what it brings
 To my life, and duplicate it
 Produce it when I study
 Talk to my buddy
 Kick it to a girl
 Everything in the world
 That type of happiness
 Constantly would kill stress
 Life would be fun
 My work would get done
 I would find that special one
 Or two, three, or four
 My life would have more
 Enjoyability to me
 I would truly be happy
 
 The Beauty of Not Knowing
 The beauty of not knowing is you still have hope
 But looking back now you feel like a dope
 The beauty of not knowing is there is no risk
 Of having your feelings hurt...I'll just say what I feel
 You can be a punk and have an excuse
 Say the look wasn't there or you know she don't care
 About you, who are you to be loved, just put yourself down
 Seem like a clown
 You reveal your lack of courage, you rage at yourself
 For letting your chance pass, not at romance but knowledge
 You want to know so much but you're so pessimistic
 Yet you disguise the truth and say your being realistic
 So you go on and as time flies you keep waiting
 Debating and stating how you'll do it one day
 But that day never comes and you're just left with guilt
 And all the questions that you now have built
 In your mind and you find that it's all your fault
 You've made a big mistake that you can't take back
 You're full of "what if's" and "why didn't I's...", you cry
 Try to rationalize a fuck up but have no luck
 There's no logic behind it, all you find is cowardice
 But still you don't change you stay in the same mindset
 You let chances pass after that and realize that
 You're repeating the past, something you said you wouldn't do again
 Is now reality, what do you have to say now?
 You didn't learn from your mistake, all the pain and loneliness
 The regret, you just let the shit happen again... and again
 You have no friends when will your social life begin?
 
 Alone but not Lonely(98 Perspective)
 No longer a teenager, now I'm in my twenties
 No longer lonely, waiting for perfect honeys
 Fuck that shit, I got a new attitude
 Like Patti LaBelle, and I can tell
 My life will be much more happy
 Those words before, came from a lonely man
 The shit I say now, is straight from my head
 Cuz my heart is dead, at least for now
 I'm shutting it off, saying fuck all of yall
 Being happy with myself, making do with what I have
 Perfecting myself so I can find Perfection
 Like I said before, I gotta be ready for you
 Can't be incomplete and expect to meet
 The girl of my dreams, or so it seems
 I'm just trying to change for the better
 Stop writing four page letters
 Like Aaliyah, I see ya, thinking I'm crazy
 But fuck that shit, I'm just adapting
 Reacting to my life, fuck finding a wife
 Need to kill the negativity to find positivity
 Socially, mentally, and spiritually
 Time to be an adult, which will result
 In total self control, discipline, and shit like that
 Realize my confidence, talent, and never quit
 Give up on myself no more like I used to
 I really care about the consequences of my decisions
 Fuck luck, fuck saying I don't give a fuck
 Gotta make shit happen
 Make my own destiny
 Be optimistic, fuck realistic
 Be all I can be like the fukking army
 Think about shit I've never pondered before
 Like why I do certain things, and feel certain ways
 Get away from depression, learn a lesson from my failures
 Stop stupid shit, like not following my conscience
 Use common sense and also foresight
 Learn from others about how to get lovers
 Finally let go of the past, be free at last
 To start over at 20, get honeys and make money
 Realize Kenya and me aint meant to be
 Because I let her get away, and I can't get that back
 Though that shit is wack, I need to face facts
 Move on and realize I can get a pretty girl
 Realize that I'm attractive and have personality
 Just use what I got and don't let fear stop me
 Fuck fear, keep my head clear, get my life in gear
 
 Reasons(Self Therapy)
 Why did I fall in love at first sight?
 Why do I think of her every night?
 Why do I sometimes talk to myself?
 Why do I fear stepping to girls?
 Why don't I feel like doing certain things?
 Why am I so slow compared to some people?
 Why do I do things I know I shouldn't?
 Why do I put play before work?
 Why do I not plan my life?
 Why did I say I wanted her as my wife?
 Why do I look in the mirror and think no one wants me?
 The answer to these questions are all the same
 It's not that I'm a punk, lazy, crazy and insane
 I'm just used to being so alone
 No real friends, always on my own
 I loved the girl because I had no one
 She was my image of perfection
 I imagined her mind was as fine as her body
 And now she's my only good memory of high school
 That's why I think of her, that's how I remember the past
 I have no friends, so I just make do
 That's why I talk to myself
 If you had all these thoughts bottled up like me
 So would you
 I fear that I'll get laughed at or ignored
 The girl will either be hysterical or wind up bored
 That's why I don't approach them, to avoid reproach
 I don't feel motivated to do certain things
 Especially solve problems
 That's why I don't feel like doing certain things
 I don't make myself rush, and I'm always alone, so I take things slow
 I do things I know I shouldn't because I don't listen to my conscience
 I play before I work because I don't have priorities and responsibilities in my life
 I don't plan my life because I don't stop and think about the things I do
 I said I wanted her as my wife because I was lonely and felt no one pretty would ever want me
 I look in the mirror and think no one wants me because I'm a fool, I'm simply too hard on me
 All this negativity shines through, other people feel it, and feed off it
 The bad karma turns them off, it pushes them away
 Everything I do, Everything I think
 Alienates me, makes me an outcast
 Change my thoughts and actions to change other's reactions
 To me, without changing for them, simply improving myself
 And my self image in ways I've only dreamed of
 Improve my self esteem to make dreams come true
 That's what I say today, and that's what I'm going to do
 
 I saw you and decided I'd like to get to know you?  Why you ask?
 Simple, because I want to find out if what's on the inside is as attractive as what's on the outside.
 
 Relax
 What the fuck you scared of, unsure about?
 If you ask yourself what and why, you leave no doubt
 You fukking up man, luck running out man
 Just need to plan what you do, if you don't have a clue
 To learn lessons ask questions to get your knowledge
 Life skills and common sense don't come from college
 Pay attention like you scared of getting jacked
 After you do all that, just cool relax 
 
 
 Who Can You Trust
 You must trust someone, but who do you choose?
 What's the criteria, is the logic clear to ya?
 Why do people choose to trust their friends and lovers
 Brothers and mothers, sisters and others
 When do you really know someone, some say never
 Some say when you love them, but that's not clever
 They could play you like a clown, wait till your guard's down
 Then all compliments and good sentiments disappear
 They start taking, stop giving, change how they been living
 Or your shit starts disappearing, the moment you've been fearing
 Becomes reality when you see you've been played for a sucker
 All you want now is to kill that mahfukka
 And people say they love you, but still they cheat
 When lust overcomes, their brain overheats
 Desire burns their heart like fire, and breaks yours
 That shit has happened to scores of people before
 And the party won't stop, till the last man drops
 You'll be fukking and sucking, then ducking for cover
 When you're partner finds out that you've got another lover
 Who do you trust, let me tell you the answer:
 You trust someone who shows concern
 You trust someone who doesn't criticize
 You trust someone who hates telling lies
 You trust someone who isn't jealous
 You trust someone who isn't selfish
 You trust someone who doesn't hide emotion
 You trust someone who shows devotion
 You trust someone who's not materialistic
 You trust someone who admits they're wrong
 You trust the lessons in sad love songs
 If these things aint enough and you don't know where to start
 Then above all else, learn to trust your heart
 
 Responsibility
 Weight on my shoulders
 Like a ton of boulders
 Shit I must face
 Mistakes to erase
 Alot of learning to do
 Outside the classroom
 Make decisions with no clues
 Avoid gloom and doom
 Preparation is key
 Thinking ahead will be
 My best weapon to fight
 Evil black or white
 With the lord as my shepherd
 I should be alright
 It's either do or die
 There is no try, only laugh or cry
 Just take it step by step
 Think before I act
 Be active and react
 Know all the facts
 Follow your head over your heart
 Your gut over that
 And you'll always land on your feet 
 Just like a cat
 
                      End of Volume V
 
 Volume VI: Literary Therapy
 "Sometimes one must look inside oneself in order to find the answers one needs to improve 
 oneself.  These truths may be shameful, painful, or downright loathsome but they must be 
 admitted in order to take the next step, which is changing one's behavior patterns for one's own 
 good.  The modification and subsequent improvement of one's behavior patterns is the key to 
 changing the cycle of loneliness and depression, since changes in one's own behavior will 
 inevitably result in changes in the behavior of one's peers, thereby affording the individual with 
 positive opportunities to change one's social status and popularity.  This process is both difficult 
 and time consuming, but with the necessary determination, focus, and self-discipline success is 
 assured."
 
 Self-Doubt(Focus)
 
 Life is a Song
 Life is a song with its ups and downs
 With a never ending beat, a verse with no bounds
 It doesn't always rhyme, but it's nice if it does
 Doesn't always make sense, like "I go be was"
 But if you follow your heart, and do what your told
 You'll probably find a rainbow at the end of the road
 
 
 Old Friends
 Wishing I could see my past friends
 Just to show how I've changed
 Get a chance to really know them
 A chance to arrange
 A meeting of my past and present
 A chance to end the separation
 Of my life stages by the bounds of school
 It would be cool if I could change the rules
 Bring back people for regular visits
 Like recurring characters, to keep my memories fresh
 A chance to atone for mistakes if nothing less
 I wish I had that chance with some important figures
 Finally meet some of my favorite friends
 From my past, learn of their future plans
 Hopefully it will happen, if not I'll still be rappin
 
 Just Do It(Be Like Nike)
 Can't say no more 
 Out of rhymes to write as motivation to change
 Forget the rhyming, just do it
 Obstacle comes up, just go thru it
 One day at a time, face it with your mind
 Use your awareness and common sense
 Use your faith and don't be dense
 Use your courage to overcome your fear
 Don't be impatient, happiness is near
 Just learn from your past, don't forget so fast
 Be yourself, put fear on the shelf
 Leave it at home, let your mind roam
 Discover new ideas to reach your goals
 Look before you leap
 Don't sleep on your attractiveness
 Go for the best, never settle for less
 And above all, always believe in yourself
 
 Childhood Lessons
 I've learned many things about how to be a parent
 And how not to be, through all my memories
 I've learned to always listen and let your children speak
 I've learned to give them support, or else they will be weak
 And let them have a social life, or else they will be geeks
 Most importantly you must relate to them
 Put yourself in their shoes, be it her or him
 You must realize they do things to fit in
 With other children, so let them find their place
 Don't criticize what they do, realize that was you
 In their place years ago, realize that you know
 How hard it is to make friends, so don't make it worse
 Tell them to follow their heart, ignore peer pressure
 Tell them to believe in themselves, don't fear taking action
 Tell them the consequences of certain behavior by using analogies
 Tell them to come to you with anything
 Keep communication lines open
 
 Double or Nothing(Is it Worth the Risk?)
 Always go for the best
 Never settle for less
 What if the best shows, but at a bad time
 I'll tell you how it goes in this fictional rhyme
 You win ten grand, really think you the man
 And you can go for a mil, but it costs a heavy bill
 You've gotta give up the ten for a chance to win it all
 So you ask yourself what the fuck you gonna do Paul?
 Keep the sure thing or see what fate brings?
 Be a pussy or a dick and risk gettin stuck?
 Play it safe or test your faith in God and your luck?
 Is it really worth it, the almighty buck?
 What if it was a woman instead, and in your bed
 You had someone who was fun, but not exciting
 Then you had another chic that was inviting
 Someone who thought like you, and could relate to you
 What would you do, be true or would you leave your boo?
 Would you stay with someone who you knew adored you
 Or go with a girl who brought a challenge to your world?
 Would you want a mate who would debate all the time
 Or someone who would listen and loved your rhymes?
 Would you want the one who criticized your verses
 Forcing you to improve, but not bothered by your curses
 Would you want the one whose body was just okay
 But who was also the one you could fuck every day
 Or would you want the one who got you hard with a stare
 But didn't want to fuck every time you got near?
 Would you want the one you could control
 Or the one who had your soul?
 The one who was your equal, and more in some respects
 The delicate one, or the one who read Flex?
 This shit aint done, but I don't know what's next...
 What would you do, my nigga, who would you choose
 Would you stick wit the one you knew you'd never lose
 Or throw her away for someone that seemed better 
 Though one day you might find a Dear John letter
 Would you see that you and her were meant to be
 Or decide the grass just looks greener on that side
 Would you follow logic or passion, be rational or romantic
 Stick wit your old chic or listen to your dick?
 If you believed in soulmates, and thought you found yours
 Would you leave your loyal love and run on all fours
 Dog out your honey, the one who gave you money
 The one who paid your bills, appreciated your skills
 In the bedroom, calling out your name all night
 The one who stuff was mad wet and tight
 The one who always treated your ass right
 When you was too lazy, she would turn out the light
 She would hardly fuss, and you never had a fight
 Would you give up compatibility for mystery
 End a plain but perfect partnership for some new lips
 A new relationship that may end in misery
 If your romantic theory is wrong you'll be singing sad songs
 Like Toni Braxton if she's not the one
 If she's so much like you that she shares your flaws
 If she tries to buy you speedos instead of boxer drawz
 If she gets on your nerves with her witty criticisms
 If she drinks too much and spends her doe buying ism
 If she makes you feel lust but don't sense trust
 If she gets real jealous and makes you suspicious
 If you argue all the time but the sex is delicious
 If she takes what you say and hears it her way
 If you ask her has she cheated and she turns it around
 If you reply by saying aint nobody humping around
 Like Bobby Brown and she says it's a lie
 She makes you feel like Guy, you end up saying bye bye
 That's a bad scenario but totally realistic
 Would you take that chance or be pessimistic
 Play it safe fuck being optimistic...
 Think about it...it could happen...don't doubt it
 
  Break the Mold
 Can you picture a young nigga that don't like himself
 He tries to change in his ways but he stays the same
 He wonders what's the role for his soul, his purpose in this life
 Can't find a girl that likes him, wonders if he'll ever have a wife
 He stresses over his failures and his faults in this world so cold
 Hoping one day he can break the mold
 Will he ever do something great, help other people, go out on a date
 He don't believe in fate, he just prays and waits
 For the strength to change and the chance to meet
 A girl who likes him from his head to his feet
 He can't find one good reason to improve himself
 Just many minor motivations that don't help
 He doesn't realize that he needs to grow
 In order to be happy he needs to know
 That he's a great person, not just mediocre
 A royal flush not a pair, in terms of poker
 He's the strongest card, like the big joker
 In terms of spades, he's not a smoker
 Doesn't drink much, he likes to joke around
 Make faces and such
 He focuses on his flaws way too much
 
 
 Step to them on the strip and then dip
 Aint that a trip
 Step to em at games, fashion shows
 No, join a club, meet all the hoes
 Get up with some niggaz in Comp Sci
 And meet their hoes, at least try
 Gotta do something to turn around
 My social life, cuz shit is bound
 To get better, cuz it can't get no worse
 Unless a nigga is living a curse
 Make the best of a bad situation
 Do what you feel, keep it real no fear
 Then what you have to do will become clear
 Follow your heart and be smart
 Only then will change begin to start    
 
 Revenge
 I know what I must do to perfect myself
 Make me flawless in my own eyes, but I have tried
 To make these changes with little success
 Consequences of little will power, nothing less
 But I'll do it this time, since I believe in myself
 Like never before, time to settle the score
 With my doubters and enemies who rejected me
 All the females who neglected me
 Prove to them and myself that I am worthy
 Of whatever I want, be it a girl or a blunt
 People telling me who I am, not knowing the half
 Gonna come back and bomb on they ass
 I've found the secret, it's just planning and focus
 Going after niggaz like a swarm of locusts
 They won't know what hit em, like hocus pocus
 Shock that bitch like a magic trick
 Revenge is best when its unexpected
 Time to serve some hoes what they requested
 
 On Point
 I woke up one day with nothing to do
 Had no plan of action, had no clue
 What would the day bring, would the phone ring
 Wit Kenya's voice on the other end, my new best friend?
 Probably not, she's too hot to have time for me...
 
 Boomerang
 Let shit flow from your brain
 Release what remains
 From twenty years of loneliness and tears
 Rejection by peers, goals that weren't clear
 Fears upon fears, made you passive and weak
 contemplated Suicide, the future looked bleak
 But that was long ago, things have since changed
 Not in my family, just inside me
 I've adapted in other words reacted to the pain
 I can stand the rain now somehow I've grown strong
 But still feeling lonely like I've felt for sow long
 If you really reap what you so, then I should be happy
 Guess some things don't come back like a boomerang
 I feel so depressed sometimes and just write rhymes
 Off the top of my head, instead of thinking first
 Like I usually do, it comes in a burst
 Of inspiration from deep inside my mind
 And I usually find it's filled with fears
 Childhood tears that seem like yesterday
 Evil thoughts that just won't go away
 I wish I could be happy for one day
 So I could have a place where my mind could get away
 Whenever I'm down to escape the madness
 Remember that day and forget the sadness
 I wish my prayers would get answered in a positive way
 Because they are the key for me to be happy
 Everything I want is written in a poem
 From the type of girl to the people in my home
 It's all been written with one exception
 One thing that I want to reach Perfection
 I want the loneliness to end, the freedom to begin
 The fear to lose, the courage to win
 The temptation to be conquered by the discipline
 The egg of the hen to finally hatch
 I want the Boomerang to please come back
 
 
 I remember me not getting the girl
 Or it just not lasting
 Me not knowing what to say
 But trying anyway
 Only to get ignored
 The girl seemingly bored
 Or not paying attention
 Short span of attention
 Or lack of interest
 Me feeling I wasn't blessed
 With the skills to have game
 Feeling God was to blame
 But acknowledging my own part
 That's when the depression started
 I departed from the social scene
 I wish I had a clean
 Slate to start over
 But that won't happen
 Until I move
 I'll just have to keep rappin
 Hoping the Lord can feel my pain
 Turn the rain into sunshine
 Cuz I'd hate to spend
 My life writing rhymes
 About sadness and madness
 Where's the gladness
 Or happiness no stress
 I feel I am blessed
 Mentally not socially
 I wish that it could be 
 Both ways instead of one
 What wrong have I done
 To live this life, have this parent
 My sin is not apparent
 It's time for it all to end
 Twenty years, a life sentence, let happiness begin
 
 
 
 Time Management
 Time spent, time wasted, got my ass basted
 From the frying pan to the fire, a nigga been a liar
 To himself, making plans for his mental health
 But never going thru, dat shit is true
 Now I'm in a bind, wish I could rewind
 Relive my day, do shit another way
 Get my priorities straight, but instead I wait 
 Till the last minute then get motivated
 How much you get done when you have to do it
 When forced to break a wall, you punch right thru it
 Wish I could change, but it just aint doing
 Repeating my mistakes, that's all I'm doing
 Fear of failure is my only motivation
 Too bad I don't feel it till it's no time for preparation
 Time to end this song, turn to another station...
 
 Happy
 It's the goal of living and busting your ass
 It's the goal of working or going to class
 Everyone wants it, but it's so elusive
 A select few get it, it's so exclusive
 It's not a possession, or something you can see
 It's a feeling we all call being happy
 It takes hard work, dedication, and time
 But it's a feeling that is most sublime
 I often wonder, why I don't have it
 Is it something I'm doing, some bad habit
 Forever keeping me from being happy?
 Or is it someone else, someone that I know
 Who won't let me change, who won't let me grow?
 I realize now why I don't feel it
 It's because other feelings conceal it
 They push it away, when it's so near
 And I know the solution, it's so clear
 I must control my emotions to reach my goal
 To perfect my mind, body, and soul
 I must ignore my fear, contain my urges
 Keep my cool when my adrenaline surges
 Follow my conscience, use my common sense
 Learn from the mistakes I made in the past tense
 Make some friends who share my interests
 Stop drinking gin, stop clubbin on weekends
 Try new activities, kill the lame game
 Change my approach, stop saying the same things
 Step to girls with no fear in my heart
 Say things that's funny, clever and smart
 Accept rejection as part of life
 Always keep hope of finding a wife
 But still realize that some girls is trife
 And others still may not be attracted
 Don't get down on yourself, it aint nothing you did
 Just look your best, get yourself in shape
 Feel confident, from sadness escape
 Be happy with yourself, regardless of your flaws
 Most no one can see unless you're in your drawers
 Them things are minor, focus on the finer facets
 If you need self improvement, make the right movements
 Change your behavior and good things occur
 Once you like yourself, other people will too
 Good karma attracts girls to you
 Enjoy your music, let it bring you joy
 Have fun with poetry, play with it like a toy
 Be true to yourself, always use your mind
 You'll see that happiness aint hard to find
 
 
 
 Who I Prayed For
 Where are you girl, I've been looking for you?
 You're the one who knows what I've been thru
 You can see it in my eyes, but no one else can
 Cuz you've endured the same, different places, different names
 When I stare at you, you stare in return
 You can see how the loneliness in my heart burns
 You can sense my fears, understand my concerns
 You earn my trust, as I earn yours
 I pull out chairs for you and open  up doors
 I felt my life was missing something, and you filled the void
 Hated being alone, something I couldn't avoid
 Now that I've found you, I feel depressed no more
 I'm happier now than I've ever been before
 You see the true me thru the windows to my soul
 You turn rain into sunshine in my mind
 You let me hold you in my arms when I feel alone
 You turn into honey what was once stone
 You give me the support and advice I need
 You nurse my wounds whenever I bleed
 You lend me your ears when I need to vent
 You give me inspiration when I feel spent
 You make me feel that you deserve the world
 I've give you anything, even diamonds and pearls
 All I ask in return is that you give me love
 You're who I prayed for to the man above
 
 Infinite Possibilities(Optimism)
 I packed up, said goodbye, took the ride to the plane
 That's when a funny feeling just stung my brain
 I felt like I was leaving something behind
 Not a tangible object, something you can define
 I felt like I was leaving a part of myself
 Yet starting on the road to better mental health
 Leaving with knowledge greater than any wealth
 But this knowledge had a price I had to pay
 It cost me piece of mind, I had no say
 The choice was not mine to make this deal
 It was the result of information revealed
 Once I analyzed what I had heard
 My own naivete was mirrored in the words
 The mysteries of my past were finally solved
 The conflicts in my mind had been resolved
 My thoughts had been right, my actions were wrong
 The feelings I had, irrational as they were
 They gave a clue of what to do, told me what should occur
 But I refused to listen, and paid the price
 My future was bleak when it could've been nice
 We could've been together, maybe should've been together 
 That's what I used to think, but I didn't know why
 Try as I may, it never made sense
 But after we talked, I became convinced
 I knew I had found a possible explanation
 Though it was one conversation, I felt a relation
 Between you and I, you and me, K and P
 Possibly we will find we have a lot in Common
 Maybe "one day it'll all make Sense"
 That's just my sixpence, my sixth sense, my theory
 Two cents multiplied by three: me, you, and destiny
 Maybe that's overboard, extreme, a little crazy
 I thought about the opposite and my vision got hazy
 I asked myself, "what if she was the one"
 The one you'll never see again, could've been your best friend
 The one I lost but never had, wouldn't that be sad...
 Any any rate that's only if you believe in soulmates
 I can chose not to believe or just be optimistic
 Be romantic and fake, fuck being realistic
 Keep hope alive, strive for what's in my heart
 But maybe Cupid's arrow is a poisonous dart...
 Maybe we will see each other, maybe we will be friends
 In life we all have choices; it all depends
 Yes or No determine Joy or Pain
 Regrets and Guilt can drive a man insane
 After some mistakes only tears remain
 But sometimes Fate gets you out of the rain...
 
 Infinite Possibilities(Pessimism)
 You have doubts about your looks and I have the same
 Together maybe we could've played and won the game
 Maybe we share similar pasts, felt the same hard times
 Two poets tell the same story, but use different rhymes
 But lying to myself like that is a crime
 Let's be real, shit won't happen just because what I feel
 I had my chance, blew it, 
 I left town, screw it,
 We weren't meant to be, forget destiny
 That's what my logic dictates, but my emotions playa hayt
 No telling what you think of me, after this I'll seem crazy;
 I apologize if this doesn't make any sense
 But I have to tell the truth, from both sides of the fence...
 Can you picture, two people that don't like themselves
 If they were toys they'd be sitting on the bottom shelf
 In the most remote corner of FAO Schwartz
 Hidden behind toys with more commercial support
 The Toys in this Story, they feel inferior
 To toys in better shape, with superior parts
 The competition is stiff, but they have the upper hand
 See these toys are smart, and they both understand
 Their adversaries strengths compared to their own
 See these two are the best, yet their appeal is unknown
 Even though there are bigger and flashier toys
 More expensive and popular with girls and boys
 They don't possess the gifts that these two hold
 They make dreams come true,
 They're more precious than gold
 But they don't know it
 If they did they would show it
 Their insecurities can be felt by the children
 Who then ignore them, or pick at their faults
 It hurts like a deep cut sprinkled with salt
 If they were together, they could help each other
 Compliments, sentiments, shared with one another
 Would turn flaws and insecurities into confidence and purity
 Side by side they would be the hottest buys by far
 But one's on the left side, one's on the right
 In the same aisle but separated by miles
 They face each other, but don't see eye to eye
 They peek at each other's beauty, but at different times
 Two poets tell the same story, but use different rhymes
 Will they ever be together, only time will tell
 Oh wait, look what happened, the clerk just made a sale
 A little boy bought one, a little girl the other
 They went their separate ways
 Never again to see each other
 Even though their owners will bring them joy
 It will never equal what a toy can give a toy...
 
 Complaints
 Being here another year had made shit clear
 I would feel the same way had I been anywhere
 People are the same, regardless of the location
 It's our society, Atlanta has no relation
 My complaint is simple: I want attention
 I've tried to control it, there's no prevention
 This feeling inside I just can't hide
 I've searched for a solution far and wide
 Prayed to God but to no avail
 Analyzed my attempts, and why they've failed
 
 For too long I've fronted
 All I want is to feel wanted
 But not by just anyone, only a right one
 Notice I didn't say the right one, that's incorrect
 There's multiple people which you can select
 None the same, but all stand out
 As someone you wouldn't want to be without
 You are one of those to me, along with another
 She's in another country, I'm more like a brother
 To her than anything else, though if I had a say
 It wouldn't be that way
 But hey, look at us, shit could be better
 From my perspective I wish we were closer
 Not only mentally, but in the physical sense
 Our current arrangement is full of suspense
 I wish we could date, but that shit is too late
 I made a bad decision, now I just have to deal
 I'm not happy here, the atmosphere and the meals
 Gotta go, I don't know what I was thinking
 Except to leave the state regardless
 I fucked up, I hate this motherfukker!!!!
 What's wrong you ask?  Let me count the ways... 
 
 Was it meant to be, was I wrong
 But I'll never get to know, so I carry on...
 -2Pac, "Words to my First Born"
 
 Higher Learning
 I'm getting an education, but not much else
 No friends, no social life, no mental wealth
 What am I learning, what will I remember
 After I graduate what will I know that December?
 Sure I'm learning...how not to make friends
 How not to meet people, how to live alone
 How to do shit I don't want to do, and for what?
 To get good grades and kiss the teacher's butt?
 All I want is ten friends, five guys and five girls
 People I like, people who like my world
 Can I get, I missed the target, can I hit it?
 Try again this year, what will happen aint clear
 Trying to be happy, that's all
 Come on God, help out poor old Paul
 
 Final Solution
 Worse than loneliness is being alone inside and unnoticed
 Shit out of your control fucking you up 
 Making you feel like just giving up
 Even in better days shit was the same
 Always been a loser in this boy girl game
 Fuck, no one likes me
 Make em pay, get rich and built, and make em sorry
 
 Contradiction(The New Alias)
 Say one thing, then do another
 Paul sure is a mixed up brother
 First he criticizes himself for his bad behavior
 Next he forgets his guilt, the argument he built
 Why he should do this, and shouldn't do that
 Does what he said he shouldn't, tried to stop but couldn't
 The best way to get away from temptation is to run
 Erase all the games, put away all the fun
 Lock it all up and throw away the key
 Going thru withdrawal aint working for me
 Writing again about my stupid ass sins
 Up all night as a result, all my fault
 This is the last hurdle, the final obstacle
 Keeping me from Perfection, from reaching the sun
 The quicker it's gone, the sooner darkness fades
 If I become a good student, doing things ahead of time
 Everything else will follow, just like in this 'rhyme'
 It would not exist, if 'time' wasn't first
 I need to take the final step to end my curse
 Control my destiny, finally be happy
 
 End of Volume VI (Spectrum is now Contradiction)
 
 Volume VII: Contradiction
 
 No Interest
 I don't want to learn, that's my problem
 I don't see its relevance to me in any way
 In my everyday life it has no place
 It's just a challenge, it has no face
 No form, no shape, no directions
 Like building a house with no blueprint
 No list of options, no set of tools
 No menus or variables, no equations to use
 It's senseless shit, it makes no sense
 What is fun, what is boredom?
 Boredom is lack of interest, fun its opposite
 
 What I Don't Like About My Life
 No places to meet girls
 Teachers are hard
 People never call
 
 What I Don't Like About Myself
 I don't approach girls
 I don't like my classes
 I waste my time
 I don't like my work
 I have no interest in what I am learning
 I don't see a real world application of my classes
 I don't set goals or manage my time
 I procrastinate heavily because I don't like what I do
 
 What I Want
 Place where women hang out looking for guys
 Teachers who prepare you for your tests
 People who return calls
 Confidence and self esteem to approach girls regardless of eye contact
 Reason to enjoy my classes
 Motivation to put work before play
 Reason to enjoy my work
 Something of interest in each of my classes
 Real world application of each of my classes
 Motivation to set goals and manage my time
 Reason to stop procrastinating
 
 Why I Am In School
 To learn techniques of problem solving which will help me in the real world
 To learn about specific subjects that I will need later
 To learn study skills and ways to learn faster
 
 To develop a work ethic
 To find motivation and reasoning to inspire my hard work
 To learn about my own motives for my actions
 To learn about my own strengths and weaknesses
 To enhance my strengths and eliminate my weaknesses
 To find happiness and achieve it
 
 How to Get It
 
 Old Work Ethic
 I used to work out of fear of momz
 I used to work out of fear of getting kicked out
 I used to work out of pride in my grades
 I used to work out of pride in my intelligence
 I use to work out of confidence
 I used to... time to turn used back to do
 
 Live in Fear
 I've done it before so I can do it again
 Then I was a boy, now I am a man
 Just as smart as anyone else, but lazy
 Don't do my best, I guess I'm crazy
 My sense of urgency only comes from fear see
 But when it hits me then nothing can stop me
 I become a genius compared to my normal state
 Lord help me self motivate to move at that rate
 Daily like Halley's comet a phenomenon
 Seen as a source of wisdom by many like the Ramadan
 Give me fear, let it appear from anywhere
 Except a death threat, just something to get me upset
 I really mean worried, to make my motion hurried
 For fear of a deadline, racing against time
 Knowing it's not on my side, and that I must abide
 By the laws of Tupac throwing rocks at hard knocks
 Staying on a natural high, living everyday like I'm gonna die
 Planning everything, using my full brain
 Fuck 99% it all must be spent
 I forgot how to break shit down
 From compounds to elements
 That's all I need to do, all else is irrelevant
 My future's gonna go like my best days went
 Time to start my work, cuz playtime is spent
 

 "In the game things change living up and down
 This hard life got me walking with my head down, flashing frowns
 Was it meant to be?  Was I wrong?
 But I'll never get to know so I carry on..."
 
 I used to love that quote 
 But now I can't agree
 Walking wit my head down?
 That shit aint me
 A mistake or destiny, 
 Either way it's part of me
 In this life I lead
 I cry and I bleed
 Mistake what I want
 For what a nigga need
 But still I rise
 Keep my eyes on the prize
 Make bad decisions
 But then they make me more wise
 I'm still alive, getting mad second tries
 Thought I was crazy, now I know I'm just lazy
 I don't see Ghosts, like Whoopi saw Swayze
 Do I wanna get married?
 Do I wanna have a baby?
 Never been in love
 Or seen tears from a dove
 Some days I pray
 To dat nigga up above:
 Thank you for the time and the gift of rhyme
 Thank you for the taste of Sprite
 Wit da Lemon and Lime   (ha ha)
 Used to want a soulmate, but I changed my mind
 Now I pray for the day when I will finally find
 Some peace of mind, satisfaction with myself
 Pride in my decisions and my physical health
 Now I'm curious of what you think about me
 Wit my introspection and my poetry
 I was your #1 fan, short for fanatic
 When my mind was clouded up, full of fuckin static
 I cleared that shit up, but still I think about you
 Wonder if you feel me, if I've really gotten thru
 Hope my message was clear my dear it's straight fear
 The greatest motivator that I know, you like my flow?
 For all those years I let my fear keep me away from you
 But rejection don't hurt, I just didn't think it thru
 The pain only remains when you say the wrong thing
 Spit the wrong game, talk thru your ding-a-ling
 Speak without confidence, show a lack of common sense
 In that case it's just guilt, something that you've built
 Within yourself mentally due to insecurity
 That used to be me, until I realized the truth
 Took me twenty long years, I'm kinda long in the tooth
 Alot of dimepieces see themselves as sixpence
 Just like any nigga, they just lack confidence
 Compared to other niggaz, yo I look pretty good
 Didn't notice it before, so I never understood
 Why girls would call me cute and some would even stare
 Thought I was mediocre, wasn't fully aware
 That I could pull a pretty chick, 
 Nice smile, legs thick
 Sweeter than the flavor of a Nestle Quik
 I was writing sick rhymes all the time about myself
 Putting myself down, killing my mental health
 That was my fear, my insecurity was me
 I feared rejection cuz I had no faith you see
 But now I realize I do deserve Perfection
 Whoever I want, my number one selection
 A fine guy, a fine girl, living in an ugly world
 Full of mismatches, dimepieces wit Batchez
 That's bitch ass niggaz who just happen to be around
 When the chick was feeling lonely and they got down
 Pretty niggaz wit mutts, or just str8 up sluts
 Cats aint got no taste, jus wanna bust nuts
 Obviously, dat shit will never be me
 A mistake I will avoid, act like I'm paranoid
 Scared of settling for a physically inferior
 Mate who is superior in ugliness
 Can't fuck wit them, I don't settle for second best
 Kenya Pope or better, I aint having nothing less
 (Have no idea how you look now, but no way you're close to ugly)
 
 If you ever doubt yourself, look in the mirror and smile....
 You're Beautiful!
 
 Peace
 
 Faith
 When life's got you down
 You feel you'll never get around
 The clowns that hold you down,
 Keep your feet on the ground
 Just smile for me now, don't frown 
 Happiness will be found
 If you avoid distractions
 Fuck them fake phony factions that front as friends
 When you really need them then they're gone with the wind
 Having discipline is the only way to win
 Always persevere and keep your mind clear
 Some niggaz only dream of getting high and drinking beer
 But I want much more before I enter heaven's door
 It's hard to keep my focus among all these locusts
 Steady stinging me, bringing me misery
 All my enemies try to influence me
 Both physically and mentally they wanna bury me
 Couldn't see it before, but now I know, what they have in store
 Their plot to bring a nigga down, and so much more
 Wanna see me fail, trapped in Hell, another ghetto tale
 But I can smell it, the evil on their breath
 Time to send these motherfukkaz to they death
 So I can rest, be at peace, make the evil thoughts cease
 Cuz all the enemies I find are in my own mind
 I could do anything if I could kill the laziness
 Erase all the stress, my room would never be a mess
 Destroy my fascination with procrastination
 Or my infatuation with finding love, that's never there
 I wonder why I want it, the answer is not clear
 I know I love myself but I hate my choices
 Made without listening to my inner voices
 My conscience and intuition, are often missing
 When making major decisions, sometimes I don't listen
 I'd rather heed my impulsiveness, and face the test
 The consequences destroy my defenses
 I hurt myself, although indirectly
 Can't fuck with motherfuckers that don't respect me
 Used to make the same mistakes repeatedly, until reality
 Hit me in the head, I finally felt the fallacy
 In my ways by looking at my peers, 
 People in positions I planned to possess
 Saw how they lived their lives and why they seemed blessed
 Realized what I wanted wasn't what I worked for
 I used a toothbrush to try to mop a floor
 Wasn't giving my best, and wasn't getting shit back
 Put play before work, was impatient like a jerk
 Gave up on myself, and fucked up my mental health
 Looking to love someone without liking myself
 Looking for a friend of me to end my misery
 Forgetting about all my good memories
 Felt so alone without no self confidence
 No faith in God, my life just didn't make sense
 Felt I didn't deserve what I received;
 But I made all the choices, so how could a nigga grieve?
 I looked deep inside myself and found all the answers
 Released the guilt and the hate, all the poisonous cancer
 Forgave myself for my mistakes, but more importantly
 Made a point to keep them in constant memory
 To never forget the shit I put myself thru
 Time after time, the source of countless rhymes
 Started asking myself what I wanted, and how to get it
 From good grades to getting girls, I know I did it
 In the past, but somehow a nigga lost his way
 Looked in my mental rolodex way back in the day
 Studied my good experiences and how they came about
 Realized my confidence was there, never had self-doubt
 And I was focused on a goal I truly held dear
 Positive motivation, I didn't live off fear
 So now I set new goals that have meaning,
 Pray for discipline to overcome my mental demons
 Do shit for myself, not just to impress others
 Act like I love myself, not like some other brothers
 Try to stay away from those things that waste my precious time
 I've got too much to do to even write this rhyme
 But sometimes you gotta have a little fun
 Especially when it gives you self motivation
 To do things you don't enjoy but have to endure
 This rhyme is my reminder, of what I'm here for
 Not just to get paid, but learn to make decisions
 That I can be proud of, and love how I'm living
 Only then will I begin to look for my soulmate
 I must wait until I truly love myself 
 And put my flaws on the shelf
 They can't be erased, just put away in your mind
 If you weaken, then a way to resurface, they will find
 But if you remain strong, and strive to carry on
 Through the rain and pain, your faith will be sustained
 I've said it before and I'll say it again
 You've gotta live your life being your own best friend
 
 End of Volume VII
 Volume VIII: Fusion
 
 Business before Pleasure
 Still I see no changes
 Wake up in the morning and I ask myself
 Will today be the day I improve my health
 I'm tired of being weak and procrastinating
 I'm running out of time but I keep on waiting
 For the day when I decide it's time to make a change
 Fed up with myself and want to rearrange
 The way that I live life, give myself a chance
 To repent for my sins, maybe find romance
 I'm writing rhymes, wasting time that I can't afford
 Lying to myself saying that I feel bored
 Time and again lose site of my goal
 Let my laziness take full control my soul
 Forget the consequences of choices
 Forget my conscience, my inner voices
 Forget all about responsibility
 Work is a means to an end, but its killing me
 Really wanna change but I can't see
 Any improvement about to come over me
 But when it does happen, it will be great
 I just hope it doesn't come to me too late...
 
Children's Story '99
 This time I'm coming wit a real rhyme, 
 A taste of lime about some shit that happened a short time 
 Ago, I don't know how the poem will flow
 But I'll try my best, so heeeeeeere we go...
 
 Once upon a time, not long ago
 When I was just hitting the books and livin life slow
 The laws were stern and justice stood
 But the niggaz was acting like Boyz in da Hood
 Among them was a boy and Paul was his name
 He had a cute face and spit a tight game
 But young Paul became misled
 By a fat little girl and this is what she said:
 "You and me Paul we gonna show our ass
 Try these muthafukkaz then make the dash"
 Paul got a drink with the greatest of ease
 The shit was funny and he was pleased
 He was an underage brother, wit no fake ID to cover
 The truth but the waiter didn't know one or the other
 The manager asked for ID and Paul got erratic
 Slightly shook, but it looked like there wouldn't be static
 On the wrist, Paul thought he'd get a slap
 Until the man and a cop soon started to rap
 Paul asked the cop "Whatcha gonna do to me"
 "I got in when they knew I wasn't 21 see"
 Paul's kinda scared but he starts to figure
 "I can't go to jail for drinking that liquor"
 When the girl tried to help he got cuffed by the cop
 He thought "Oh shit when will this nightmare stop"
 What will he tell his brother and sister
 Thought about his momz and suddenly he missed her
 The cop quelled his fears and expectations
 Said he would have to go to court instead of the station
 The judge would give him a fine, and that's all that's left
 Paul felt relieved and took a deep breath
 The nigga was heated like some feverish children
 Talking shit on the ride back to his dorm building
 Went up the stairs to the second floor
 Planning to tell his nigga the score
 Asked if he was in but his roomate said "Nope"
 So he went to his room and wrote to Ms. Pope
 The lightbulb in his head was brighter than the sun
 So he wrote a rhyme about it and that shit was fun
 Paul felt refreshed when it was over
 The lightbulb became a Supernova
 Wish I had me a fake ID
 So them bitch ass niggaz couldn't fuck wit P
 Gotta pay a fine but that shit don't matter
 My parents won't know and it made my rhymes phatter
 The girl almost made it worse because she had static
 Instantly I got at her like that shit was automatic
 Brought back thoughts in my head that I assumed were dead
 Deep in my heart, I knew I was wrong
 So I didn't try to argue and just went along
 My optimism abounded, and I was astounded
 I guess I wasn't really scared since it was unfounded
 I feel proud, though I gained no glory
 And this is the way I must end this story
 He was over 19 yet under 21
 Went out wit his friends to have some fun
 He had a choice to make but took the wrong path
 Learned a lesson in the law but didn't feel the wrath
 Gonna have to pay a fine but at that he may laugh...
 Goodnight!

 
 
 
 Breaking Points
 It took long enough for my prayers to be answered
 But finally an epiphany hit me in the brain
 I realized that I never tried to make a promise
 To myself to kiss that foul shit goodbye
 All the guilt that made a nigga cry
 All the pain I kept hidden inside
 It all came from my lack of commitment
 All the time I spent swearing I'd change
 I never before swore to myself to improve my mental health
 But now I swear to ALWAYS be aware
 Of my goals and keep them shit clear
 Approach obstacles with little or no fear
 Face responsibilities with the best of my abilities
 Whatever it takes to make me successful
 I'll pull my weight to make myself great
 In every way so I can stay on top
 Defeat my competition and never drop
 It took me twenty years to mature
 To find the motivation I was searching for
 Finally I found what I fiend to feel
 True dedication to something that's real
 No imaginary goals for my invisible soul
 I just want to be the best, and nothing less
 I just want to feel proud of my actions and words
 I just want to be respected, want to be heard
 I have all the talent, I just forgot where it went
 For the last few years, I was in tears
 Wondering what happened to my confidence and discipline
 Come to find out I just stopped listening
 To my conscience and my common sense
 Had no more parental push, so I let myself go
 Faced temptations and never said "No"
 Put pleasure before business, and almost went bankrupt
 Stop liking to learn, my mind was so corrupt
 Then one day it hit me, it was very abrupt
 I realized how much I'd changed for the worse
 How I was the one who was my own curse
 I used to like learning, or at least not mind
 Used to never give up, look until I find
 Whatever I needed, never let myself be defeated
 Used to do it for pride, so I wouldn't have to hide
 My head in the back of class to save my ass
 Used to be my identity, my intellectual prowess
 Then I got amnesia, lost all I used to possess
 Encountered mad stress, cared less and less
 About my grades, and moreover my image
 Procrastinated, waited to the last minute
 To study and do assignments, spent my time relaxing
 And when I did work, it was slow like a turtle
 I lack of speed I need, to jump over the hurdle
 To finish on time, my slowness is a crime
 But now I'm reformed, an ex-con going legit
 From this moment on, that slow shit will quit
 I'll take a cue from my siblings, and heed their advice
 Blaze thru my work like a torch thru ice   
 But now it's time to make amends
 I don't know how quickly, it all depends
 But now I care again, that's what matters
 I want to be a nerd, but with style unheard
 Of, talent from above, game from experience
 And above all else, I'm taking back my CONFIDENCE
 Don't make no sense to be in the AUC
 And look like me, but believe the tale
 That I can't pull a pretty girl
 Time to face facts, play to my strengths
 Face my duties, and get in the booty
 Waited to long, but won't sing that song
 About Movin On after college years are gone
 No leaving with regrets like high school
 No more repeating mistakes, because I'm not a fool
 I've got my poetry back, and I've gotta play by the rules
 Of the game, no more shame or fear
 Time to get shit in gear
 No more second chances, for college romances 
 Dances, Mating like a Preying Mantis
 Posting up in mad stances
 More girls than trees got branches
 Time to pull some off and take them home
 Because at last I've repaired my dome
 Time for happiness to come on home
 
 Keep your mind on your money and your pride
 Use confidence and common sense plus discipline to win
 
 Definition of LIfe
 Just a bunch of choices and their outcomes
 The sum total of decisions made and acted out
 Good choices bring pride, bad choices bring doubt
 In oneself, may hurt one's mental health
 May kill your confidence or concern for consequences
 Negativity can become your worst enemy
 Loneliness your only friend, though some people pretend
 They can fend off the hurt and pain, like it don't affect their brain
 Those who conceal the guilt, seal in the anger
 Only reveal it later when they become playa hataz
 You define yourself by your decisions
 They form your image, to yourself and others
 You'll discover if you lack identity
 Most likely it's since you take no responsibility
 For making choices which play to your strengths
 You avoid the burden, and go to great lengths
 To rationalize all the failed tries
 At becoming accountable for your image
 You waste your talent, all your time is spent
 Blaming others for your own wrongdoing
 The choices you made, the shit you were brewing
 Instead of doing what came natural, you fulfilled desires
 To sit back and do nothing, bringing guilt to yourself
 You could've used your skills, but you destroyed your health
 Cuz your priorities put play in the majority
 Of your time and work held the minority
 Finally you see the error in your ways
 Lost track of the image you wanted to display
 To your dismay other brothers took your place
 Replaced you, defaced you, but still you didn't listen
 To your conscience until a bad experience
 Showed the effects of responsibility neglect
 Now you respect those who should respect you
 They are known for the things that you used to do
 Now you must go thru some rehabilitation
 Work hard and be determined to reclaim your station
 Do things with a purpose and keep your concentration
 Steady your focus even if thoughts swarm your mind like locusts
 Remember that your life is too precious to waste time livin trife
 Finish your chores so you can look for a wife
 Need to get your work done so you can have fun
 Don't wanna look back on these years with sadness and tears
 Don't wanna let regrets beset your mind like high school
 Wanna wish it won't end, not pray for commencement
 Wanna feel proud of how your time was spent
 Want to be known for your art as well as being smart
 Wanna be envied, not envious of others
 Want be known as the hardest working of the brothers
 Wanna learn to love hard work for its rewards
 Wanna enjoy the challenge and the lesson it affords
 I ask the Lord for strength to remained disciplined
 To keep constant foresight so I can avoid sin
 To put responsibilities above all else
 To make plans and set goals to motivate myself
 To keep my eye on the prize and finally realize
 That the challenge itself can be fun
 If you believe the battle can be won
 Anticipation of victory can be your light
 To guide to ahead, and help you win the fight
 Temptations and laziness may arise
 But they can be defeated if you visualize
 The victory at hand, the fruition of your plans
 The urgency of meeting your mental demands 
 Just to keep your sleep from being lost later on
 Or avoid the fear of failure being near
 Prevent the self doubt and possible disappointment
 By doing shit early, making mental appointments
 To do work first and avoid all stress
 You've been blessed, now you must do the rest
 
 
 Time to be the student I was in high school
 And the nigga I was in the summers in between...
 Time for 2Phayse to become one
 Time for the Konflict to end
 Now it's time for Fusion to begin...
 
 End of Volume VIII
 Volume XI: Fusion
 
 The Unexpected
 Never saw it coming though the signs were there
 Didn't think it would happen once I learned to care
 But still it killed my will, destroyed my motivation
 It power is greater than any procrastination 
 A force more appealing than any Playstation
 
 
 It comes and goes
 I try to hide it but it shows
 It stings the brain
 Knocks me off my thought train
 I feel insane because I can't contain
 This product of stress and unhappiness
 Though I know I am blessed
 With mental talents from God
 This GUILT is defeating
 My mind's strength and depleting 
 My emotional shield, which yields to compensate
 For the great weight of negativity upon me 
 During these times I write the most rhymes
 Waste the most time reminiscing on my crimes
 Thinking of the chances gone by but never cry
 Because I know inside the opportunities were nigh 
 But it was I who kept me from being happy
 That's why I can't deny that I feel GUILTY
 
 Loneliness
 It comes and goes
 Like bitches and hoes
 It stings the brain
 Knocks me off my thought train
 I feel insane because I can't contain
 This thing called loneliness, a product of stress
 And nothing less though I'm blessed
 With many talents from God
 My strength is fleeting
 In times of hardships my defenses slip
 My emotional shield yields to compensate
 For the great weight put upon me by the negativity
 During these times I write the most rhymes
 Waste the most time reminiscing on the past
 Girls with mad ass gone by but never cry
 Cuz I've dug my own grave by being a shy guy
 I never try to meet girls or spend time wit women
 That I know I just go to my room
 Sweep it under the rug wit my mental broom
 Play games or music watch a sitcom or sports
 Exorcize the thoughts with something appealing
 Lord let me end the pattern of loneliness
 I'm ready for a friend cuz I'm at my best
 Somehow I feel I'm there, where my mind needs to be
 I believe in you, so will you help me
 I finally feel whole, so can I be happy? 
 
 Balance
 I feel I must do some things alone, but not all
 My extremism is my main downfall
 Procrastination will always kill Paul
 But I must keep my faith in myself and God
 Believe anything is possible, hard as it may be
 Especially with the shit that's happened to me
 All I can do is follow my conscience
 Listen to my heart and ask God to do his part
 I just need to listen to myself, now's a good time to start 
 
 Self Destruction
 I still make mistakes and face consequences
 Only when I feel trapped do I put up defenses
 When my back's to the wall and I'm about to fall
 Only then is when I realize the size of my folly
 Polly want a cracker, but I wanna improve
 Leave the laziness behind and find my motivation
 Prevent procrastination by finding inspiration
 Lord can you help me before it's too late
 Before I lose my scholarship and my mistake is too great
 To repair the damage that I self inflicted
 Please make me change before I become addicted
 To this life of leisure pleasure before business
 Putting nonsense above responsibilities
 Never thinking of the negative possibilities
 Created by my decisions, never using foresight
 Always ignoring the visions
 Of my failure and pain, thunder and rain
 My total downfall, so let this nigga Paul
 Make the needed changes, attitude toward strangers
 Needed to avoid more misery
 Cuz I can't take more bad memories
 
 Broken Promises
 Niggaz like me always talk but never do
 Got the best laid plans but never follow thru
 Let laziness live and kill my ambition
 Never act on the best propositions
 For success much less let myself get rest
 Since procrastination prevents proper sleep
 From being part of my life, plus I have no wife
 Cuz fear and doubt force me to do without
 Have no clout or even a good friend
 Can't wait for the day when my loneliness ends
 I think tomorrow is when I should begin
 To make the changes necessary to avoid
 Ending up a failure, fuck up, and fraud
 Avoid the boos and receive some applause
 For my future success, overcoming the stress
 Passing all the tests with flying colors
 It occurs to me that I must be disciplined
 Focus and determined if I plan to win
 Cuz this shit aint easy and niggaz is sleazy
 You get no breaks if you make mistakes
 So I must take all opportunities when they arise
 To improve myself so one day I can rise
 Above the rest as a success more blessed
 Than my competition cuz I have the intuition
 That they lack to see the advantages of being black
 As well as the responsibilities to use my abilities
 To help others, sisters and brothers through actions and words
 Giving ghetto kids a reason to be nerds
 Instead of clocking on the block buying bonds and stocks
 Making the right moves to make major money
 Taking their talents seriously, cuz life aint funny
 Turning hard knock lives into days that are happy
 Ending ghetto misery, as well as my own
 I pray I live to see the day, when my dreams become real
 And everyone can feel me
 When I finally be all that I'm meant to be
 
 Acceptance
 Since it seems I'm slow to change
 I suppose I should adjust because I must pass these classes
 To save my ass and my scholarship
 I need to work around my play, not eliminate the shit
 Cuz I'm too lazy to stop, to content to quit
 I'll do as I see fit and just adapt a little bit
 Do my work at night when I feel like it
 Then sleep during the day and seek success that way
 Just pray one day the Lord will make me a better man
 The type of guy who meets goals and makes plans
 Maybe one day I'll understand why I am who I am
 Why it's so hard the break the cycle, why I can't fly like Michael
 Maybe it's the evil in my soul, putting me in this Hell hole
 I play the role of procrastinator, utter underachiever
 Slacking off more than my man Mike Seaver
 Going thru Growing Pains, sometimes going insane
 From the stress and the pain, the built up guilt
 The pent up remorse, and though I hate my deeds
 I still follow the same course, never do what I need
 Always put my wants first until my heart bleeds
 From the emotional anguish of self blame
 The untamed fury I feel for my actions
 The sense of hopelessness I get after a test
 When I realize failure won't even wake me up
 I still do the same shit, still play all day
 And study all night
 I pray one day I 'll finally see the light
 And end this pattern of self destruction before it's too late
 Stop making mistakes before the error's too great
 Please Lord save me from a sad, sad Fate
 
 Save My Soul
 Please let this be the last straw
 The turning point in my mental war
 Let this guilt and pain bring a change for the better
 Let it eliminate my evil tendencies, destroy my urge to sin
 Let my guilt decide the battle, give goodness the strength to win
 I hate myself right now, and I despise the feeling
 The self blame intense pain running through my brain
 I'm so ashamed, without excuses, I feel so useless
 Unable to turn my life around from being so ruthless
 Putting myself in bad predicaments by not making plans
 Sinking my soul in burning fire, without a fan
 Lord please let these words cause a change as I write
 Please open my eyes from the blindness, show me the light
 Make me realize the consequences of my decisions
 The possibility of me soon going to prison
 I may fail out of school and go to jail, without bail
 All because I chose my temptation over righteousness
 So now I must deal with this life full of stress
 I know I am blessed so help me save my soul
 Let me pull my life right out of this deep ass hole
 This grave I've put myself in, the wages of sin
 Let me begin to turn myself around before I reach the end
 Before I run out of chances, and time to make amends
 Please bless me with the strength to follow my heart 
 To do the right thing, to make a new start
 To never procrastinate or be late from this point on
 To never be lazy and play games until the crack of dawn
 To never stay online and waste my time when I have work to do
 Please Lord listen to this, my prayer, and let my wishes all come true
 I have no time left to make any more mistakes
 Please Lord let me reach Perfection from now on until I'm free
 Until I'm off probation and can finally be happy
 Please let the judge give me permission to go home
 Please let me finish my community service, and never let me feel alone
 Please Lord don't let me do anything else I regret
 Or not follow my conscience
 Until the day I die, let me live in full repentence 
 
 Utopia
 What if there were no poverty or crime
 What if there were no drug abuse or misuse
 What if there were no racism or stereotypes
 What if there were no sexism or suicide
 What if there was world peace and no wrongfully deceased 
 
 Spring Cleaning
 Now I know I'm imperfect, but I really wanna change
 Wanna do what I need to end the stress and the pain
 Wanna see if I can learn to find some happiness again
 Wanna learn from the past, and move beyond my guilt
 Utilize lessons learned from the list of wrongs I've built
 Wanna stop being lazy, stop acting crazy
 Stop procrastinating, stop never dating
 Stop being impulsive, stop looking repulsive
 Stop never planning, stop never understanding
 Stop never setting goals, stop never listening to my soul
 Stop letting stuff get delayed, stop being afraid
 Stop never learning, stop never yearning
 Enough to take action, but enough to complain
 Enough to become obsessed and act insane
 When things fall apart and I break my own heart
 Stop underachieving, stop never believing
 Stop regretting, stop forgetting
 Stop being me, and become my ideal
 Stop living a nightmare
 Start making my dreams real
 Start the master plan
 Start being a man
 
 Daily Affirmation
 Give me the strength to never give up
 The luck to never fail
 The talent to be creative
 The intelligence to solve any problem
 The courage to face all my fears
 The drive to outshine all my peers
 The presence of mind to put business before pleasure
 And the wisdom to have faith, which is my greatest treasure
 
 Role Models
 In a world full of drug dealers and cap peelers
 Can you feel a young nigga trying to be realer
 Than the next nigga, fuck the triggaz I'm bigga than that
 I wanna live phat, but don't wanna sell crack
 In fact I plan to stack my dollars on some white-collar shit
 Hope it's a good fit for a former fuck up, maybe I'll luck up
 Land a little job where I like what I do
 Learn a lot of shit related to what I go thru
 Don't know why I chose to try this route
 I doubt I thought I'd get respect and madd clout
 I just knew I couldn't go thru the hell of fearing jail
 Or the pain of a job that drives you insane
 So I remained in control of my destiny by doing the right thing
 Funny how life brings rewards and punishments in bunches
 Like a load of kisses or a shitload of punches
 I'm living well but can't tell why I'm denied companionship
 Though I try I don't succeed, have everything else I need
 To be happy but some women, I thought that was a given
 Being here around chicks, I thought it would be easy
 But it's the hardest thing, and I'm not even sleazy
 Don't know what's my problem, maybe I look greasy
 Maybe my breath stink, maybe my hair's peasy?
 Whatever the case may be, seems nothing works for me
 Guess I'll be all alone until I have my own home
 And control my social life, independent of others
 With less competition from successful young brothers
 Maybe my time will come sooner than I think
 Maybe I'll change it all before I get a chance to blink
 Maybe the sun will shine on this social life of mine
 Maybe I'll be a star, with the most girls by far
 Maybe I'll look back and know I wasn't wack
 Maybe I need to ask myself why can't I face facts
 Just state my pain and end it, make new decisions
 Be like Pac on the block spittin game, rockin mics
 Wearing Nikes, knowing history, the female mind no mystery
 Carrying some Listerine, talking smooth and looking clean
 In shape, avoiding rape, fuck red tape,achieving goals, filling holes
 Writing rhymes all the time, practicing my chosen art
 Doing my part, giving back, Scooby snacks to all the poor
 Promising them much more
 When I'm rich, fuck a bitch, fuck a snitch, finding my niche
 Learning well, watching out, knowing what it's all about
 Utilizing lessons learned from the dead leaders
 Staying alive unlike Saint Peter or the Goddess Demeter
 Treat her like a Lady, though she may be Slim Shady
 In the 80s she was hot, now her shit is not
 Hope I learn all I can from Pac and other leaders
 Do things while I'm young, and never let them beat us
 Stay alive and help others, never fully trust brothers
 And do what I need to make everyone love us
 
 
 Topics:
 Cliches
 Robbery
 Guns
 Murder
 Ghetto Life
 Macking honeys
 Cliques
 Making money
 Drinking
 Cars
 Prison
 Getting high
 
 
 Plans
 Tired of living this life full of mad stress and strife
 Mad regrets, stay upset wish I could let shit go
 But my past haunts me, my mistakes taunt me
 Saying I aint shit, so I should just quit right now
 Stop trying to be something, cuz I don't know how
 Somehow I gotta change, rearrange my brain
 Prioritize and strategize though I despise the struggle
 I gotta study my lessons cuz my grades is on the bubble
 Wish I had a double, so I could work and play at once
 Instead I live my life as a genius or a dunce
 Inside I feel my mind is like Jekyll and Hyde
 Extreme at all times, like when I write these rhymes
 Sometimes I amazed at how I blaze the words
 Expressing thoughts unheard except inside my id
 Wish I did some deeds different
 Spent my time wisely
 Need to learn my lessons
 And put the past behind me
 Stop living in sin, 
 Steady procrastinating
 No discipline, I gotta begin
 By knowing when to say when
 Stopping myself
 Cuz I'm my own worst enemy
 Where did my conscience go
 Cuz it's the only real friend to me
 I'm full of potential
 To be a loser or a winner
 Either I'll devour life
 Or I'll eat myself for dinner
 I'm not a beginner
 But I'm making rookie mistakes
 Know what it takes to be great
 But I'm wasting time
 Pleasure before business
 Get ass but miss class
 Knowing the fun won't last
 My past will catch up to me
 So I gotta change my plans
 And plan to change so I'll be
 Reminiscing on my success 
 And not my misery
 
 Awakening
 Lord please forgive for my sins
 Let me repent, and be absolved once again
 Please let me pass all the classes I take
 Please understand the bad choices I make
 Let me show that I've learned all that I need
 Enough to pass, since wanting more would be greed
 I plead with you, to please hear all my cries
 I feel inside a guilt that won't subside
 I finally see what my grades mean to me
 They reflect my skill and my will to succeed
 My dedication has not always been there
 But now I'm aware of why I really am here
 I'm here to learn and show that I'm worthy
 To get a degree, and prove my ability
 I hope that you hear and listen close to my prayers
 The switch is on, and my mind is now clear
 The light in my brain is burning bright boastfully
 I finally see the full potential in me 
 
 
 Pain
 Str8 from the heart
 I'm a lazy muthafukka
 No discipline
 Just a dumb muthafukka
 Playing games and web surfing
 That's my life
 Plus late night TV
 I know the shit is trife
 Distractions abound, always hound my mind
 Too weak to resist, then get pissed when I fail
 What's my problem? 
 Let me tell U
 I aint hear to learn
 And I hate homework
 Reading is fine, cuz in my mind its not hard
 Unlike Math, which kicks my ass about a yard
 Too stubborn to get help, too lazy to keep trying
 Scared to ask questions cuz I feel stupid
 Be when I fail I wish I had asked each one
 I just wanna leave, I don't know no one
 I aint having fun, so get that out your brain
 Living like I'm retired, taking shit for granted
 Underestimating my classes, Overestimating my speed
 Procrastinate a lot, don't spend the time I need
 Now I'm guilty again praying for a miracle
 Please let me pass and keep my scholarship this last
 Semester, I feel the pressure then bring out my best
 Don't have it now so I'm lazy and stressed
 Please help me change, find my discipline
 Doing just enough to get by
 But underestimating what it takes
 Knowing I know the shit
 And have what it takes
 But still I underachieve, and look for breaks
 Praying for heaven, but living in hell
 Don't wanna fail
 But doing just enough to pass
 Regretting my choices
 But it's hard to change
 With no support, no one to turn to
 What am I gonna do?
 When times get hard, I just give up
 But when the pressure's on, I don't let up
 I hate myself now, cuz I hate my life
 I hate my choices, I hate how I live
 I gotta learn to change before I love myself
 This was the last straw, I saw myself clearly
 Feel more than guilty, loath myself dearly
 Can't live like this without going crazy
 Can't underachieve, can't be lazy
 Can't be slow, can't be undisciplined
 When I hate myself for that, I gotta take a new track
 Pray every day I won't pay too dearly for my past
 Ask for strength to improve and stay that way
 Realize the size of my potential
 Know I can do anything, though I may need help
 Know even if I study my lessons, a genius still asks questions
 No more empty promises, just action
 The opposite of what I hate, just to ensure my Fate
 Will be great I can't wait to change
 Gotta do it now, change how I feel about myself
 Take what I hate and do the opposite
 Turn the wrong things into the right shit
 Always do my best and never ever quit
 
 Unqualified
 Another letter of rejection
 Fills my mind with dejection
 Feeling guilt and blame, but in my mind it's all pain
 The same thing, I can't complain cuz it's all my fault
 Took the time for studying to take in TV
 Now I'm paying the price, living in this misery
 How can it be, a college graduate without shit
 I don't fit the mold, or so that's how the story unfolds
 I'm told I'm not old enough, or not wise
 These white guys deny my ass to no surprise
 But still I rise, cuz rejection makes me stronger
 I procrastinate less and work hard much longer
 I let go of laziness, cuz it leads to stress
 My mind's a mess trying to pass this fuckin test
 I know I'm blessed, but nevertheless I'm still failing
 Wasting my time writing rhymes about shit
 That I want to change then forget to do it
 Fuck it, I know now I gotta go all out
 Give it my all, show them what I'm all about
 Build the best site, study day and night
 Never fucking with F's, getting A's left and right
 End the excuses, lose the laziness
 Turn off the TV, no Internet for me
 I gotta be the muthafukka that I see inside
 The one who comes out when a grade's in doubt
 The one who cares less about watching a show
 Or surfing a site all night he'd rather right some code
 Or read a book, cuz how the fuck does that look
 You do shit all day and wonder why you fail?
 Have nothing but time and but never improve your mind
 Might sleep at night if you studied during the daytime
 Motivating yourself instead of living for deadlines
 Set your own goals and reached your limits like redlines
 Concentrated on work instead of focusing on play
 In a race car and see how far you can go
 You know you got talent, so just let it show
 You're meant for great things, so let the world know
 Your full potential is unstoppable
 Show your true power, tower over your peers
 Do nothing less than your best, and reduce them to tears
 Never waste your time, and fully use your mind
 Just let yourself shine, and success you will find
 

Resurrection
 I started out good, but I lost my way
 Chose the wrong path now I'm far away
 From, self esteem to a broken dream
 From, burning desire to a washed out fire
 From, confidence to no common sense
 From, pride to pain, from sun to rain
 My strength is drained, I'm not the same
 All that remains are guilt and shame 
 I blame myself, my strength has long faded
 In my mind debated if my skills were overrated
 Self doubt and guilt are the walls I've built
 I watch the flowers wilt, and try not to cry
 But why did I change, the transformation was strange
 It happened real slow, and I didn't even know
 That my mind had declined, I guess my eyes were blind
 To the fact I had relaxed, wasted time doing crimes
 That was the cause behind my bad attitude
 It was clear I didn't care, thought the world was unfair
 To me, I didn't see I caused my own misery
 Blamed fate, and when I saw the truth, it was too late
 But now I realize the size of my role
 The fact that I told myself to be so bold
 Tisk, tisk, shame on me, I was a bad little kiddie
 Played hookey and got caught, wasn't smart as I thought
 So now I'm in detention, but spared from suspension
 Lucky me I guess, but have I learned from this mess?
 I'm sorry for my mistakes and won't do it again
 I met the wrong crowd and made the wrong friends
 To make amends I want to go back and find my way
 Begin again way back when I first went astray
 Return to the happy days and make the guilt go away
 This hard life has got me stressin and I've learned my lesson
 The consequences are expensive, and it's senseless to pay
 It's best to work hard now, and wait till later to play
 
 Grief
 I see peers reduced to tears
 Worse fears taking their child's life
 Husband and wife feeling pain
 Energy drained from the strain
 Of dealing with what remains
 Searching for something to blame
 What a shame, sun turned to rain
 
 Backseat Drivers
 I'm heading down the highway, driving my way
 When these assholes behind me start to rush me
 Telling me to hurry up, cause 80s too slow
 I know why I listened, instead of just saying "No"
 Just my luck, as I speed up, almost doing a buck
 The traffic ahead of me comes to a standstill
 So I slam on the brakes, but too late, I'm going too fast
 What comes next, I don't know, but this is my ass
 I rear end this car and see stars in my eyes
 Then that faggot pulls off to my surprise
 As I surmise the damage to my shit all I can think of
 I these backseat drivers who talked me into crashing my shit
 Why did I listen to them, they drive worse than me
 Luckily, the damage aint bad, oh lucky me
 I could kill them niggaz, but I figga it's mostly my fault
 For falling to peer pressure from these dumb assholes
 Instead of following my first mind and kicking them out
 But learning from mistakes is what life's all about
 
 Writing
 I use this to let go, and the let the whole world know
 What I am thinking, what I have done
 But mostly because this shit is fun
 Number one on my list of my life goals
 Is to write out a plan for my body and soul
 All that I dream of, all that I want
 And how to succeed in spite of haters that front
 So those who know me, or  follow my lead
 Can learn a lesson, from all of my deeds
 Plus I need to record all my experience and travels
 Things that I learned through life's tests and battles
 Basically be a role model on paper
 Prepare my peers to tackle all their worst fears
 Lead by example and become a living legend
 Reach all those who will listen and can relate
 If I do this, then I will truly be great
 
 Urgency
 Have you ever have some shit that you had to do?
 Maybe you didn't want to, but you had no choice?
 Maybe you put it off, till you couldn't any more?
 Maybe all of a sudden, it was something to strive for?
 Motivation aside, you knew success was a must
 The consequences of failure would be a loss too great
 For you, so you had to take control of you Fate
 Didn't waste any time, or think of anything else
 Put everything aside, and moved with utmost speed
 Had a purpose in mind, and raced against time
 Now imagine if that was how everything went
 Never a second to waste, always time well spent
 Always a purpose in mind, a consequence to avoid
 I plan in place, and no room for error
 Would that make you feel good, or would it fill you with terror
 What if you chose to live life that way?
 To approach it the same, every day all day?
 Regardless of the task, be it small or large?
 Regardless of the time, be it day or night?
 Everything done fast, everything done right
 Could you survive that way without losing your mind?
 Would you feel confident or filled with fear?
 Would you want that life if you had a choice?
 Or would you rather relax as much as possible
 Accomplish very little, and fulfill few dreams? 
 Assume you'll live long, and die an old man
 Assume you have time to do all you planned
 Assume tomorrow will come, so it can wait today?
 Would you rather strive for greatness, and live that way
 Or say you wish you were great, and live lazily?
 Of course the choice is all yours to make, 
 But remember tomorrow is not a promise God makes
 
 Focus
 What will make you happiest, your greatest desire
 Should always be your focus, feeding your inner fire
 Keeping your attention, causing complete concentration
 What's most important at the time, with the greatest rewards
 That should be your focus, above all else
 Opportunities come and go, but some are more fleeting
 Grab every chance that only comes up once
 And let others go that you know will be there
 Stay aware of your time, and act accordingly
 Recognize what can wait, and save it for later
 Things with greater impact on your life come first
 They can affect your life for the better or worst
 The moral of this is a twist of a cliche'
 Leave little things till tomorrow, do great things today
 
 Discipline
 What's the point of self control
 Why not give in to temptation?
 Why not let yourself go into impulsive elation?
 Because of consequences, that's why, you fucking dumb ass guy
 What are you thinking about, saying shit like that?
 What do you do, and where do you live at?
 In my world, you can't always do what you want
 Because of other little things, like getting work done
 It always fucks up fun, but without it I doubt it that you'd be happy
 You'd be broke with no cash to go out and pay for ass
 No doe for a hoe, or even a lap dance
 How would you pay for a six pack to get drunk dude
 How would you get in a club so that you could act rude
 And be able to abuse any woman you want
 Then pay your way out of jail for being a violent male
 Sorry to break it to you, but some things have to wait
 I'm not saying it's all work and no play but today
 You need cash so tomorrow you can buy a glass
 Of vodka or gin, or just a bunch of horny women
 See my friend, fun is costly, but work is free
 As a matter of fact they pay you, though you're a dummy
 All you have to do is realize what work is for
 It supports all the fun shit that you live for
 So before you go and goof off on a workday
 Think about how you're gonna pay to play on Saturday
 Use your work time for work and the rest to be a jerk
 All it takes is patience and a little common sense
 Once you see that my friend
 You'll have mastered discipline
 

 Decisions
 What to do
 How to decide
 Who to listen to
 Decisions everyday that we all go thru
 Thinking about consequences of my actions
 Will my choice bring me pure satisfaction
 Or will it cause a painful chain reaction
 I do everything out of either fear or love
 Don't always listen to the man up above
 Or the voice in my head, saying make the safe choice
 Sometimes I say fuck it and try my luck
 Risk my freedom and health, sometimes even my pride
 Just to get some shit I don't even need inside
 Why can't I stop, though I have tried and failed
 To derail myself from this path of destruction
 Can't find my conscience in this state of stupidity
 Moment of impulse with no forethought allowed
 Clouded by my id, wish I could take back what I did
 But I can't, so here I am
 Just a miserable man
 With this guilty conscience
 And this evil mind
 I need to find some help
 Cause I can't help myself
 My own mind is my worst enemy
 So I feel ashamed
 But what can I do, I can't change my brain
 Or I don't know how, the thoughts never leave alone
 I need to push them away, but I don't have the strength
 Maybe I need new thoughts to replace the old
 Maybe I need a new philosophy to break the mold
 Maybe I should find my conscience, and heed what I'm told
 Then maybe I'd stop feeling like my soul has been sold
 To Satan and he's debating on how to torture my ass
 Oh here's a good idea: put me in a car crash!
 Why won't God help me escape the evil thoughts in my brain
 Why won't God erase the evil and let discipline reign
 Supreme, in my dreams, I'm a happy guy
 No stupid mistakes, and no looking for breaks
 No laziness or lack of focus for me
 I love my work and do it with energy
 I follow my conscience and my sixth sense
 I plan before I do and execute flawlessly
 So God here my prayer and let my dream become me
 Instantly turn this fantasy into reality
 
 Foresight
 Setting goals then forgetting
 Making plans that go to waste
 Have you accomplished anything you set out to do
 If not then why what is a lack of trying
 Slowness or laziness
 Distractions by lesser activities
 Or fruitless endeavors
 You sound clever but you act real dumb
 Make the best plans but never get them done
 Let the present peace pacify the fury
 Inside to be a great man don't you understand
 That greatness is not defined by thoughts
 It comes from actions
 Great men are great thinkers who execute their ideas
 Not simple philosophers who never practice what they preach
 Follow your conscience and always do the right thing
 Forsake all pleasures for the rewards your ideas will bring
 Show the world what's in your mind
 And the secret to happiness you soon will find
 
 My Life
 Come take a look into the mind of this young black male
 Living the life some only dream of but it's feeling like hell
 You can't tell from the outside the stress I feel
 Gotta give up most my time just to pay the bills
 And shit never goes right when it's time to chill
 I make mistakes but I never seem to learn
 I try to change but temptations come at every turn
 I never win since I lack discipline
 So I guess I'll live a lousy life full of stress
 Unless I find a way to break this cycle of destruction
 This product of peer pressure, laziness, and dysfunction
 I have the will but don't know the way
 I get on track but lose my way after a few days
 In my mind I see the person I should be
 But my old bad habits never let me break free
 I ask the Lord for help, but does he hear?
 I've been in this tailspin for the last four years
 I need help to overcome this impulsiveness
 To focus on my goals and forget the rest
 So this can be a lesson learned before I crash and burn
 So I can turn myself around before my secret is learned
 Before the blessings stop coming and the luck turns bad
 Before I really fuck up and lose all that I had
 Before just getting by in life is no longer enough
 Before the road gets rough and I'm not able to hang
 Before my past brings my sins back to blast my ass 
 Before the last minute is too late for me to come from behind
 Let me find my motivation and no longer be blind
 
 Life and Death
 A corpse is not a man
 When a man is a corpse
 
 Volume IX: Phoenix
 
 From the Ashes, Part 1
 Once dead, now I'm alive
 I survived the flames
 Overcame the pain, 
 Now only my soul remains
 Who's to blame for the shame that I've endured
 The mistakes and regrets, the fear so pure
 Be assured I'm at fault, but the lessons it taught
 Brought me to my savior from euthanasia
 I died and came back, survived suicide
 I cried because I tried and failed so many times
 Till my crimes came back to haunt me
 Guilt taunts me, saying I aint learned
 So in turn by the fire I was burned
 My turn to suffer shocked my body violently
 A circle of self destruction is what guided me
 To this state, so full of self hate, I murdered myself
 But Fate, it resurrected me, restored my health
 I looked up in the sky and asked God why
 It said I had potential to rise and fly
 Out of the ashes to the sky if only I tried
 My life could be a guide for those on the other side
 Men that never win and then turn to sin
 I could begin to show a way besides the beaten path
 Somehow you can succeed and avoid God's wrath
 With no sword or staff I lead men to battle
 A fight where no one bleeds, but minds graze like cattle
 Eatin up the bling, bling, bitches, and fancy things
 Gettin fat before the slaughter into so much beef
 Tricked into defeat, a death with no grief
 Or remorse that course is chosen because of deceit
 Most fail to see beyond the screen to what could be
 The reason for the TV showing people like me,
 Talented entertainers or players that are tight
 But then the businessmen always gotta be white 
 Be like Mike instead of Bill Gates
 Is that the only way to make yourself great?
 What can be the cause, a Trojan Horse of course
 If you got game, can rap or sing, fuck a brain
 Shed light on the fallacy of wealth and happiness
 Show how the stress is there regardless
 Reveal the real key to being happy
 Show the truth, and another path to boot
 Lead the sheep from the slaughter of their minds
 You are blessed by God, and the Lord is kind
 The extent of which you will easily find
 By being yourself, living your life, not wasting time 
 Using what you learned in the darkness to shine
 Without a mic or a ball, show all your people a sign
 That by just using your brains, life can turn out fine
 Though money may be power, knowledge is divine
 
 From the Ashes, Part 2
 Once dead, now I`m alive
I`ve survived the flames
Overcame the pain, Now just my soul remains
Who`s to blame for the shame that I`ve endured
The mistakes and regrets, the fear so pure
Be assured I`m at fault, but the lessons it taught
Brought me to my savior from euthanasia
I died and came back, survived suicide
I cried because I tried and failed so many times
Till my crimes came back to haunt me
Guilt taunts me, saying I`m a loser and no one wants me
That court case had me stressin but I didn't learn my lesson
Beat that, then fell back into the same lifestyle
Acting wild, impulsive like a bad ass child
Plus the peer pressure from my fake friends got me fucked
Had me hurting myself and steady pressing my luck
Until the shit ran out and lead to misery
A circle of self destruction is what guided me
To this state, so full of self hate, I murdered myself
But Fate, it resurrected me, restored my health
I looked up in the sky and asked God why
It said I had potential to rise and fly
Out of the ashes to the sky if only I tried
My life could be a guide for those on the other side
Men that never win and then turn to sin
I could begin to show a way besides the beaten path
Somehow you can succeed and avoid God`s wrath
With no sword or staff I lead men to battle
A fight where no one bleeds, but minds graze like cattle
Eatin up the bling bling, money, hoes and clothes
Gettin fat before the slaughter into so much beef
Tricked into defeat, a death with no grief
Or remorse that course is chosen due to deceit
Most fail to look beyond the screen to what it means
The reason for TV showing people like me,
Talented entertainers or players that are tight
But then the businessmen always gotta be white 
Be like Mike instead of Bill Gates
Is that the only way to make yourself great?
What can be the cause, a Trojan Horse of course
If you got game, can rap or sing, forget about a brain
Shed light on the fallacy of wealth and happiness
Show how the stress is there regardless
Reveal the real key to being happy
Teach the truth, and another path to boot
Lead the sheep from the slaughter of their minds
You are blessed by God, and the Lord is kind
The extent of which you will easily find
By being yourself, living life not wasting time 
Using what you learned in the darkness to shine
Without a mic or a ball, show all your people a sign
That by just using your brains, life can turn out fine
Though money may be power, knowledge is divine
 
 
 Heart vs Brain
 I can't say it is love
 Even though it feels good
 I can't say I want to wait
 Even though I really should
 I can't say it is Fate
 Even though I can't explain
 I can't say you're perfect
 Even though I can't complain
 I can't say you have my heart
 Even though you're on my mind
 I can't say I've found my soulmate
 But love is blind
 I hope my heart's correct
 But if not, what did I find?
 
 Dreams do Come True
 You study hard, are responsible, and do good work
 But still you  look for love, wonder where it lurks
 You've met a few cool cats, but a lot of jerks
 And now you ask yourself, where are the perks
 Being a single black female doing her thing
 Educated, making money, buy your own bling bling
 Kicked it with a couple of cats when you were back in school
 But now you're in the real world and this shit is cruel
 It's hard to find brothers that are even on your level
 A single smart sexy devil leaving fellaz disheveled
 With brains, beauty, and body most cats will agree
 You're a scary proposition, but they're not me
 Even though you got it all I've got something to give
 Something that's very rare in this life we live
 Of course it's gonna cost because nothing's free
 But all I ask of you is to trust me
 With your passion, your fantasies, and even your fears
 With the secrets you've hidden for so many years
 With your pride, your shame, your sun and your rain
 With all the thoughts and feelings going thru your brain
 And there's no need to fear having your heart burned
 Cause everything that you give will gladly be returned
 If you can trust me with your heart, and all of the above
 You can have my greatest gift: Unconditional Love
 You may not believe these words, but I hope you do
 Because you gotta have faith that dreams do come true boo
 
 What Will it Be?
 Will it be love or lust?
 Deception or trust
 Fair or unjust
 Together or bust
 Will it be real or nonsense?
 Fear or confidence
 Blase' or intense
 Instinct or common sense
 Will it be pride or shame?
 Pure pleasure or pain
 Humble or vain
 Sunshine or rain
 Will it be you and me?
 Choice or destiny
 Eternally or briefly
 Are we meant to be?
 What's your Fantasy?
 Would you like it if I looked deep into your eyes
 Or if I licked you from you neck down to your thighs
 Would you like it if I kissed you on your hand
 Or if I stuck it inside and gave you all you could stand
 Would you like it if I kissed you on your cheek
 Or ate your five star treat till your body turned weak
 Would you like it if I pecked you on the lips
 Or put my tongue in your mouth as I caressed your hips 
 Would you like it if I was simply sweet and nice
 Or a freak that used chocolate, whipped cream, and ice
 Would you like it if I laid you on the bed
 Or freaked you in the shower for an hour instead
 Would you like it if I stroked you nice and slow
 Or hit it with pure passion and a furious flow
 Would you like it if I just got on top of you
 Or hit it doggy style,69, and rodeo too
 Would you like it if I just did it silently
 Or if I asked you what you liked and you asked me
 Would you like it if I was shy or nasty
 Or something in between, what's your fantasy?
 
 Never Give Up
 I know the road is hard
 But keep your head up
 Even though the path is rough
 There is an end
 And know that along the road
 You have a friend
 So when, the burden seems heavy
 And you're full of despair
 If you feel you can't do it
 Just remember I care
 I know how you feel, and I'll always be there
 To hold you, comfort you and ease your fears
 To dry your eyes when they're filled with tears
 Don't let the pressure make you panic
 When your plans go astray
 While your fake friends flee
 I will never go away
 Never give up, when the struggle gets bitter
 Remind yourself that God hates a quitter
 You're a beautiful, strong, intelligent black girl
 Trying to make her mark in this white man's world
 I believe in you, and everything you do
 You can do anything you put your mind to
 Just study your lessons, you'll find the answers to your questions
 Try not to be scared, just do your best to be prepared
 And when you feel stressed, remind yourself that you are blessed
 You'll pass the test, and things will go just as you planned
 You're one of the best, and I'm your number one fan
 So when the glass seems empty in your mental cup
 Fill it with my faith in you, baby never give up 
 
 Love Scene (A Female's Perspective)
 As we listen to slow jams and sip some wine
We both get in the mood, got love on our minds
I want you to know that I like it real slow
 But anything goes, you can take off my clothes 
 And touch my body anywhere that you dare
Just don't go too fast and please make it last
We can change our positions, just go with the motions
 As you ride my ocean or taste my love potion
 The touch from your fingers makes my heart beat
When they stroke on my cheek just as our lips meet
Your hands` heat on my body brings me ecstacy
As you sit on the couch here next to me
Then they move from my face down to my waist
As you remove my skirt and explore my private place
With your fingers then your tongue when you taste my love
It feels heaven sent like a gift from above
When I cum and you`re done I return the favor
Enjoying the flavor of the thing I savor
Our fair exchange brings us both to our peak
But we aren`t done until our bodies meet
My thighs greet you gladly as you enter me
Thrusting in and out making me moan and shout
No doubt this is what fun is all about
In the end we send each to new heights
Then lay in each others' arms filled with delight
What a wonderful way for us to spend the night 
 
 Picture This
 As you look into my eyes, and I into yours
Passion builds inside me more and more
Fantasizing what tonight might have in store...
We`ve been talking for a while and the wait`s been tough
But tonight I wanna prove that I`m man enough
I love the way your outfit shows off your body
And the way you lick your lips just like a real hottie
I wanna put you in positions from the Kama Sutra
69 and up, anything that suits ya
I wanna rub your thighs and unbutton your blouse
Take my tongue on a journey all thru your mouth
Then I start to make a trip all the way down South 
First I lick on your neck and your breasts just right
Taking my time, cause we got all night
Kissing on your nipples till they`re hard and wet
And I won`t stop there; I haven`t broken a sweat
Next I work my way down onto your belly button
You`re getting real hot but I aint done nothing
Move my tongue from your navel all around your waist
Then I lift your skirt and play in your private place
Contemplating in my mind if I want a taste
I slip off your skirt and taste your panties
Take em off with my teeth as you smile at me
Rub the kitty with my fingers as I kiss your thigh 
Bringing your body pure pleasure that you can`t deny
Here`s the moment of truth, the time to decide
Should I get a bite to eat before I come inside?
I heard it`s a five star treat, so why not try
I don`t have to eat it all, but I should take a bite
Decisions, decisions. Will I? I just might...
Before I could decide, I heard you call my name
I came back to life from this dope ass dream
Opened my eyes with my head between your thighs
Then I realized just what had taken place
I fell asleep on your lap chilling in my place!
 
 
 Phoenix' Theme
 My name is poet-p in the place to be
 I didn't go to John Jay University
 But as you can see I write eloquently
 Even though I just bit from Run DMC
 Anyway I wanna say that I'm one of a kind
 Not a nerd but I make money using my mind
 Not a pretty thug even though I look just fine
 Not a silly brotha but I like to play sometimes
 Not a rapper even though I'm pretty good with rhymes
 I like pretty honeys making money close to mine
 I'm kinda picky but you don't have to be a dime
 Just a cute honey who can stimulate my mind
 A slim waist and tight face would be just fine
 If you fit the description hit me up sometime
 
 Phoenix' Theme Remix
 Can you picture me, a young black male 
 Handsome, educated with a story to tell 
 My life is a book, with new chapters everyday 
 If you`re interested here`s what I have to say 
 I`m not an average brother, no I`m one of a kind
 Not a nerd but I make money using my mind
 Not a pretty thug even though I look just fine
 Not a silly brotha but I like to play sometimes
 Not a rapper even though I`m pretty good with rhymes
 I like pretty honeys making money close to mine
 I`m kinda picky but you don`t have to be a dime
 Just a cute honey who can stimulate my mind
 A slim waist and tight face would be just fine
 If you fit the description hit me up sometime
 
 My Black Queen
 Looking back, from my adolescent years till now
My black queen has been there helping me somehow
When I needed someone to lay my burdens on, you were there
To calm my fears and to lend me an ear
Over the years we`ve been close, and even when we`re apart
I keep in touch because you`re always in my heart
From high school to college, plus the summers in between
From NJ to Cali, you`re forever on the scene
I`ve met you thru friends or sometimes by chance
There was often chemistry, but never romance
And circumstances guaranteed that it would stay that way
We`d hang out for a while, then be separated
Just as we got to know each other, and I`d always hate it
Either I had to leave or you just couldn`t stay
I wonder where we would be if we didn`t go away...
Anyway I chose today to reflect on the past
On friendships with potential, that didn`t last
Even though we split apart and we haven`t kept in touch
The memories of my queens really mean so much
From moments we shared and conversations on the phone
Or sharing email when I felt alone
To seeing you walk with you style and grace
Or watching you smile with your beautiful face
My feelings for you will never be erased
You`re all special to me in a different way
You were the sunshine that brightened up my cloudy day
Apologies for the things that I didn`t do right
And thank you for inspiring me to write
Though we`ve gone our separate ways, and I`m no longer there
I will never forget you, and I`ll always care
 
 
 Reflections
 As I look at the man in the mirror, I start to shiver 
 As the cells in my brain deliver 
 The true view of the man that stands before you 
 I'm a hypocrite who happens to say the right shit 
 But when I close my mouth, I do the opposite 
 I preach hard work but practice laziness 
 I claim bravery but my fears are senseless 
 I'm a great dreamer but I underachieve 
 I claim to have faith but I don't believe 
 I pray for discipline but temptation wins 
 Pretend to work hard but I play all day 
 When distractions call I can't stay away 
 I plan great things but never follow thru 
 I quit whenever shit gets hard to do 
 When my best isn't enough I no longer try
 I act before I think and never ask why 
 I procrastinate because I overrate my skills 
 Make promises that are always unfulfilled 
 Love to spend money, but hate having to earn it 
 Found the secret to success, but didn't bother to learn it 
 I put wants before needs, and play before work 
 Act like a cool cat, but I'm really a jerk 
 I never think before I act, so I make mistakes 
 Don't go above and beyond, I only do what it takes 
 Don't contemplate consequences until its too late 
 But when I pay the price, I'm filled with guilt and hate 
 I only live for today, never think about tomorrow 
 And though I look happy, my heart is full of sorrow 
 Though I know I'm wrong, half of me doesn't care 
 Knowing that I'll suffer later, but devoid of fear 
 The other half admits I'm not happy here 
 Shedding tears in this life full of empty pleasures 
 Small measures of bliss that hide unhappiness
 Plus the stress that comes from constant loneliness
 It's like I'm trapped in a cycle that will never end
 Make a mistake, I repent, then I sin again
 When will I begin to learn discipline
 Be mature and want more than to not be poor
 Change my lifestyle and the way that I think
 I'm on the brink of insanity, headed for self-destruction
 The product of a childhood, raised in dysfunction
 Willing to tempt fate, but afraid to lose
 Losing opportunities by breaking the rules
 My priorities are backwards, my words true lies
 I ashamed of myself, but I'm not gone cry
 I can't deny inside that part of me is content
 With the actions I take and how my time is spent
 Though I know in my heart one day I'll pay the price
 Will I change, or try my luck and simply roll the dice
 Praying for 7-11 until I crap out
 On my way to Hell as I scream and shout
 I hope I choose to stop before I lose it all
 Step off the tightrope before I slip and fall
 Avoid selling my soul when the Devil calls
 Start thinking ahead because I plan to live
 Stop wasting time cuz I have little to give
 Break the old habits that have caused me stress
 In exchange for a brief hint of happiness
 Recognize what my life and my time is worth
 Put impulsiveness aside, complete my plans first
 Stay disciplined and remember my sins
 Avoid repeat mistakes no matter what it takes
 Fuck friends trying to pressure me into nonsense
 Put my ego aside, and listen to my conscience
 
 
 Proposition
 Can you picture me, a young black Male
 Handsome, educated with a story to tell
 Spend most my time improving my mind
 And a bit making sure I stay physically fit
 Anyway I want to say that I'm looking to meet
 A female who is sexy, smart and sweet
 Someone who likes to clown around and paint the town
 So if you like how this sounds maybe we can be down
 
 Product of my Environment
 Telling me I'm dumb 1,001 times
Plus 100 pimp slaps for some childhood crimes
Added to the 50 times that I couldn't go out
Because you feared I would die if I left, no doubt
Divided by the 5 times that I hung with my friends
Only to hear you complain when I came home at the end
Multiplied by the 4 times you snapped from stress
Choked your son and stomped your daughter
Till you ran out of breath
Plus the 2,000 screams heard down the block
As you laid the smackdown like you were The Rock
Can't forget the 1 time you pushed your son down the stairs
Then acted liked he deserved it and you did not care
Multiplied by a million times you made us lie
So you could hide your other lovers from your dumb ass guy
I wonder why you look for sympathy whenever you cry
But get pissed when confronted by the past you deny
Add the 89 times you told me "I miss you"
Then when I visit get me pissed cuz you claim I diss you
Multiply 10,000 times I heard that tired rhyme
"I pay the cost to be the boss" was your excuse line
You let your kids get molested and you did not mind
You left them with a crackhead and thought it was fine
One minute you'd say "I love you", then the next you'd switch
Call your daughter a slut and tell your son he aint shit
Messed around with two niggaz for 20 years then quit
And you never used a rubber, you proudly admitted
Let's add the X- Factor for whatever you've transmitted
Interrupted your kids when we studied for school
Then got pissed when we failed cuz that shit wasn't cool
Restricted our social lives with your bullshit rules
Then wondered why we had no friends and thought you were a fool
Add the teenage relationships that were fucked
And the massive debt in which your kids are stuck
Plus the tendency we have to be dependant as hell
It adds up to a childhood spent in jail
Taught to hate ourselves, we were set up to fail
Taught to fear everything you would not let us do
Taught to live in misery, taught to be like you
Luckily I escaped, because I evened the score
Matched the sum total of my upbringing and more
With something you couldn't kill, it was outside your scope
I had a wish in my mind, and in my heart there was hope
I accepted my Fate, but took control of my life
Used my talent and brains to beat the stress and strife
Got a college scholarship to get me out the hood
Away from all the pain, and I left for good
Now I'm out on my own and living like I should
I'm learning how to make friends while I'm making ends
Getting what I dreamed of, but still looking for love
I'm learning how to live life and I'm really amazed
There was so much I missed because of how I was raised
Everyday it's a struggle just to stick to the plan
Forget what I was taught, and raise myself as a man
And fuck you, now you acting like my number one fan
I won't forget all your shit, and I will never understand
You knocked me down, but I landed , on my feet
 Like a cat because I wouldn't accept defeat
 The pain I felt was great and I'm filled with hate
 But I know you've got to answer to the man above
 Plus you weren't all bad, and I'm not your judge
 And you're still my momz, so I still got love
 
 Hold on to Your Dreams
 Ever since my first day on this earth I`ve been blessed
 With the talent to tackle any trouble and take the stress
 Picture me, being born with less
 Plus my family was a mess
 I must confess, it was hard
 But I kept my faith in God
 I chose to be on my own
 And it left me alone
 But I escaped the hate in that place called HOME
 Moved from NJ to GA, and now CA
 For those that don`t know I`m chillin in the Bay
 Full grown finally a man now I understand
 That the shame and pain was all part of a plan
 Thanks to all the bullies that beat me up
 And the fake friends that really didn`t give a *bleep*
 Can`t forget all the females that turned me down
 And those that dirtied up my name and tried to clown
 Plus that mother of mine, with her wonderful rules
 I loved how I couldn`t go anywhere but school
 Last but not least one love to my queens
 Some appreciated me but soon left the scene
 Others seemed interested but killed my self esteem
 Claiming I was too skinny to be on their team
 And I wasn`t really cute and didn`t have no loot
 Or I was too light and needed some more height
 Cuz 5`9", 160 isn`t Mr. Right
 But they loved my personality and how I could write
 You might think I`m pissed off, but really I`m not mad
 You might think I sound depressed, but really I`m not sad
 This is what they gave me, and I played my hand
 Built a castle in the desert out of nothing but sand
 Made myself into a man because of God`s plan
 I was a nerd and a geek way back in school
 Now I`m smart and getting paid and this *bleep* is cool
 I was the brother that could never even get a date
 Now things have really changed, but I hesitate
 Cuz I got my options open, but they aint that great
 I`m looking for a Queen and I`d rather wait
 Before I settle for a hoochie that I`d grow to hate
 So at this state, I`m working on myself, and more than looks
 I`m increasing my mind`s strength by reading books
 Looking back I know sometimes I felt like giving up
 But I had faith in God, plus a little luck
 I could`ve let my misery just destroy my soul
 But I believed in myself and I had a goal
 So when life seems unfair and the world is mean
 Keep your head to the sky and hold on to your dreams
 
 Sabotage
 When we first met, the chemistry was quite clear
 But my hopes were low, because of one simple fear
 Though the convo was kickin and the vibe was right
 I knew you wasn't my type because you wasn't that tight
 Though you looked alright in the strobe light your face was hit
 Full of acne and blackheads and ugly shit
 If you had a dermatologist he must've quit
 Or else you need one so you can handle it
 
 What I want in a Woman
 I want a girl to take me on the dancefloor
 Shake that ass and grind me on the floor
 I want a girl who knows how to lick me right
 Keeping me up so we can fuck all night
 I want a girl to push me onto her bed
 And ride on me after I get some head
 I want a girl that will scream and moan
 Dig her nails in my back and she gets the bone
 I want a girl with those bedroom eyes
 A sexy voice and some silky thighs
 I want a girl with a tight waistline
 A nice round booty and a face that's fine
 If you fit the description hit me up sometime
 
 What I want in a Woman (Remix)
 I want a girl to take me on the dance floor
 Shake that ass and grind me on the floor
 I want a girl who knows how to lick me right
 Keeping me up so we can do it all night
 I want a girl to push me onto her bed
 And ride on me after I get some head...
 I want a girl to do me in public places
 In elevators and bathrooms, sharing fuck faces
 I want a girl who likes to experiment
 Handcuffs and whip cream is money well spent
 I want a girl that will scream and moan
 Dig her nails in my back and she gets the bone
 I want a girl with those bedroom eyes
 A sexy voice and some silky thighs
 I want a girl with a tight waistline
 A nice round booty and a face that's fine
 If you fit the description hit me up sometime
 
 I Hope I'm Heard
 Everyday I'm fighting demons in my mind, cuz I aint blind
 Take full responsibility for this life of mine
 Since the time when a nigga starting rhyming
 I've grown to see I control my own destiny
 I reminisce on my past as a stare at the sky
 Flashback on the times when I felt that I'd die
 A robbery with me simply standing there stunned
 As my momz fights off a nigga with a gun
 Got my mind in shock, and I'm frozen in place
 It didn't help that I also had a gun in my face   
 Or the time when I almost drowned, joking around
 Or the two car crashes, mashing on the freeway
 Close calls, but the Lord gave me leeway
 Sending me signs to use my mind and take it easy
 Value my life, and now I do, believe me
 But even today, I know I'm not a perfect man
 I make mistakes, procrastinate and delay plans
 I'm trying to overcome that thru meditation
 Think before I act to avoid temptations
 At times I try to look deep into my soul
 Put my ego aside and wonder what's my goal
 Is it material things, fast cars and rings
 Making money and the prosperity it brings
 Or love and family, is that why I'm here
 To simply have a happy home with more smiles than tears
 Should I even give a fuck about all my peers
 The young niggaz growing up feeling pain like me
 Hoping for a brighter day that they cannot see
 Maybe I can use my talent and teach with my words
 You can be intelligent without being a nerd
 Fuck the stereotypes, they got our minds blurred
 I'm not talking revolution, or invading the burbs
 So like Mystikal said, please "don't be scurred"
 I simply want to leave the world "shaken, not stirred"  
 Maybe I can make a change, I just hope I'm heard
 
 
 Empty Pleasures
 How can I explain what I feel inside
 All the pain I've felt that I try to hide
 My fake friends don't love me
 And I know if I died
 None of the honeys that I'm cool with would even cry
 Waste my money spending cash on silly hoes and clothes
 I hate my life even though I let nobody know
 I live to impress others cuz I'm looking for love
 And that's the only way to get it that I can think of
 Got my diploma but I never learned shit in school
 But how to get good grades and still be cool
 They taught me history and useless mathematics skills
 But never taught me the importance of paying my bills
 Now that I'm grown, yo my life is hard
 Got myself in debt fucking with credit cards
 Hard to have relationships now that I'm grown
 Because I had no role model growing up in a broken home
 Killing my soul with a slow form of suicide
 Cigarettes help me forget the tears I cried
 And going shopping aint as simple as it seems
 Look to clothes and cars to fix my self esteem
 Then to food and sex when I feel depressed
 To forget the pain and relieve the stress
 That's why I try to get high to deny the real
 Drinking liquor to disguise how I really feel
 At the bar buying drinks for a banging chick
 Hoping I can take her home and have her suck my dick
 Spitting game got her thinking that I'm Mr. Right
 I invite to the crib and she says alright
 Thinking I'm a hit it right, but little does she know
 I'm just a ten minute brother for a ten dollar hoe
 So, even though I know I'd rather have love
 I'll settle for fucking hoes I meet in the club
 In this life I lead, my worst enemy is me
 From the school of hard knocks I got a degree
 So I'm doing what I've been taught, without a thought
 For a better way to live, cuz I have no goals
 Except to do what's necessary to maintain my role
  Content with my lifestyle, though I'm not happy
 I guess I'll settle for less and accept this as my destiny
 
 
 Do you Really Wanna Dance?
 Up in the club I got my eyes on you
 Got damn sweetheart you got some thighs on you
 But I'm not trying to take you home, unless I get the chance
 Naw honey I just really wanna dance
 Maybe can we share some romance on the dancefloor
 If I see some chemistry, maybe I'll want more
 If not I'll understand and move out your spot
 But right now I think you're hot, 
 So show me what you got
 Don't be going thru the motions looking bored as hell
 Avoiding eye contact cuz baby I can tell
 You like a certain type of nigga, and I aint the one
 But you chose to dance so at least have fun
 Let me take you by the hand and twirl your body around
 Let me look into your eyes and speak without sound
 Let our bodies do the talking to the thump of the beat
 Till our instincts meet and we move in sync
 Though we may not be a match, let's pretend for a while
 I aint asking for your number, I just want a smile so 
 Do you want to have some fun and put your body in a trance
 Be real with a nigga, do you really want to dance?
 
 I see you standing at the bar, wondering who you are
 Hoping I can get your number, if I make it that far
 Walk by close enough so that I catch your eye
 Then you give me the look that lets me know your hooked
 So I step to the plate, hoping I can be the one
 Who can stimulate your mind, ask you are you having fun
 You reply shyly that this aint your thing
 You don't really like clubbing, just decided to hang
 With your girls tonight and not your man for a change
 In response I rearrange my whole point of view
 Aint no pressure no more cuz I can't holla at you
 So I try to play it cool and say he's a lucky guy,
 Though I got this funny feeling that I can't deny
 I hear a song for this situation playing in my mind
 "Why are all the good girls taken every time?"
 I can tell you're feeling me, but this aint meant to be
 So I leave you with my card hoping for a second chance
 As I say, "holla at me, when you're ready to dance"
 
 There you are standing all alone, near the dancefloor
 Smiling at me, like you really wanna dance and more
 I approach with confidence, cuz I'm almost sure
 That I'll have better luck than with those girls before
 You introduce yourself, as I stare and smile
 I haven't had a female pick me up in a while
 You talk for a while, then lead me to the dancefloor
 In my mind wondering what you have in store
 You start shaking your hips all over the place
 As you get up close in my personal space 
 Then you turn your back, and wrap my arms around you
 Letting my fingers do, whatever they wanna do
 Next you ask my age and then I ask you
 I say I'm 22 and you're...32
 Got damn aint that a bitch gotta switch my plan
 Since you fine as hell a nigga couldn't really tell
 If you smell what the Rock is cooking
 Right now I'm looking at the possibility of me getting with you
 The chemistry is there, but fuck that what could I do
 To pull a honey with age and experience too
 So I'll let you leave without taking a chance
 If you were ten years younger, then we really could dance
 
 Reality
 I spend 90 percent of my time getting high
 The other 10 percent is spent in misery
 Stressed and depressed by this mess I call reality
 Confronted by the sight of the man in the mirror
 As I contemplate, I see the picture getting clearer
 All my fears and desires, strengths and weaknesses
 The pleasures that I seek and the pain that I avoid
 Addicted to the bliss of a drug induced void
 My outlet from hell, to forget the fact
 That I could fix my life, but discipline I lack
 Looking back I can see how this came to be
 How my upbringing made me the man you see
 A childhood full of misery and negativity
 And my main motivation was to simply escape
 Any form of pressure, punishment or hate
 Never taught to set my sights on anything great
 Just to do anything to get thru and maintain
 Keep from going insane in my fragile brain
 Be accepted by my peers and avoid my fear
 Of rejection, plus the stress of loneliness
 Do my best to afford some place to rest
 Plus the luxuries on TV that I see
 The symbols of wealth that appeal to me
 So I can be like a celebrity
 Even though I know I'm living check to check
 Having the finer things will bring me respect
 Why try to save money if I'm looking broke?
 So I live above my means as I try to cope
 With bills I can't pay, plus years of loans
 Want a home but can't get it with my messed up credit
 Living a fantasy but I'm not happy
 Cuz my friends are fake and my pockets are empty
 Just because I can't accept being me
 In the end I'm alone once my money's gone
 Can't afford to get high and keep living a lie
 Though I wasn't puffing indo, chronic, or thai
 The car, clothes, and hoes let me deny
 That I wasn't really loved, respected, or blessed
 Plus I hated my job and my house was a mess
 So I guess this is how it ends no friends
 Now I'm stressed cuz they just repossessed my Benz
 And once again I'm back to living with my mother
 From a wanna be baller to a broke ass brotha
 
 
 Birthday
 You came out of nowhere and surprised my heart
 I had a feeling you were special right from the start 
 I can't believe that I'm thinking these thoughts this fast 
 I'm kind of scared to trust my feelings just because of my past 
 Now we're at a crossroads, and I hope we will last
 I want to take a different fork, not the same old path 
 The road to happiness is what I'm looking for
 Don't want to end up disappointed like I've been before 
 But anyway, I want to make you happy today
 I want to shower you with sweetness for as long as you stay 
 So if tomorrow you decide to go your separate way
 I'll remember that I helped you have a great birthday!
 
 No. 1 Pick
 Let me tell you how I feel inside 
 All the tears I cried before I swallowed my pride 
 I tried to live off my past, but it did not last 
 My reputation fell fast cuz my head was gassed 
 Clouded with the belief that I reached the top 
 Had achieved my goal, so I proceeded the stop 
 Even though I knew my mission wasn`t really thru 
 To feel true success simply kept me complacent 
 My time was spent living a life of luxury 
 Afforded to me by my history of hard work 
 I became lazy enjoying the perks 
 Until I realized that it was all I had 
 My goals were incomplete and my life was sad 
 My brain was content so I didn`t maintain 
 The same hard work that was my claim to fame 
 So when the time came, for me to turn pro 
 I was fat, out of shape, and oh so slow 
 From a high school star to draft pick bust 
 Couldn't handle success and yo that`s a must 
 I went from best player who had the most fans 
 To the no name bum, A.K.A. the 12th man 
 I realized my eyes weren`t on the prize 
 I lost sight of my goals and forgot my role 
 So I looked into my soul and found my essence 
 Put my ego aside and listened to my conscience 
 Now I`m back on the rise, though I`m still on the bench 
 Since then I`ve become number one of the subs 
 I`m the sixth man now, no longer a scrub 
 My hard work and focus helped me rise above 
 The temptation to settle for a life I didn`t love 
 My consistency still should be a bit better 
 And once I unfetter my mind from distractions 
 My actions will improve and I will work harder 
 One day soon I`ll again be a starter 
  
 Volume X: Conscience
 
 Invocation
 Let my conscience be my guide in every moment
 Let my God be my strength in every day
 Let my faith be my endurance until the end of time
 Let my poetry be the vessel of God
 
 Power
 You have strength unaffected by time
 Your voice has power unaffected by rhymes
 Your body has potential going to waste
 If your life is slow you can pick up the pace
 Your mind has control over all your thoughts
 Your soul is the key to happiness you've sought
 Your past is a lesson that you need to learn
 Your future is a gift that you have to earn
 You are only what you believe to be
 A change in beliefs changes destiny
 You simply need to search thru your soul
 Find your goal and then play your role
 
 One Love 
 A picture of perfection, Possibly the top selection 
 Out of the girls I know, you have a sense of direction 
 Putting me in a new position, I`m on a mission, 
 Trying to win your affection 
 With this submission, I hope you listen 
 Cuz I can see that a nigga like me 
 Could be what you`re lookin 4 and more, I hope you aint bored... 
 I was floored when I saw your picture 
 And didn`t want 2 B ignored nor just try to hit cha 
 Just hoping we can be friends, and that`s a fact 
 If I came off wrong, sorry Ms., I take it back 
 Can you dig that, anyway I wanna say I`m impressed 
 Cuz your profile and pretty smile is one of best 
 That I`ve seen, I`m kinda feeling you My Caramel Queen 
 If I lick your G-Spot can I get in between... 
 Your brain and leave a stain on the sheets of your mind 
 If I choose to indulge in the things that I find 
 Can I come inside, don`t try to hide 
 This is my way of saying hi, give me a try 
 Aint no reason to be scared of me, so don`t be shy 
 Or pretend you aint feeling me, cuz that`s a lie 
 And since you being laced with poetic penetration 
 Instead of faking, show me some appreciation 
 For taking, time to write rhymes just to keep it real 
 Hit me back, fair exchange, show me how you feel
 
 
 Picture This 2
 I lay awake 2night because I wanna be with U
 Imagining a fantasy I wish would come true
 Massaging your back as you lay on the bed
 I get close to whisper dirty words in your head
 Then I begin to tease you and weaken your knees
 Tickle your neck with a warm breeze from my mouth
 Next I kiss on your back from North to South
 Unhook your bra strap then we make eye contact
 As you turn to face me and I can't hold back
 Wrap you in my arms as we start to kiss
 I've felt passion before but it was nothing like this
 Moving my tongue in circles all around your lips
 Then I stick it inside and our tongues touch tips
 Now they're intertwined doing turns and flips
 Got your mind in a trance as I stroke your hips
 Prepared to make love but I take my time
 Instead of rushing to the peak I make a slow climb
 From head to toe, licking you as I go
 On your neck and your collarbone, making you moan
 Plus your chest and the rest as I put you in a zone
 Got your mind gone, and your body almost breaking
 Anticipation of lovemaking got you shaking
 Lick on the inside of your thighs, and your eyes light up
 Then everything disappears like "what the fuck"
 My alarm goes off and it wakes me up
 From my bomb ass fantasy of you and me
 But it will be reality next time we meet
 All that and more is what I have in store
 When it's all over we'll be in ecstacy 
 You rubbing on my chest laying next to me
 
Baby, me and u just 
 sittin` about to get
 private
 just me and you in daze
 just looking at our bodies
 makes me wanna do someting
 freak to u all day to you
 baby, let`s go and be alone
 any place u want
 i am gonna lick your body
 babe and u gonna lick my
 body babe all i wanna do is 
 drive you crazy you and me
 going to 55 floor before 
 we bump we put sign 
 outside door if we want more
 it`s going to get steamed up
 You're in luck if you're feenin to get fucked
 I got the presidential suite booked in the telly where we meet
 I greet you with a big smile
 Knowing what's going down
 And I've been waiting for this for a while
 To feel your feathery tongue
 and get your ass sprung
 Screaming at the top of your lungs as I hit it
 From the back and the side with your legs open wide
 Or your thighs hanging on my shoulders
 Making you see orange stars, blue moons and green clovers 
 Like Lucky Charms in your mind as we bump and grind
 You feel me deep inside fitting tight between your sugar walls
 Losing your mind as my name you call
 We're bout to fall off the bed but instead I flip
 You on top of me as I grab your hips
 Then you ride me to ecstacy before we
 Fall asleep in each other's arms, that was deep...
 
 My Mission
 Sitting here wondering will my luck last
 Reminiscing on how I turned dreams into cash
 Come a long way but still I've got so far to go
 Though I've made a doe, I still need to grow
 Cuz I've got greater goals than those I have attained
 Want a claim to fame as opposed to maintaining
 This life of mine full of stress and complaining
 I can see me living life in luxury
 Making money like the man I'm supposed to be
 But if I'm lazy then I will never see that dream
 To make cream hard work is the path it seems
 So I gotta do what I know inside is right
 Put my best foot forward and never lose sight
 But I refuse to be used and sell my soul
 Having someone telling me how to play my role
 Never question anything, simply do what I'm told
 What to do, what to say, and how to use my voice
 Getting paid to be a slave cuz I have no choice
 On the image I project, that will never be me
 Cuz money don't mean nothing if you can't be free
 And if it gets to your head it can lead to greed 
 Plus jealousy and envy from phonies and fakes
 Better watch your friends cuz some turn to snakes
 In the end money can turn love to hate
 So learn to trust nobody before it's too late
 As a man I plan to make my wealth on the strength of myself
 By working hard and keeping faith in God
 Watch how I spend my time, keep my mind on my money
 Cuz temptation leads to misery and that's not funny
 Avoid all distractions and focus on my goals
 Ignore my impulses and listen to my soul
 Business before pleasure whenever the choice arises
 Cuz the road to ruin is paved with demons in disguises
 Like the Sirens singing sailors to their death
 In the Greek mythology, gotta watch your step
 Cuz everything you do will come back to you
 So work hard and study cuz in life I've learned
 Aint nothing free, get back what you earn
 
 A Better Way
 I'm still trying to make a dollar out of fifteen cents
It's a struggle every day just to pay the rent
Before I even see my check, half is already spent
If this is meant to be, this aint the life for me
Though I got a degree still my pockets empty
I can't see myself making this my career
Burned out in a cubicle stressed for years
There's got to be a better way to really get paid
So let me count the ways that real money's made
Many try to make a million thru drug dealing
But that life's unappealing dodging caps peeling
Anyway it wouldn't last if I made the switch
Because big drug dealers don't ever stay rich
It might last for a while before I go to jail
Then all the money I stacked will be the money for bail
And I can't make my way in the NFL or the NBA getting paid to play
Cuz I aint no athlete, but I can speak
Since I've got lyrical skills, but even if I'm heard
Aint nobody getting rich doing spoken word
And the record industry is too shady for me
There's alot of broke rappers you can easily see
 Plus I know for a fact that I cannot act
So what's out there besides the obvious tracks
How else can I get paid, what's the last resort
To make money after entertainment, drugs, and sports 
All the years of school, and the lessons it taught 
Have brought me to this state, but it aint that great 
Time to formulate a plan and control my Fate

 New Beginnings
 Dark clouds have given way to a brighter day
 Yesterday was hell, but today is heavenly
 The rain has turned to sunshine, rainbows appear
 A menacing skyline has now become clear
 Fears have subsided, but for how long?
 The birds begin singing their sweet spring song
 But how long will it last, will the past return
 Is this the true peace for which nature yearns?
 Or a brief respite, a short intermission
 Yesterday was hell, but today is heavenly
 The rain has turned to sunshine, rainbows appear
 A menacing skyline has now become clear
 Storms have subsided, but for how long?
 The birds begin singing their sweet spring song
 But how long will it last, will the past return
 Is this the true peace for which nature yearns?
 Or a brief respite which will soon subside
 Give way to storms of days past by
 Is it a false hope, a lecherous lie
 A last glimpse of life before one dies
 Only time will tell how long it will last
 But the rains have been long, the floods have been vast
 Please let the flowers grow, don't let it end fast
 Make the sun shine until the end of time
 Resurrecting nature, giving life a fresh start
 Like love mending wounds of a broken heart
 -P.S.     
 
 Candy
 Last night I had some Candy, it was quite good 
Had the flavor and feel that a real treat should 
I haven't had some in a while so that hit the spot 
It was just the way I like it, soft, juicy, and hot 
I admired the wrapper with it's skin so tight 
Then I opened my lips as I took a bite 
The taste of caramel in my mouth felt so right 
Plus the pure delight of those chocolate kisses 
All around the creamy center that I had to enter 
With my tongue I went inside and I took a lick 
Of the cocoa creme and the strawberry stick 
If I could choose my dreams it would be my pick
 To do it over and over, as the time ticks 
But that's just a fantasy, it won't come true 
Unless I'm blessed enough to get more candy from you 
I really hope you're generous, since you are my friend 
When will I be able to get some candy again? 
Until then I'll have to wait and put these feelings aside 
Keep my hopes alive until my destiny arrives 

 Listen to your Conshenz
 When confronted with decisions
 At a fork in the road
 Fuck what your momma said
 And the stories she told
 Simply listen to your heart
 But don't be blind
 Don't be impulsive or emotional
 Follow your first mind
 Think about the consequences
 And decide what to do
 By asking your conscience for the answer
 And let it tell you
 
 Untitled
 I'm at the point of no return,
 Time to use what I've learned
 Gotta be at my best 
 Just to pass the test
 It's me against the world 
 In the battle for my mind
 Will I choose to be blind 
 To all the problems on the planet
 Or get involved and try to solve things
 Use my voice to make a positive change
 In this game of life, it's hard to stay focused
 On my goals, in the midst of distractions
 Influencing my thoughts, and in turn my actions
 
 False needs that are a result of low self esteem:
 Attention from others
 Reinforcement of your own self-image
 Acceptance by others
 Appreciation for your work
 Recognition of your importance
 Love because of your sacrifice
 Motivation from others
 
 True needs that are a result of high self confidence:
 Focus on personal growth
 Desire to achieve personal goals
 Desire to do your best
 Personal pride in your work
 Charity
 Self motivation to overcome obstacles
 
 
 Invocation
 Let my conscience be my guide in every moment
 Let my God be my strength in every day
 Let my faith be my endurance until the end of time
 Let my poetry be the vessel of God
 
 Power
 You have strength unaffected by time
 Your voice has power unaffected by rhymes
 Your body has potential going to waste
 If your life is slow you can pick up the pace
 Your mind has control over all your thoughts
 Your soul is the key to happiness you've sought
 Your past is a lesson that you need to learn
 Your future is a gift that you have to earn
 You are only what you believe to be
 A change in beliefs changes destiny
 You simply need to search thru your soul
 Find your goal and then play your role
 
 Take the time to clear your mind and realize what qualifies as a priority 
  The majority of both wants and needs aren't emergencies 
  So they give you no sense of urgency 
  Open your eyes and see what has the most impact 
  What can change your life, bring you the things you lack 
  Look at all the facts, the costs and benefits 
  Then decide how high every goal should lie
 
 Teresa
 Thinking back on how I grew from a boy to a man
 I finally understand your true plan
 To keep me away from the drugs and the thugs on the block
 Dear mama, you are appreciated, like Tupac
 At the time it seemed, you wouldn't let me go anyplace
 But you just wanted be safe, that's why you stayed in my face
 I couldn't hang out after school, and act a fool
 When I wanted to play, you made me study for school
 And I always got beatings when I broke the rules
 Though I know we didn't always see eye to eye
 You were there needed you, I can't deny
 Though I had a different father than sister and brother
 Whenever things went wrong, we all blamed our mother
 When we couldn't get the things that we asked for
 It was hard to understand that we were poor
 Grab the pliers for the channel, fix the hanger on the TV
 Simply having pork and beans for dinner, it wasn't easy
 I remember most of my school clothes were hand-me-downs
 And when they didn't fit right the other kids would clown
 But if we needed money, or help thru some drama
 Though nobody else cared, we could depend on mama
 When I sick as a little kid
 To keep me happy there's no limit to the things you did
 And I remember this, mom would lick her fingertips
 To wipe the cold out my eyes before school with her spit
 When I struggling thru college, and feeling hopeless
 You always said the words that got me back in focus
 Now I'm grown living out here on my own
 All the rainy days are gone and I stand strong
 Thank you for raising me into this young black male
 Kept me off the streets, and away from jail
 There's no way I can pay you back
 Except to say it loud, "I love you mom"
 And to make you proud
 
 
 Intentions
 I know I'm focused on myself
 And it's bad for my mental health
 I promise to put my past on the shelf
 Guess I get what I deserve for having the nerve to ask
 To meet you and your peeps at this stage so fast
 What did I expect, I just reacted to rejection
 Meant no disrespect, and it won't happen again
 I truly want you as my friend
 Give me a chance, help me advance cuz I'm trying
 Or ignore my whole plea, leaving me in disgust
 Do what you must, and in God I trust
 No matter what happens between us
 
 
 I wish I could talk like I write,
 But I'm not there yet
 Last night I said some shit, 
 That made you upset
 I regret many things I say, 
 And more that I do
 But what kills me most is I insulted you
 Maybe I need a drink to help me think and relax
 Cuz I overreacted in light of the facts
 Guess I get what I deserve for having the nerve to ask
 To share that moment with your family at this stage so fast
 I wasn't really surprised when you told me "No"
 But the apology that followed really bothered me though
 Nothing personal against you, but hearing those words
 Simply stirred up anger from the things I've heard
 Over the years, from parents to peers
 Trying not to hurt my feelings so they spoke out of fear
 Apologies to me without any real guilt
 A rose in the concrete will eventually wilt
 Though the intention is good, and you are my friend
 If you had a second chance, you would do it again
 I hate hearing "I tried" or "Sorry, but you're a nice guy"
 Rejection is fine, but don't tell me a lie
 When it's clear you aint sincere in the words you say
 Don't shed crocodile tears just to brighten my day
 Don't take this the wrong way, that's just how I feel
 Making something out of nothing with this poetry spiel(Or am I?)
 All I ask of you is just to keep it real
 (Say, "Paul I just met you, what does it look like for me to have you at my graduation?  Hell no you can't go.  Slow down brotha. Feel me?")
 I meant no disrespect, and it won't happen again
 Cuz above all else, I want you as my friend
 So I promise to improve before I let this end
 I'm too focused on myself
 And it's bad for my mental health
 From now on, I promise to put my past on the shelf
 If you give me a chance, help me advance cuz I'm trying
 And don't ignore my plea, leaving me in disgust
 Then I can't see things ending badly between us
 
 
 Finally
 Over the years, there was never silence in the streets
 Violence was the only way, so there never was peace
 The crime rate increased, the bloodshed never ceased
 I shed tears for dead peers but felt no fear
 Because I knew I wouldn't live long, that was clear
 Since my future seemed hopeless, I focused on today
 Hustled everyday hoping to make major pay
 Learned my way in the game from the veterans
 Grew to stand on my own with a plan as a man
 Ran the block with my glock, running from the cops
 Felt the shock of getting popped but I did not stop
 Rain, hail, sleet, or snow I had to make my doe
 Until the time came that I had to pay for my crimes
 Ended up in jail, a fate worse than Hell
 Then I knew I had to do something new to live
 Another route to get out, something positive
 So when I got free, obviously I had to earn my cash
 Using my talents and skills in something that would last
 
 
 Volume XI: Butterfly
 
 
 Gone too Soon
 I remember back in September, that's when we met
 You didn't have a clue back then what I would do to get close to you
 True, it started innocent we spent time at the pier
 Even there I was aware our connection was clear
 You were scared at first but there was nothing to fear
 It appeared you were cool as we talked about school
 And went to see a movie but I wasn't a fool
 Beneath the surface I could see the chemistry we shared
 Plus the pain in your eyes you denied was there
 I tried to get inside your mind and in due time
 You cried out your rain and I brought you sunshine
 And I knew I had a winner,
 Though I'm a gentleman you insisted on chipping in for dinner
 You had a tattoo, but didn't want me to see
 Until that night we were tipsy bumping R. Kelly
 See even though I aint never been in love
 Above all else it was you I'd always think of
 One night I couldn't find you at all
 You weren't picking up your cell so I gave your house a call
 To my surprise heard cries in the background
 I asked your sister to explain the sound
 Seems you were walking to the train in the middle of the rain
 Got hit by a drunken driver swerving in the wrong lane
 Murdered by a DUI, so you know I cried
 I can't lie now I find myself staring at the sky
 Watching time fly on my lonely nights asking God why
 Did my baby have to die and I'm saying bye bye
 I'm just left with memories, bumping Alicia Keys
 On my knees still praying for the pain to end, please
 Damn...why am I spitting these lyrics, though I know you can't hear it
 Wait, all this time I've been rhyming to your spirit
 
 
 Someday Soon
 Time flies when your happiness rises
 Fun can come to someone in different disguises
 When it's done and you're alone
 Back to living on your own
 Left with nothing but your phone
 Grab a pen and write a poem
 Could it be my destiny to be lonely
 Aint messing with most of these other chicks cuz they phoney
 With you it's real, I feel no need to be suspicious
 Cuz I can tell, my life with you would be delicious
 I wish there was a better way to show you that I care
 Depend on me, when you have struggles, I'll be there
 Whenever troubles near I will do what I can
 To help ease your fears, hope you understand
 I wanna see you happy though I'm not your man
 My plan is to simply be your number one fan
 Hope you can see I'm sincere
 No matter where you are, far or near, I'm still here
 I wanna help you grow even though I gotta let you go
 And everything I feel, I wanna let you know
 So I guess it's goodbye for now, but maybe someday soon
 We could watch the stars and make love under the moon
 
 
 Never
 Never had a lover, never had a girl
 Never met another who changed my world
 Never felt a kiss quite like this
 Never had a new friend that I missed
 Never did alot in so little time
 Never thought moving away could be a crime
 Never got close without getting burned
 Never wrote poems and got some in return
 Never kept it real and still got love
 Never felt cheated by the man above
 Never saw signs so clear before
 Never took a bite but couldn't have more
 Never knew I'd meet somebody like you,
 Who would leave so soon, now what do I do?
 
 
 Long distance
 Tell me honey if you feel alone, up on the phone
 Wishing I could make you moan got my mind in a zone
 Since you're not in my bed we're making love in my head
 Instead but you know the ice cubes are still red
 Picture me licking Alize, from off your back
 Or eating chocolate off your tat, I know you like that
 I guess I just have to face facts, you're far away
 Counting days till come back, out to the Bay
 Until then it's long distance, but this instant
 I'm thinking like you're here and it's senseless
 Sipping a drink while I'm writing this, without a care
 Wishing I could feel your kiss, when you get here
 Wanna love you to the sunrise, between your thighs
 Make your eyes roll back when I brotha rise
 Got a surprise for then, but for right now
 Close your eyes, relax and turn the lights down
 Picture us, in the shower for an hour, can you see
 My body on top of you, up in the the tub
 Dripping water all over you, while making love
 I feel the butterflies in your stomach,
 You're licking on my ears, whispering how you really want it
 I'm watching you, while you stare up at the ceiling
 Scratching my back as you react to the feeling
 That's a fantasy for you and me, we'll make it true
 But until then what can I do without you?
 
 
 Ask Yourself
 Who am I, and why am I here, it isn't clear
 Do my peers really care, when I die who'll be there
 Staring down at my casket with plastic tears
 Will my words fade away, will they last for years
 Does the money really matter if I don't have love
 Funny how time flies, ask the man above
 Who can I trust, must I work just to pay the bills
 What's the fate awaiting those who drug deal and steal 
 Who really listens when I speak, do my words hit home
 Am I a failure if my ride isn't sitting on chrome
 If I'm alone, do you see something wrong with me
 Does anybody even think about HIV?
 Picture the possibilities in your destiny
 Who has responsibility for making you happy?
 Who's to blame for your shame in this game called life
 Is every man mature enough to have kids and a wife?
 And if Pac was around, would everybody be a thug?
 Can you get rich without music, sports, or drugs?
 Do you have to be a fool to be cool in school?
 Or is appearance more important, better study the rules
 These are just the questions, and the answers are jewels
 Once you find them in your mind, please use them as tools 
 
 
 The Questions
 I live for today, but I pray for tomorrow
When I die, who will cry real tears of sorrow
What`s the goal for my soul, am I playing my role
Are my decisions while I`m living really making me whole?
Or am I focused on the icing and neglecting the cake
Making houses out of glass that are bound to break?
Taking mistakes and repeating them, refusing to learn
Waiting for Fate to fill my plate, and unwilling to earn?
Do I think before I act, look at all the facts
Or is my soul out of control, and I just react?
Are my priorities correct, do I check myself
Or do I lack discipline and disrespect myself?
These are the questions on my mind,I find my answers in the mirror
I don`t blink I just think, 
And the picture gets clearer
Learn from your past fast 
 Because Death is getting nearer
 
 What I'm About
 What you gotta say about a brotha in the Bay
Came to San Jose str8 outta Newark, NJ
Along the way I spent a spell out in ATL
Bringing raw rhymes all the time messing with your mind
Trying to make you think, before you drive don`t drink
I`m on the brink of enlightenment, the road to riches
Learning the rules of the game and avoiding bichez
Spitting life lessons learned so in turn you can succeed
Avoid getting burned and earn all you need
Take from my mistakes and use them to grow
Apply all you know, get doe, avoid hoes
Choose your friends wisely and please watch for phonies
Nobody loves you but your momz so don`t trust your homies
And just because you read this don`t assume you know me
To those I used to roll wit that no longer ride
Recognize the real reason that I aint by your side
Alot of yall are surprised that I`m an angel in disguise
You can`t handle the truth but I refuse to lie
I remember what you told me about being real
So in turn I`ve learned to conceal how I feel
No longer share cuz no one cares and now I`m aware 
Life isn`t fair and evil is everywhere, you hear?
That`s why babies die and mamas cry while politicians lie
Deny their role in creating lost souls
Don`t ask about my past cuz it`s all behind me
Or where I always go when no one can find me
Now I see the light and no one can blind me
Either listen to my words or else don`t mind me
  
 
 Is this a trick, you don`t look so thick from the pic
Arrogance makes me sick, but you have confidence
Which is OK just as long as your beauty is heaven sent
Keep it real if you feel that you`re really cute
Put up a picture of you exercising in a track suit
Or just getting out of bed with your head fucked up
Let`s see how many will agree that you still don`t suck
I aint hating just debating the claims on your page
Cuz glamour pics are full of tricks, and they`re all the rage
 
 Is it a crime to try to get inside of your mind
Spice your water with some lime, get a bit of your time
Am I wrong, for coming along and asking questions
Just trying to get to know you and learning a couple lessons
The bottom line I`m stressing, is I hate these email sessions,
We both got alot to do, but can I speak to you
Not trying to be you baby boo, just conversate for a few
So if you feeling this,
Can I get a cyber kiss
Excuse me miss, just let me know if you like my flow
 
 
 Wzup honey, can we be friends
You from Shaolin, I`m from the Bricks
Representin for real niggaz with no tricks
I know you stay in the Bay
And so do I,
Why not respond back give this brotha a try
Your words are cool, but do you really like to go down
Can you really show and prove if I cum around?
Forget the freakiness
And check the resume` that I`m coming with
Don`t delay another day
Or something good you could miss...
 
Wzup Mizz Peach
I`m not far from your reach
So I figured I`d give ya
Something I like to teach
A little lesson on blessing people with poetry
This small sample`s an example as you can see
It`s not a gift just an intro
So you can know
Who I am, check my page for more info





































Leave me alone on my own, I don’t need the pain
Now that I’m grown, no conditioning in my brain
I used to do what I was shown, was no need to explain
Had my mind fucked up, crying full of shame
Hoping for fame, not for being lame, but for my game
One day my name will be legendary, after I’m slain
Go thru the same situations as my critics and fans
The only difference is I read, strategize, and plan
Please understand that I’m flawed, call it born with sin
Begin to listen closely to my words to win
Can you hear what I teach, do I reach your brain
Either listen to your conscience or go insane
I’m fighting demons in my mind, all my crimes thru time
No longer blind, find the light and forever I shine
Finally a niggaz free of my own misery
Once I found the key to solve the mystery it was easy
Thru my history my impulsiveness was killing me
Till I looked around and I found the truth
The root cause of my tears and fears since youth
Once I looked deep inside and asked God why
I knew I take control, I just had to try
Replacing habits with plans, simply being a better man
No longer shortsighted, I decided to claim
Everything that I wanted, I ignited my brain
Letting the flame burn the weed that was choking my seeds
Now I can breath, and with speed grow mature and breed
Listen my peers while I give out the Secrets of War
Before you even take a breath don’t ignore your soul
Look at your role in that moment under full control
You are the star of your life, gotta play your role
Can’t do it half assed, son you gotta be whole
Fulfilll your Fate, listen to your heart, and you’ll be great
Can’t wait till tomorrow cuz tomorrow is too late
Think of consequences first, benefits can wait
Be smart, never stray away from the path you start
Always be what you believe and achieve your best
Walk the walk, talk the talk, and you’ll pass the test


Rainbow
Last week was a hard one, but life goes onRemain strong till the pain`s gone, it won`t be longThey did you wrong in this game, thieves taking your thingsThough it`s a shame, use your brain, there`s a lesson to gainFuck the bad luck don`t give up, simple and plainForget the blame, there`s a way if your hope remainsBecause you only see a rainbow after it rains 


Hard Times
I’ve made my share of mistakes, more than I care to say
But may the Lord forgive what I did yesterday
I live and learn, play with fire and get burned
But never return to make the same mistake again
In the end friends come and go, except for those who know
I’m as loyal as they come, can you help me grow
Understand that I started slow
And in my mind my only crime is making up for lost time
Fuck the lying and denying the truth
As a youth I should’ve done what I’m doing now
I can’t allow myself to use that as an excuse
There’s no use living in the past cuz it never lasts
The only hope I have is in my brain
Thinking ahead instead of being ashamed
Though it’s strange it’s the hand I must play in this game
Hopefully these hard times will go as quick as they came

The Trap
Verse 1
Now I was raised as a young black male
I didn’t deal drugs cuz I couldn’t feel jail
Nobody grows old living well off crack sales
You either die strapped or trapped in a cell
Been going on for years, but my peers can’t tell
They yelling that they broke, selling smoke to clientele
Catching three strikes living life up in hell
Oh well, I guess that’s just the game it be
Chasing fantasies of living rich
With more bitches than Jay-Z on BET
Push a Mercedes but you’re living in the hood
Smoking out with your niggaz thinking life is all good
No doubt what you're about, that's just the route for those
Screaming "I don’t give a fuck" and "I don’t love them hoes"
Making doe, getting murdered by foes, and Lord knows
That the cycle is eternal, that’s just how it goes
As long as muthafukkaz buy, there will be a supply
Of young thugs selling drugs as they ride or die
Making families cry, too high to wonder why
Black males don’t survive, can’t deny the truth
Nobody really gives a fuck about the ghetto youth
Chorus
It’s been going on for years, took a lot of your peers
And it’s clear you’ll never learn from those no longer here
Just addicted to the fast life, a slave to cash
Another victim of the trap, how long will it last?
Verse 2
Growing up misled, never taught to use their heads
Fuck books so our seeds turn to crooks instead
Don’t try to use their brains, ashamed of being smart
Can’t explain where that came from, when did it start
The chosen few go to college for free by playing ball
Even less are blessed enough to sell records at all
While the rest are just left with no other way out
Could be a doctor or a lawyer, but don’t know the route
Thinking there are no other scholarships, except for sports
So getting heavy in the game, is the last resort
Guess somebody should’ve told you, that college is free
If you’re a smart muthafukka, hey just ask me
You didn’t hear it from your parents
And the teachers didn’t care
So you take the quickest option that’s out there
Scared of jail but poverty’s your greatest shame
Not knowing that the cash goes quick as it came
No one to blame, just a young nigga stuck in the game
Your name written on a wall is your claim to fame
Losing your life over crack cocaine, simple and plain
Chorus
It’s been going on for years, took a lot of your peers
And it’s clear you’ll never learn from those no longer here
Just addicted to the fast life, a slave to cash
Another victim of the trap, how long will it last?
Verse 3
Got a lot of common sense, patience you lack
Not knowing you’re a target if you’re young and black
Crooked cops get away with murder, matter of fact
Let me make it clearer, they hate the figure in the mirror
They claim we inferior, but in reality they fear ya
I see you believe in God, so believe in yourself
Do something with your life, put them drugs on the shelf
Cuz they will never let you keep your illegal wealth
Say you can’t get a job, did your momz say that
Did she pay for your Cheerios with doe from crack
Look at the facts, learn a trade, gain the skills you lack
Maybe I'm out of my mind, you can’t find real work
Hey, time's are hard, green cards are getting jerked
Well that business never lays off, that’s a perk
But the only way you’re let go is dead in the dirt
So most give up the ghost, and we all get hurt
Do you mind a little poison with your dessert?

It’s been going on for years, took a lot of your peers
And it’s clear you’ll never learn from those no longer here
Just addicted to the fast life, a slave to cash
Another victim of the trap, how long will it last?
See the young teens on the scene with dreams of cream
Wonder what they’ll grow to be from poverty
Does it matter what I say, will they listen to me
Will they rise to the sky or die in misery?
Another victim of the trap, a stat in history...


The Secret
I’m 23, look at me, can you see my pain
Only had sex once, aint that a shame
Let me explain how I never even came but twice
From getting head, blue balls aint nothing nice
I remember back in high school, never had a date
Not even to the prom, I guess it’s just Fate
Had to wait till nineteen till I seen tits and clits
Too bad honey was skinny as shit
I would’ve hit but I couldn’t get the condom on
I never got another chance, now aint that wrong
All along in school I never learned the rules
Never had a date, and that was not cool
I was a fool back then, and a fool again
When I called this other chick by the name of my girlfriend
I couldn’t win even when I had my last romance
I had a chance but my dick feel asleep in my pants
Was it her body or the foreplay, or lack thereof?
Or was it just that I really wasn’t feeling the love?
Above all I’ll admit that it made me pissed
It was clear that my fear was the culprit here
Is it worse to be the impotent man who never can
Or be grown and known as a one-minute man
Understand my dilemma, but now I know
After experience that it makes sense to show
What I am be a man with a plan to grow
Instead of hiding never trying to accept the real
Now I’m ready to reveal how I truly feel
Time to change from Clark Kent to the man of Steel

The Apology
Fuck the rest, spending time with you, I feel blessed
When I’m wrong feel a pain so strong deep in my chest
In the mess that I put you thru, damn it was hell
Like a test God’s giving me, damn did I fail
Can’t believe that I did that, damn I did
I was serious even though I always kid
Though the truth was never hid, it came out badly
If you want monogamy, I’ll do it gladly
Then I’ll stay committed, I’m with you if you’re with it,
Hoping you’ll forgive me for the time I bullshitted
Say you’re looking for a man who really cares, well I’ll be there
No need to fear my infidelity, let me be clear
If you give me your heart and trust
I’ll do the same till we part cuz fair exchange is a must
Stick around and in time we’ll grow
Though it seems otherwise no I’m not a hoe
If you’re not happy then I understand
We can talk or you can walk, let’s decide the plan
Strange how sunshine can turn to rain
But thru the pain there’s a lesson you gain
Simple and plain if you want me I want you
Can I be clearer
Open your eyes and decide, ask the woman in the mirror
There’s no room to assume, that will get you burned
I should’ve been open with you, now’s your turn
What’s your choice, use your voice after what you’ve learned

Read the Signs
I know how it feels to be lonely
Nobody knows me, I'm real, never phoney
Time has shown me, nobody really cares
Friends swear they'll be there, but they always disappear
And it's clear in your time of need
Family are your only homies indeed
Here's a rule to heed: trust only breeds snakes
Letting my guard down was my biggest mistake
Take this lesson from me, learn the rules quickly
Study all the facts and never hold your tongue back
When somebody's acts up, call em out, no doubt
If they're wrong, stand strong, ask them what's that all about
I despise if you lie, can't look me in my eye
Can't cry, don’t wonder why when I'm saying bye bye
No wasting time, put that shit out my mind
You're behind me, I'm not blind
Don't try to call, you'll never find me
Cuz I'm finally wise enough to tell
If I smell a rat, or do you treat me well
Heaven aint hard to find, but neither is hell
Read the signs and you'll be fine, or else you'll fail

	As I climb through these times, I'm no longer blind
	Fuck these fools, learn the rules, study like it's school
	Play your part, be smart, do what's in your heart
	Use your mind, you'll be fine, if you read the signs


Held Back
I’m a prisoner to my own mind
Can’t find an escape, but wait, 
It’s not too late am I blind
Unaware that there’s a way out of my fear
The picture’s clear but beware the road leading to there
Shed tears thru the years felt alone in here
An outcast in my past ridiculed by peers
Left alone on my own even though now I’m grown
Part of me is still a lost child searching for home
Scared of the unknown looking for the path that’s not shown
The way to a brighter day away from loneliness
An end to all the drama past trauma, my mind’s stress
Can’t escape my history addicted to misery
What will be my destiny, can I just be free
This poetry is therapy but I still need more
Before I can ignore all the regrets I cried for
Forget all the shit I did wrong, finally move on
Stay strong and destroy the guilt I built for so long
The shame in my brain turn the pain to love
End the cycle of destruction, and rise above   

I survived a hard road, just look at the facts,  
About me and you’ll see how the odds were stacked
I survived still alive though the things I lacked
They still remain and the shame has my brain held back

The things I don’t know, fuck up my flow
But I’m ashamed to admit them, so I don’t grow
Like I’m illiterate, but hide it, try to deny it
With no one to confide it, but I can’t fight it
Until I decide it is nothing to fear
And make it clear that  I need help from my peers
Though I know what to do it’s hard to follow thru
Been lying for so long I’m scared of something new
Overall I stall and that’s my greatest downfall 
Though I know I can climb I scared the scale the wall
So used to living in prison, that I fear being free
Though I know if I stay this way I won’t be happy
What do I do, stay the same or change and play the game
Take a chance for romance or live eternally in shame
I don’t live how I claim, don’t live up to my name
Until I keep it real, I can’t escape the pain
So my choice is to listen to my inner voice
Follow my conscience, so I can escape the past tense
From henceforth, to pay the cost of living scared
Make everyone aware and destroy my fears
Take the time to learn about my mind, see what I find
Kill this loss of control over my soul, and be whole
Live the life I truly want, and play a new role 
Chorus
Am I ready for sex, and if so what’s next
How do I let myself know and let my fear’s go
All the potential for embarrassment is part of the deal
My expectations of myself simply have to be real
I may make a mistake, but still I’m ready to learn
The best thing I can do, is be prepared for my turn
Read all that I can, understand what turns me on
Don’t just settle for lust, must know the feeling is strong
Just do it right and decide inside what I want
No longer lie to myself, and when I speak be blunt
No need to front I must be comfortable to succeed
I’m not a virgin, but to my heart I must heed
Forget the speed, take my time until my soul has agreed

We used to kick it back it high school, acting a fool
We were cool, but you always seemed to break the rules
I was just a little smarter but you had some skills 
Writing rhymes like mine, showing how you feel
And painting pictures with a pencil, you could sketch for real
Couldn’t expect you to walk a straight line with a mind that’s blind
So you do you do and I’ll do mine that’s fine
As I rewind to the time when you shined it’s hard
To recognize how you could fall, now I’m praying to God
Cuz you’re in jail getting mail, dreaming of plans failed
Told you to stack a little doe, now you’re crying for bail
Lived for today yesterday, now you’re living in hell

Don’t you hate first dates, cuz they’re all the same
Either someone spills their guts or they’re full of game
Making superficial claims, damn that’s a shame
Aint got nothing to say, except for trendy names
You got platinum, ice and an Escalade
But you’re overblown boasting can’t make the grade
That’s not how to be a playa, that’s how to be played
You can’t sell yourself, so you give it away
Go buy a personality, and something to say
Now the opposite of that is the desperate cat
Overeager just to please, like a servant on his knees
Insecure from what he lacks, so he spits the facts
Spilling his guts but this nut got his nose wide open
Steady hoping in his mind that he’ll find a friend
But that sensitive road always goes to a dead end

It’s the start of a new day, work B4 play
Think about what I say, and find my way
Stay focused on my goals, and know my role
Look at the whole scene, see the future thru my soul
Though it’s a cold world, money and girls can heat it up
If I move too slow then I need to speed it up
Understand my plans to be a man are grand
Do what I can with my time, put the rest in rhyme
Never a mess cuz I’m blessed, never follow the blind
In my mind hope I find happiness and bliss
I miss my past skipping class when I first French kissed
I was pissed when it ended, but life goes on
I have regrets when I’m wrong but I’m always strong
Along the path do the math and I’m still ahead
The pluses outweight the minuses in my head
Know I’m a good guy, never afraid to try
And if I fail, live and learn, don’t get stuck in hell
I always learn from mistakes, take the pain and grow
Know a cycle of destruction aint the way to go
Show and prove what I say, though it takes some time
Try to never live a lie, that’s a heinous crime
Don’t define how I act till you know the facts
I act crazy, then I’m cool, then I change right back
I try to learn what I lack, don’t react too soon
Open my eyes, be wise, and rise like a balloon
Take it one day at a time, I wake before noon
Do my best, beat the stress, then rest under the moon

As I sit back and reminisce on what’s come to pass
I ask myself why I did wrong in the past
I question whether people will remember my ass
When I’m dead and gone who will remember me
And what will be my place in history
What can I do to become a living legend
And not die young before my work is done
And my goals are reached and my prayers are preached
And I reach and teach the generation to come
And thru all the hard work find time for fun
Without being selfish and wishing I’d change
Like I live today as the present-day Paul
Thinking only of today, irresponsible and all
When I finally change and realize my potential
I hope I can make up for the things I missed
Getting dissed by chicks with no friends to speak of
The first 22 years a nigga had no love
When will I rise above all the fears and tears
Become a better man, rise above all peers
Become king of my world, with a queen by my side
And loyal ass fam who will ride and never die
Except by natural causes, or choose when to go
Until then we live it up with shit to show
For all our time that we shined leave a legacy behind
Over the fame and money I really want people’s minds
To believe in me blindly like love above all
And I’ll never let you fall down while I’m still around
Thru my body or soul when I’m buried in the ground
Keep it real and fight evil until the truth is found
And justice is served, steady your nerves feel my words
Reward the righteous, give snakes what they deserve

Will things go right on the first night
Will the bait be good and will the fish bits
Will I be as real in the flesh as on the phone
Will she stick around or will a nigga be alone
Will we have fun or simply pass the time
Will we connect like these lines and rhymes
Will I settle for a nickel if I can’t get a dime
Hell no, never that in a million years
I will fight till I win and face all my fears
Get what I want and show all my peers
How to turn water into wine, strike oil in dirt
Overcome all obstacles, and rise above hurt
End the pain, all the storms and rain
Gain from a loss, win at all costs
Evolve above a circle of sin
Stop making the same mistakes, get some lucky breaks
Learn from defeat and finally win 
By going all out, doing my best till the end

I met her thru my homegirl at a restaurant
A cute caramel chick, just what a nigga want
We exchanged looks and I was hooked no need to front
As we talked the chemistry was obvious to me
Like firecrackers and a match, I felt the sparks fly
Got the digits and I knew she didn’t have a guy
Was feeling freaky but instead I played it shy
I remained contained and proceeded to spit game
She was feeling me, cuz you know I came correct
Made plans for us to get together and connect
So you know I was hoping things would lead to me
Taking her heart then her mind before we bump and grind
Emotionally and physically have her commit to me
And see if we could make each other happy mutually
How does the story end, well I’ll have to see
But hopefully we will be all that we can be
Find happiness and put all the pain to rest
End the stress of loneliness and live life blessed
And if you hear me lord, grant this small request

What am I doing to myself in this life of mine
I’m being lazy acting crazy and I think it’s fine
I waste my time on the Internet, looking at games
And when I get caught I only have myself to blame
I can’t explain the things that go thru my brain
Though I remain the same until someone complains
In my mind I know I’m guilty of underachieving
But when it’s time for action I’m always believing
That if I play now then the work can come later
Fuck the priorities the impulse is greater
To do what I want and never think of consequences
Live for today and fuck tomorrow cuz I’m senseless
Will I ever learn or just pay the price
Wisen up before I get fired twice
Lord help me change, please be so nice
To save me from this cycle of destruction, please
Before it’s too late and I’m on my knees
Begging for forgiveness and a second chance
Don’t let it come to that, help me take a stance
Learn from the past and apply it now
I want to change, so please, won’t you show me how?

I’m all alone living life in this world of hate
Though I live in misery can it be my fate
To stay trapped in the cycle that is my life
A product of my upbringing full of stress and strife
I make the same mistakes and hate myself but never learn
I burn myself and repent then play with fire again
Commit the same five sins that’s why I have no friends
That’s why I waste my ends, that’s why I sometimes cry
Because I know inside that I want to change
This suicidal behavior ingrained in my brain
This is what I’ve been taught, and I need support
So I plead to the lord to give me a hand
To resist the temptation and be strong like a man
To put work before play, and to clear my mind
Of all the superficial things that keep me blind
To the fact that my life is unsatisfying
I feel incomplete, and I know I’m not trying
To be my best, though I’m blessed, I always settle for less
Than my potential to achieve because my focus is gone
My mind is full of fleeting pleasures that I know are wrong
But yet I get in situations where I don’t belong
Trying to wipe away my pain with a passing pleasure
Only to realize afterwards that the only treasure
I’m looking for in this life is to achieve my goal
Of being all that I can be, and being true to my soul
So God please help a brother find his role

As the sands of time move along, I stay strong
Am I wrong if I hesitate and wait too long
Making empty promises never kept for real
The first step’s never taken as I climb the hill
Though I talk shit I’m a hypocrite with skills
Broken deals, plans killed hating how I feel
Flesh weak though I speak playing hide and seek
Looking for discipline, fighting sin, hoping to win
Let me begin with these words heard before and more
Using my mind, taking time, learning from these rhymes
No longer blind, recognize where my true strength lies
It’s in my brain if I’m wise guaranteed to rise
Letting my soul take control of my body as a whole
Now I pray every day hoping for a better way
Fuck the last time, past times, fast times and all
Hear the voice of my conscience, prevent my downfall
Make the choice that is right see the light all day
Stay focused on my dreams though they seem far away
Do my best fuck the stress while I’m living in the Bay

They say go to school and get a job, but that robbed my youth
Now that I’m grown on my own I can see the truth
I was alone as a child, outcast for a while
Never smiled, never heard, was a nerd till I made my style
Hoped to get paid if I stayed in school, followed the rules
It wasn’t cool cuz I learned a lot of useless tools
Although I got a few jewels I felt like a fool
Never fit in back then couldn’t wait for the end
Began to hate all the fakes, bullshit and cliques
I never fit with the shallow people in the mix
It wasn’t fun number  one, number two it screwed
My young mind so I wrote rhymes all the time
Trying to find an escape, learn from my mistakes
Break away from the memories I had to shake
Turn my weaknesses into strengths, rise above the hurt
Utilize words, no longer an introvert
Learn to speak thru this poetry you hear, no fear
Making it clear to my peers how I spent my years
Maybe you’ll hear and relate to my lyrical tears

From the start I played my part in this game we play
Aint no pretending how I’m living cuz I’m real all day
Just trying to get inside your mind and see what I can find
Hope you’re not blind cuz I’m one of a kind
Are you lonely or bored looking for more out of life
Sick of fucking with fake thugs and niggaz that’s trife
If I’m wrong let me know, and I’ll go another route
Otherwise, fuck the lies, tell me what you’re all about

It gets better in time, open your mind and you’ll find
There’s a greater design behind my words, don’t be blind
Taste some lime 
For your throat, can you cope
Cuz I’m one of a kind
Fuck the lines here’s the truth
Was alone as a youth
Now I’m looking for love above all from a girl
Who’s fine with a good mind and time to be a part of my world
Could that be you, stick around for a while
Peep my style and decide if I can make you smile

I was born an outcast, last of three kids
Learned fast how to lie for what my momz did
Was conceived by a pair that you wouldn’t believe
Both parents had affairs, and dared to deceive
Wanted to leave, hoping God had something up his sleeve
A plan to make me into the man that I am
Couldn’t understand all the problems in my fam
Drug use, child abuse, all the tears and fears
I was alone cuz I couldn’t play with my peers
Over the years it was clear that I had to go
Released the stress thru Nintendo and poetry flow
So I used my brain to escape the pain
Left home, was on my own, everything to gain
Sunshine in my mind after all the rain
Dear Lord please explain why I faced the shame
Why, P.M.S. are the initials in my name
Forget the blame, move on, and stay strong
Cuz it’s part of the game, play smart until you're gone
Chorus
I wrote rhymes thru the hard times, cleared my mind
Hoping to shine lessons learned onto eyes so blind
Sometimes you’ll find life is unkind, filled with shame
Maintain hope in your brain, it’s just part of the game
Remain focused on your goals, throughout all the pain
Because you only see a rainbow after it rains
Verse 2
At 18, hit the college scene chasing dreams
A young teen, realizing that life aint how it seems
From the outside looking in, had fake friends
Then began to make mistakes searching for a mate 

What You’re Cooking
Now listen close baby tell me what you want the most
I’ll run a bubblebath, pour a glass, make a toast
If you decide to confide what you hide inside
Like Mr. Rourke and Tattoo I’ll be your fantasy guide
Don’t deny yourself, act shy, or be afraid to try
Just feel the passion as you look in my eyes
Are you surprised by my kiss, what is it you miss
On those nights when you sleep with your loneliness
This is what I’m asking, can I fulfill your attraction
Through my actions, it’s guaranteed satisfaction
Now I’m reacting, to your bite, do it light
And if you touch me right I’ll do it all night
Forget the ballgames and fights, I want some pie tonight
I might eat the whole the whole thing if it tastes alright
Chorus
I’ve got an appetite tonight as I enter your place
Sweet smells fill my lungs as I look at your face
I see something in your oven, loving how it’s looking
So give me a taste of what you’re cooking
Verse 2
As I enter the scene it seems like something out of a dream
Incense and candles lit, it’s a devilish scheme
Your eyes gleam, mean no harm but I want you to scream
Between the sheets as I speak am I making you weak
Getting freaky starting slow building towards the peak
Your lips glisten, tongue kissing, as we listen to slow jams
Oh Damn, you touch me there as I’m pulling your hair
Now we can do it on the bed or instead the chair
Sipping red Alize on the stairway to heaven
Gotta get up at seven but now it’s only eleven
Hold up, now you say I can’t sleep till three
Well do you like it from the back or on top of me 
I see you’re hot, here’s some ice, that’ll make you cold
And hold on for a second, I’ll get the blindfold
If you’re bold and rough I’ll have to get the handcuffs
Enough with the tease, get on your knees, and please me
Believe me, I’ll do it back
Cuz fair exchange is the game and it’s like that
Chorus
I’ve got an appetite tonight as I enter your place
Sweet smells fill my lungs as I look at your face
I see something in your oven, loving how it’s looking
So give me a taste of what you’re cooking
Verse 3
Now I’m ready to take it I’ve got you naked
Touching in places that’s been neglected see how wet I can make it
Aint no faking I can tell by the motions you’re making
Your thighs quaking, bed shaking, it’s real, aint no mistaking
Like we Richter scale breaking, push my love inside
From the back and the side as we ride and glide
Now open wide as I get on top, I’m hella hot
Short stroke, long stroke, am I stopping?  Nope
I know you’re having fun, and I aint done till you cum
Not a one minute man, I hope you understand
I slow it down, make it last as the music blasts
And then I laugh when we’re done cuz that’s only the half
After all the fun we had, we go to sleep glad
But my bad, I know the people downstairs are mad 

Now you’ve been acting like you want it for a while
Make me smile, dial the phone when you’re alone
Cuz you’re feeling my style
Before we bone, let me ask, can you turn me to stone
I’ll make you moan if you’re turning me on or else I’ll gone
I’ll keep it real I aint turning to steel until I feel
That the heat of your tongue has got me sprung, number one
Number two I aint fucking with you unless you do
A little touching and tease me, believe me, it’s easy
It’s not that I’m strange it’s just, fair exchange
If you don’t understand let me explain the game
It’s just the same as me getting you wet, what you expect
Lick my ears or my neck cuz I give what I get
Even though you fine and I aint blind don’t waste my time
I only want you if you want me, nickel or dime
To find pleasure, please remember gotta read the signs
Be unselfish and kind if you want some sunshine

Another proposition, had enough of shady chicks
You so suspicious though kissing you is so delicious
Tonight is lovemaking, give you anything you wish
I’m here to satisy, those cravings that you miss
You say we’re all dogs, it’s never been like this
But don’t be nervous girl, I wanna bring you bliss
My only wish is to ease your fears
And end your loneliness Miss when you need me near
Though it appears I’m a playa, I wanna be an honest man
Give me a reason to settle down, you understand
My only plan as it stands today
Is to be your biggest fan, can you come and play?
I may commit someday soon, before the flowers bloom
If it lasts but for now let’s just kiss under the moon
Can you stay till dawn or maybe even until noon
Will we feel real love or simply end as friends
It’s a mystery to me as our saga begins

Destiny
Could it be my destiny to be lonely
I had enough of phony selfish girls, they don’t know me
With you it’s real, I feel no need to deal with the games
Just don’t conceal what you want, I might want the same
You know my name but before we explore a little more
Of my mind I must find if you’re worth my time
Gotta climb up the hill till you reach the peak
Prove yourself, be yourself if you want me to speak
Got me weak in a way but I’m strong in parts
You gotta hit a lot of spots if you want my heart
Before you start setting goals can you touch my soul
Go slow so I know that I feel your flow
In my mind we can grow like fine wine, but take your time
Show a sign to confirm that you’re one of a kind
A simple dish with a twist of lime, more than a dime
A woman worth more than anything, hard to find
My destiny, no longer lonely, God’s design

Here’s the story of a loser, young drug abuser
Every time he finds a good girl, he always seems to lose her
Either things start to work, but he’s really a jerk
Or before you know she simply has to go
The finest women never speak, so he settles for 8s
He hates being by himself, hopes it’s not his Fate
Waits for the day when some real loves comes his way
He stays the same, but he wants to change
And it’s strange, it’s like his body doesn’t listen to his brain
He knows the rules of the game, went to school for years
Used to be confident, now he’s full of fears
Is he as good as his peers, are his talents clear?
Does anyone appreciate that his skills are great?
Is it too late to improve, move beyond this place?
Will he ever be responsible for cleaning his place?
Can he be more mature and ignore his past?
Can he have a relationship that will last?
Do these words mean a thing, will he listen to me?
I’m his conscience, I’m the man he wants to be

I’m not living in the past, but my time goes fast
I wonder why the good times never seem to last
Fuck the cash if I can’t share it
Money is funny in a way because you can wear it
But it gets lonely at the top so I do fear it
A trife wife and phoney friends, no I couldn’t bear it
It’s clear that I need people around I can trust
In my mind making sure I’m not blind is a must
Only time reveals how a friend truly feels
Still life goes on though I’m alone and grown
Learning lessons, steady stressing unknown in this zone
Having phone conversations and relationships
Looking for love above all, fuck the ice and whips
Open my lips, fuck the bullshit, just spit facts
Honest about all I lack, none of this is an act
I’m not happy where I’m at, so I want to go back
Proud to be Black, but that’s not enough
Trying to change in my brain but you know it’s rough
I’m dedicated to the goals for my soul
And I hope when I’m old
That my life will be a legend that’s eternally told
Label me bold, maybe I’m a dreamer
Wish me luck like you’re a doctor, say “break a femur”
Though it seems that I talk too much, writing rhymes as such
All I really mean to say is I’m finding my way
Maybe putting this is words will help you one day


I started out innocent, was corrupted by pain
A witness of child abuse, drug abuse and shame
Was a product of adultery, and taught to lie
Giving alibis to both the brothers fucking my mother
Couldn’t hang with the homies so I felt alone
Besides hanging with my brother I was on my own
Now that I’m grown I have to reap what my past has sown
Socializing realizing what I was not shown
Things I never seen as a teen but needed to learn
Experiences that I should’ve had, but did not earn
Simply due to the fact that my momz was stern
So in turn I had no friends and no social life
The stress of loneliness peirced my heart like a knife
That’s why I never cry, fuck the pain
I’ve got nothing to lose and everything to gain
Can’t explain how my brain didn’t go insane
I guess I’m just a strong muthafukka, simple and plain
Blame nobody for my faults, cuz the choice was mine
To procrastinate, always late, wasting time
Motivated by the money, I decided to change
Now I’m all about my cash, feeding hunger pangs
It’s strange how things rearrange and dreams fade
Gold bars turn to steel when you open your eyes
Because reality is nothing like what you fantasize 

Never recognize time is precious till it’s gone
Was it meant to be or was I wrong
Either way, all I can do is simply carry on
No sad songs or cries asking why, can’t deny the spilled milk
Though my heart’s Peter Built my mind is pure silk
I get cut, but no matter what, I flow with the breeze
Through the trees and leave, takes hardships with ease
Never let stress or anger become my enemies 
Embrace my destiny, don’t let the negativity get to me
I simply roll with the punches and play my hand
You see I’m not a perfect man, hope you understand
The mistakes I make are simply lessons in disguise
I get burned, but learn, and from the ashes I rise
Onto bigger and better things, the joy that life brings
I gain from the pain, have a reason to sing
Because you only see a rainbow after it rains

If you want me to Stay
Since you’re nervous and tense
Let me end the suspense
Reveal how I feel and kill all the nonsense
Ever since we met your eyes had me mesmerized
No lie, plus your smile made me wanna stay a while
If you’re feeling my style, I hope my information
Causes a sensation that ends any hesitation
I know you hear me now, let me eliminate your frown
I’m asking baby girl, do you wanna be down
Can I activate the sound of your laugh
But that’s only the half
If things go well then we’ll double the math
But the path is long, and it’s takes a lot of time
Please find some in rain or sunshine, do you mind?
Since you’ve got defenses I’m jumping fences and scaling walls
I'm sensing you’re scared for no reason at all
I don't remind you of those lames and the games they play
So either trust a muthafukka or I’m on my way
Don’t conceal how you feel if you want me to stay
If you’re curious to learn if my words are true
Find out for yourself, I only say what I do
Can you picture what I paint when I play with words
Everything is the truth, trust what you just heard
If I haven’t done it yet, that’s a fantasy
Otherwise my poetry is always a memory
I can see you and me, in reality, making the things that I say an actuality
Anything else, you wanna know, go ahead and ask
Come and find the real man that’s behind the mask

Why explain these things if you don’t listen,
Though I owe what I know,
In this position though I wishing will it help you grow
If I pen it in twenty minutes, then spit it for two
Will my words have a long term effect on you?
All I do is stay true about what I go thru
My main focus and concern is that you listen and learn
Discern who I truly am, understand my ways
And take what you can from me for the rest of your days

I went from nothing to something, 
Now they all come around and call
Will they be there if a muthafukka falls
All my dreams as a teen, I made them true
Worked hard, prayed to God, now what do I do?
What’s next is to reach goals deep in my soul
Be the best man I can be, and understand me
Recognize my flaws, see reality as I live
And when I fall, stay positive
Know when I’m gone that I gave all I had to give
In my heart, be smart, stay true to my art
Always finish what I start, put happiness first
Compared to a hard day, life in hell is worse
A little stress is much less than a lifetime curse
Which choice is greater, to laugh now or cry later
Or business before pleasure, which rule is better
Compare consequences to the good it brings
Listen to your conscience cuz the truth it sings

You’ve shown me things I’ve never seen before
Opened up my heart and so much more
Now I want to show my appreciation
Make your body feel the sweetest sensations
Lay you on your stomach and massage your back
Relieve all your stress, and give you what you lack
Rub on your feet when they’re tired and beat
Caress on your breasts when there’s stuff on your chest
Kiss on your belly when you’re hungry for love
If the above doesn’t work to quench your desire
I’ll lick you where it’s hottest to put out your fire

Living in the land of the lost, it’s the cost of fear
Terrors near now my peers see the picture clear
Either broke or paid everybody’s just living afraid
History made after deaths in the World Trade
All I see is security, eyes full of misery
This is reality, new world society
I try to be positive but it’s hard
Cuz I’m living in prison, a world searching for God
Police squads aint enough, cuz the streets are rough
Aint enough cuffs around to drown out the sound
Of mothers crying for their sons, murdered over drug funds
Young niggaz busting guns, seeing death instead of fun
I watch the news wonder who’s gonna die today
I choose to contemplate why, then I try to pray
When will it end no one wins we can’t live this way

My brain can’t stand the pain so I fight with my pen
Though I can’t call it love I know I’m missing my friend
It was sunny for a minute now it’s cloudy again
The warmth came to an end before it really began
The cool breeze was replaced by a blistering wind
The angel suffered broken wings, now it needs to mend
An unbroken heart still hurts when it bends
If you let something go, and it comes back again
Then you know it’s yours forever, but it all depends
On what your destiny will be, in time what will it send?

Reversal of Fortune
Things stay the same till you choose to change
Refuse to take the pain but accept the blame
Remain trapped in a cell till you free your mind 
Find that history repeats, life is on rewind
Study the cycles in the timeline to see the truth
Prophesize what lies ahead for our ghetto youth 
You can be killed sitting still, so stay on your feet
You gotta move and improve to avoid defeat
The game’s the same, different names, and it can’t be beat
There’s no escaping circumstance, or the luck you meet
But the wise understand the task and outlast the rest
By keeping cash never moving too fast through stress
The best advice I can give is stay positive
Open your eyes to the devils in disguise and lies
Separate and die, or unify and rise
Don’t wonder why babies die till you look inside
Recognize in your mind are you part of the crime
Or the solution, retribution is a must
Penetrate, contemplate for a while and then we bust
Chorus
Escape the trap that you’re caught in,
Make a break, take the time to free your mind of that poison
Destroy the cycle of the past and rebuild again
Begin with a single step, towards reversal of fortune

Phone Sex
Our lips lock, my hands go up your skirt, you don't want me to stop
Like I'm the one got you sprung off the heat of my tongue
Licking your neck, give your nipples much respect
Cuz they're at full attention when I'm clinching your breasts
Now should I stop now, or are you ready for the rest... 
Nothing less than you expect, cuz you're messing with the best
There's detention after school if you fail my test
Now I'm down to your chest, tongue still on your collarbone
Making you moan, we're both grown, and we're all alone
Chilling at home, and right now it's nice
But we'll increase the fun twice when I get the ice
Rub it on your nipples, then lick it off who's the boss
If you want to hear the rest gotta pay the cost... 

You thought you lost me there, but be aware, I'm still here
See the picture's clear, is it reality you fear
You don't mind if I play with your mind with these rhymes
But is it cool if I'm making you moan over the phone
See the ice is melting quick, but I got more tricks
For the things below your waste, do you want a taste?

Average

Average. 
It’s something I never wanted to be
It’s something I ran away from
Something I fought against...
Fervently.

Relentlessly even. 
But why, so often, does it seem to no avail?
Why, in my subconscious, do I constantly believe I’ve failed?
Failed at being better than ok.
It feels as though I’m so similar to those around me
Like...
Like I’m average. 

People call it well-rounded, being versatile in many things.
I think I disagree.
Yes, whole heartedly, in fact. 
Or perhaps then I’m just ungrateful it may seem
Well...
Possibly.

I just have this overwhelming desire to succeed; to be great, to be better than good.
Or could it just be I have a fear of failing
Could it just be I misunderstood
That simplicity is, in itself, its own greatness, average in other words
Although average I don’t want to be
If it means that I’ll be happy
Then, hey...
Average is aiight with me.

Did You Pick the Cotton?

Throughout the years we’ve all heard them
Sittin o’er yonder by the flames
Talkin’ bout slavery
As if up from the depths they raised
Themselves
To a state of well-being
Where their false sense of reflection
Consists of being blind rather than seeing

I mean, 
Did you pick the cotton?
Were you actually there? 
Was it your back that was whipped
As multitudes stared
On
And did nothing?
Do you know how it feels
To cry to God for mercy 
As your fate Satan tries to seal?

Was it you who was raped by the massuh?
Was it you who bore his kids?
Were you, yourself, on the auction block
As on their lives people bid?

I ask again...
Did you pick the cotton?
Naw, it couldn’t have been you
For your ancestors were bond
But ya’ll are free men, ain’t you?

So what the deal yo?
Why must you act as though
The definition of nigga means you have to act ignorant and so
Forth condoning generations 
Brought up in hate, malice, spite
Never realizing from trial and error
That your wrongs ain’t made nothin’ right

From the time we were knee-high to a chicken,
Livin’ on rice, broker than broke
We’ve listened to our folks talk
‘Bout niggaz hangin’ from ropes
Then ya’ll slander the white man
Tell us he brings the lack race down
Our people have yet to move on because their ears can only hear the sounds
Of oppression in a foreign land
A land they fought to live in free
Yet, still that veil is shielding their eyes
From a truth they refuse to see.
That freedom is not the absence 
Of oppression and death nor war
Only in searching yourself
Will you find that freedom is so much more.

Cuz you see...
I wasn’t there
But that don’t mean I don’t understand the struggle
I grew up in opportunity
But the past in still hurtful.

Remember civil rights?
Those ones you fought for without rest?
Proving true Frederick Douglas
Who said, “Without struggle there’s no progress.”

You know (pause),
I don’t believe in fate
Nor the sound of inevitability
Neither do I stereotypes
The same for statistics and probablity.

Because essentially what it means
It you’ll go one way and not the other
Lately the societal standard
Has been “good enough” for some of us coloreds.

I don’t know why
It ain’t like we was on the plantation
Being eye-witness 
To racial dehumanization

We live in a hateful world
I will ya’ll older folk that
Seein’ as now there’s “undercover slavery”
Like a knife stabbin’ us in the back

But I ain’t pick no cotton
And I’m sure that neither did you
Therefore my mind ain’t stuck in slavery
Monkey see, monkey do?
Says who?

This is a new generation I’m speakin’ of 
With an untangible feeling of worth
A generation not bias
Believing blacks are lower than the dirt

Because never was it another race 
That ever held us down
At the heart it was we, ourselves,
Who allowed our minds to constantly be bound

But it’s time to stand together
There’s no need for us now to flee
We can either all hang together
Or choose to die,
Individually.

TECHNIQUES
Metaphors 
Analogies 
Puns 
Repetition
Stories(Two-Sided Convo, Personal recount, 3rd person eyewitness) Deeper 

Imagery(Gave her money vs fed her cheese) Analogies(I'm the sun and you're a candle) Metaphors(Liqours invaded my kidneys vs I was drinking too much) Figures of speech vs str8 talk(Picked his brain vs Asked him questions) What happened to you instead of what you did(Dreams of fame invaded my brain vs All I could think about was fame in my brain) 

References to popular movies, song titles, choruses, people, etc. 

Metaphors throughout the whole piece(Rhyming is charity, Drinking is insanity, My life is a Bible story or a Movie) End every verse with a cliche' or well accepted rule

Sample from off the top of the head The knowledge a drop is free money if you find it Like a lost wallet full of cheese please believe it 


LET MY REIGN BEGIN
I live to chase dreams
Put cream in my coffee without fiends
Between making honeys scream and watching my team
What I need, I take with speed, always move quickly
Never front, I'm always blunt,  keep it real strickly
It's a must, to balance trust, if your friend's shifty
Better think, and watch your drink, for that slipped mickey
These ryhmes, come from my mind, without sticky icky
Not lifted, or splifted, I'm naturally gifted
But liquor makes me think quicker, Henny assisted
I get up in zone deeper than you've known
Past Scarface and Bones, beyond the Thunderdome
My styles fly high like Stevie Franchise
Above the Rim, more versatile than the rest of them
The fake BIGs and wannabee Jay-Zs
Or 2Pac impostors, look at your roster
Are your friends Gremlins, or just pocket monsters
Is your squad full of God Shamgod's and lesser men
That pretend to be hard like they're Allen Iverson
Then sit out with a hangnail or mail it in
 If so, then sign me, let my reign begin

Forget the fake friends, with them you'll never win
Just useyour common sense, get conshenz off the bench
And hence, you'll have a chance to advance again
Put fans back in the stands, and let my reign begin
Laziness is a curse but contentment's worse  
Before you see a hearse be like Jevon Kearse
Chase goals like a quarterback, attack the line
And sack the glass ceiling with your will and mind
Many men might mime this style of mine
When it's my time to shine, redefine the line
Between great and half baked, fake and all true
But copying sloppily is all they'll ever do
A few may make money, but I stand alone
The original, before the Attack of the Clones
Both blacks and whites making money left and right
They say ”that songs tight” then proceed to bite
Monkey see, monkey do, it works in sports too
But if you don't think I'll sue, in court I'll see you
Copyright is a principle that I'll defend
So sign me for my rhymes, and let my reign begin   

Forget the fake friends, with them you'll never win
Just useyour common sense, get conshenz off the bench
And hence, you'll have a chance to advance again
Put fans back in the stands, and let my reign begin

I'm here to hit your heart, bringing tears and cheers
I appeared from out the dark, sparking candles near
To shine light on the blind, making mysteries clear
No lies or fake disguise, I'm just Paul Revere
My poetry is me, my destiny is free
My key is blessing lyrical weapons with my lessons

 
I'm in my room writing this listening to some tunes
Buck naked making flicks for my internet chicks
Just kidding, my hidden truth is much like other youth
Misunderstood for years by weird parents who lie
Let meimpress my peers, face the fears some deny 
Repress the lessons of my mother that no longer apply
And try to be a better man than my dad till I die
I'm in this contest because my day job got me stressed
Spitting lessons and guessing, am I really the best
Nevertheless, win or lose, yes or no, I'll still flow
Until the dam breaks and I flood award shows
Either writing or rapping, either way it'll happen
People clapping and dapping, giving me satisfaction
I believe in my actions, so any hate is in vain
It's like shooting at the sky, trying to stop my reign
 

Where's my American Dream it's a scheme like Santa Claus
A false fantasy can it be I'm living wretched
Neglected, disrespected, and success is unexpected
532-7122
Unless I ride a desk or behave like Stepin Fetchit
From cubicles to making the news we're paying dues  
Never rest like the rest on your Laurel's and Hardy's 
Party hard like bricks but work like prison dicks
Fuck the world like your girl when you're fresh out of jail
Give em hell make em smell what you're cooking as well
Stack mail and watch your back so you'll live to tell
If you still need some motivation then
Begin to dial my cell and tell the whole truth till the end
I'm the best, so fuck the rest or you'll never win


Staring through the Rearview
We begin innocent, babies blessed from birth
Angelic eyes,  helpless cries, and an infinite worth
From first step to last breath memories are made
Of games played, special names, good times we’d never trade
Plus pain, from ankle sprains, to trust being betrayed
Replayed in our brains leaving stains that never fade
Picture perfect portraits painted plus poetry’s portrayed
Both sun and rain displayed, plus rainbows remain
Lessons gained from joy and pain, please let me explain
At any age, adolescents and adults are afraid
Of bad grades or getting laid off, or love charades 
Hands of hope pull us up from the end of our rope
To cope, courage is soap when we’re soiled in fear
It’s provided by peers, parents, and those we hold dear
Though burned, we earn brands of strength, you understand 
Our feats,  small or grand, all direct our life’s plan
It can begin in Penn State and end in state pen
It depends on your choices if you lose or win
Whether you listen to your mind or heart, or other parts
Is determined by your history right from the start
Dues paid from first grade, till your hair is grayed
Decide if you’re on time, or if your payment’s delayed  
Some of us meet the Wizard, other footprints have strayed
Off the yellow brick road, to paths where nothing glowed
I watched how others strolled, learned to lessen my load
Quickened my pace from a tortoise to that of a toad
Life is uphill, until you reach the top you can’t stop
If you can, eat the crumbs those before you have dropped
And if you reach the stars, there’s a car you can ride too 
Watching time fly as you drive, it’s a clear view
Riding towards the sun, you can see what we’ve been through 
Staring at the world through the rearview


CASUALTIES OF WAR
Dear baby it's me again, your old best friend
When's the last time we kissed, about three months
I reminisce and I miss you, I can't front
The night we had our last fight seems silly now
How I slapped you around now seems real foul
You got loud, called names, cuz I caused you pain 
Screamed 'How could you lie to me once again'
All the shame for the games really stung my brain
I went insane, and struck like lightning in rain
It's plain to see why you haven't wrote me back
Silence for the violence, I've faced the facts
It's the big payback for my life of sin
Behind the walls, can't call, so I'm writing again
I've sold my soul, my freedom, my love, and best friend
Now I'm trapped penniless, is this the end
Worse than when I began, more poor than before
A C.O.W., WHo?, a Casualty of War

	God help me on the inside, fighting the sin
	Lord forgive me on the outside, fighting to win
	I see brothers fighting sisters, and poor fighting poor
	Lying more, dying more, just casualties of war 

They're shooting overseas, while yall shooting on the block
We're killing for G.B. while yall killing for the rocks
Busting M16s while yall bust the Glocks
Guerilla war with the poor while yall duck the cops
I'm living hell in a cell like your brother in jail
Homicide, genocide, one side prevails
Not me, not you, but the boys in blue
Then the men in black sit back and count stacks
Fake snakes take freedom in exchange for trust
My mistake was thinking Sam gives a damn about us
I was laying in my bunk bed reading a book
This white boy pulled his pants down, everyone looked
He showed everyone his scar from the bullet in his butt
Then I said 'Did Ya Save Bubba like Forrest Gump'
He laughed and asked 'Do I look like Deniro'
I said why and he said 'Hey, I'm a Hero, You know'
I love my country and I love my trigga
But unlike Bobby D, I don't love no nigga(echo)
I couldn't pull the trigga, so I broke the bastard's jaw
Now he's on the floor, a casualty of war
(Fight ensues, play sample of fighting and sample of KKK along with the basline)

	CHORUS

I can't breathe, believe me
Livin like a lion in a cage aint easy
We might've had fights, but you knew how to please me
Now they got me trapped on my back feelin queasy
I'm sick of the silence, sick of the dreams
Seeing six year olds scream as they're shot by my team
Little suicidal bombers dying next to their mamas
Now I'm sitting in solitary far from the drama
My trial's in a while, seems scary, why worry
What's worse than being bombed, being bullied, being buried
The fight seems kinda blurry, it was over in a hurry
He never knew what hit him, broke his jaw with a flurry
He chuckled when we tussled, cuz he had  big muscles
But love you know I laughed last with my brass knuckles
I hate that my fate seems sealed but, wait
The doc came yesterday, I wasn't feeling great
My stomach felt stabbed, and my brain felt burned
That was Tuesday, today the tests have returned
The results concern us, guess what I've learned
I've got a way out, no doubt, heaven sent
A blessing God meant, guess what, I'm pregnant
I've spent ten days looking at a steel door
But I won't anymore, be a casualty of war

	CHORUS


  
I never knew you, would go thru, something worse, than my hurt
We were Tina and Ike, but in reverse
Still I missed you, I never wished you, to be cursed
My dear, I feared, that you'd come back in a hearse
But luckily, you're coming home free in a while
I bet you smiled when you beat trial, with our child
Let me say, your racist ass sarge is a bitch
She said, 'you were lucky the charges were dismissed'
Dishonorably discharged?, far as I'm concerned...
I'll honor your return, and the lessons I've learned
Jealousy was killing me, had us both stressin
But you were only fucking with, the Smith and Wessun
I hit you with my hand, you hit me with your weapon
Now I'll count my blessings, won't worry if you cheat 
Jealousy won't prevent it, and it makes me look weak
When I saw you at the mall, that day with a man
I confronted you later, said don't pretend 
Knew you were with him, but you said it was Gwen
I said I saw you there, and you said he's just a friend
Little did I know that he was your cousin
You lied, in my eyes, had something to hide
Foolish pride grew inside and my heart died
I found out what it sounds like when doves cry
I didn't listen then later on your Aunt tried
She told me and I cried when I finally realized
You didn't want me to spoil her suprise
Your Aunt had a birthday, back in July
You were out shopping on the low so you lied
You weren't hoe hoppin, boots knockin, bed rockin
I need to stop watching Cheaters and start coppin
A wedding ring then we'll sing and bring joy to the world
We're having us a boy or girl
Pearl Harbor came, but we survived the gore
Let's stay together, never be, a casulty of war


THE GREAT ESCAPE
I flip the television on and long for better dayz
Babies die, suits lie, and why, cuz crime pays
Job cuts make us bleed, indeed, the sky grays
Many fly from the rain and pain in purple haze
It's a band-aid made for bullet wounds in ways
The blood no longer spills still the slug remains
Politicians pass laws, call it novacaine
Try to hide all our pain just by numbing our brains
Why we're dying inside worldwide they can't explain
Could it be the crooked cops, the crack, the cocaine
Or the dirty rap game that they're quick to blame
Broken schools, broken rules, but the capital gains
While we're being entertained by the fortune and fame
Congress passes bills that no one can explain
I ask my homie what he thinks, should I even complain
And he says, “Pass me a drink and just turn to the game”
It's just stress, tests, mess, till death without rest
Best peep, don't sleep, or keep your mind weak  
Blind beef turns sheep to wool and minced meat
Just ask, think fast, where is your path leading
Big cash, fat ass, go fast like last evening
Pass class, move up with luck and start reading
And if you lose hope, to cope, ask the preceding































ON THE DAILY
A baby girl is beat to death by her father
Call the cops, STOP!...don't even bother
Da boyz in blue won't do nothin to him
Cuz the chief of police is his yellow bellied friend
When the two convene, forget the crime scene
Cuz he's got enough cream to turn their uniforms green
Nahmean, a cold casualty of riches
Don't get it twisted, if he cries on an interview for pictures  
He's like a snake giving kisses, a poisonous mistress
With a switch hissing “money over bitches”(I won't get convicted)
A few clues hit the ten o'clock news
Daddy dearest had scratches, and blood on his shoes
New reporters box matches, to get interviews
He refuses to speak, thinks he won't go to jail
Skips town when his skin is found under her nails
Gale winds stop his flight at night to islands
Fake friends call cops, the runway's on lock
Dude stands by the jet, upset with regrets
He's caught, so he thought, to smoke a Newport
Fought tears while his ears ring, sirens scream
Pigs squeal “Hands UP!”, this sucks, he's out of luck
Real stuck, so he tokes his smoke up to the butt
Corrupt till the end, so with a devilish grin
He throws the cigarette right into the jet engine
BOOM!


My big homie caught a case, he's facing date rape
Anorexic Orphan Annie is saying he stole the fanny
He's plays, fresher than Mannie, his band, is up for Grammys
His wife, is sweet as candy, and banging like Janet and B
He's cleaner than Sosa Sammy, so why would he fuck with Frannie
Come on, she's just a nanny, a fan, came in her panties
And damn, she's popping more E, than Mandy, Ja, and Gotti
She gives more head than Brandy, did Mase and 50 probably  
This chick is not a hottie, like Sally from Lodi Doddi
She crashed, Diddy's last party, and dashed with Dame's Bacardi
Her whole Nature is Naughty, she's just a horny shortie
He played her, like he's Porky, aint save her, like E-40
No love, from her like Courtney, cuz now, he's in the court see
The lesson this shit has taught me, is don't, take cream in coffee
They offered a bargain to plea, my homie said you can screw me
His fate, seemed in bad shape, but he beat the charge of rape
When his lawyer caught her face, on a new R Kelly tape   


 
	Lord knows the world is crazy
	Now right and wrong is hazy
	If I am rich and crazy
	Will mister liar save me
	
	Lord knows the world is crazy
	Now right and wrong is hazy
	At first the judge said pay me
	But now they wanna slay me 	

	Lord knows the world is crazy
	He's going up in flames see
	What if his name was Ramsey
	There's justice on the daily



	Lord knows the world is crazy
	Cuz now my friends they play me
	They used to call me Kobe
	But now they just don't know me
	
	Lord knows the world is crazy
	But making songs will pay me
	Can I be just like Jay-Z
	MTV on the daily

	Lord knows the world is crazy
	I know I can't be lazy
	Will hard work always pay me
	There's layoffs on the daily

PRISON SEX
This aint even rap music no more, it's trap music
Str8 pimp hoes music not spit the flow music
Str8 bust gat music and chase the cat music
Used to be phat music but now we jack music
Never top that music the classic black music
We just sit back choose it, rewind and reuse it
Used to make love to it but now we abuse it
Fuck around get clowned our sound we will lose it
Pretty soon in a couple of moons stay tuned thru it 	



You got parents that you hate...ESCAPE ESCAPE!
To little girls getting raped...ESCAPE ESCAPE!
Out of luck, out of place...ESCAPE ESCAPE!
Feeling stuck by Fate, make the GREAT ESCAPE!


Picture a prison for black cats that never fight back 
Nine lives, no wives, struggle, strive, survive
Alive trapped in a maze, full of crack for slaves
All yappin for the captain cuz they wanna be saved
Since hope doesn't keep most people afloat
They need something for their throat while they wait for the boat
Criminouls in the cage blaze dro for rage
Even those that behave blaze purple haze
Oxygen, for the men, drowning in the pen
Though it doesn't let em win, let's em breathe again
Unless you fly high, you crash, you die


Many men maintain memories of fear
Baby boy being bullied just because he smart
Fuck books other kids just respect your looks
Nice hair, Rocawear, or else best beware
You can upgrade your gear, and make the change clear
But please, be aware, you need what's upstairs
Out here, niggaz hate, the greats, to hide fear
STOP ACTING LIKE A BITCH YOU SCARED


Women wear war wounds from their childhood years
Little girls getting groped by OG's and Uncle Steve
Please believe or later on you'll grieve


From stress, from mess, poverty's a test
Most people don't study, so they cheat or guess
Rain, pain, bloodstains, and shame remains
Had talent in your brain, but you chased the change
Had everything to gain, went against the grain
Now noone knows your name, and it's you to blame
No fame, no chains, no things to shine
No dimes, did time, nearly lost your mind
Behind blind eyes lies guilt built for years
But you blame everyone, disrespect your peers
With a past of regrets and your future fears
Every day you're upset but you hold the tears 
Whether smoke, pills, drank, anything you take
Steady hoping you can make, the Great Escape





































Wait, what am I saying, still playing myself
 Writing romantic rubbish, beautiful bullshit
 Time to quit it, learn from the past, free at last
 From dreams that only led to disappointment
 Wasted time, spent writing in vain
 Hoping for a miracle to end my pain
 I know better than that, life aint Disney
 There are no guarantees, no happy ending warrantees...
 The greatest people I've met, I've met by chance
 No planned scenario, premeditated romance...
 I'm just trying to take away any reasons for someone not to want me
 That's my idea of Perfection, what I want to be
 Will it help, it can't hurt, I make my own destiny
 At least what I can control, I try to do my best...
 Had enough regrets, must admit I've been blessed
 To maintain my mind thru all the shit I've felt
 The candle burnt for a while, but it didn't fully melt
 It's cooling down now, becoming solid again
 I'm content now, but I still want a friend
 I'm off the soulmate shit, cuz I can't afford it
 Had hopes dashed before, the planes will crash no more
 They've been grounded till the skies clear up
 These metaphors taste good, should I refill your cup?
 
 METAPHOR INTERMISSION
 Bottom line, I'm doing fine, like Boyz II Men
 Like Brandy, I need someone to call my Best Friend
 Don't Get Around like Pac, I'm Not a Hoe like Wyclef
 Just want Someone to Love like Jon B and Kenny
 Mr. Edmonds to some, Babyface to others
 I insist that we be Friends before Lovers
 Shai, not I, but If I Ever Fall in Love Again
 Hey, you know the rest, don't need to tell you the end
 Are You That Somebody?, R U Still Down 4 Me?
 Well you know My Little Secret, already let it go
 But are you my Destiny, yes or No No No?
 I'll let you tell it, you know I'm Never Gonna Let You Go
 But how do you feel, Tell Me if it's Real Love
 Part of me doubts it, but are you Bout it, Bout it
 Down for Whatever, do you think I'm clever
 Do you believe in One Love sent down from above
 Or Am I Dreamin, Why Do Fools Fall in Love
 Infinite Possibilities, are you The Only One For Me?    
 Or is it just a sweet Fantasy, got me going Crazy
 I'm inspired, on fire, so don't delay it, Say It
 Or this rhyme will go on and on and on...
 
 No more depression, stopped writing sad shit,
 I wasn't fired, I quit
 When opportunity knocked, I never answered
 Momz said never let strangers in,
 You don't know what can occur
 Now I've realized life without risks sucks
 Just make safe bets to avoid gettin fucked
 That's what I do now, it'll work somehow
 That's how I feel, Perfection aint real
 It's inside me, part of my imagination
 So now my time is spent finding 99 percents...
 
 Confidence and Fear
 I've realized recently that I'm my worst critic
 I'm too hard on myself at times, but reluctant to improve
 Procrastinate and hesitate when it's time to work
 Rather eat junk food and watch TV than exercise or read
 Put my temporary wants over my permanent needs
 My need to feel I look good, my need for attention
 My need to set deadlines and meet them, my need for music
 This shit don't rhyme but it's time to try a new style
 Play with some other shit for a while
 Let my creative juices flow like bile
 In the liver, legs quiver after runnin 20 miles
 Fatigue makes you collapse, but pride rejuvenates
 You've reached your goal, brought the best out of your soul
 You've overcome the pain and strain, fought off exhaustion
 Focused your mind and kept a steady pace
 You feel on top of the world, fuck Brandy and Mase...
 I wish I could say I've ever felt that way
 That's my goal, to feel that one day
 By the end of 98 no matter what
 Get my shit in gear, kick myself in the butt
 Finally get in shape, I know it's gonna be rough
 Mentally and physically become an adult
 In 99 let motherfuckers see the result
 Three months of lifting weights by day, studying at night
 Gettin my mind sharp, making my muscles tight
 It's very possible if I do shit right
 The hardest obstacle is avoiding laziness
 Work before play is the key, but it aint easy
 That's all I need to be happy this year
 Just to prove to myself that I can do it is enough
 Prove that I'm physically able and mentally tough
 Then maybe by Christmas I can get a reward...
 The entertainment we can get from a telephone cord
 I'm bored so I tell you my goals for the near future
 Send you this shit so I can talk a little bit
 A one way conversation, but not talking to myself
 That's a bad habit, something I'm going to quit
 I spend way too much time alone, but it's not all bad
 I realize shit about myself some people never know
 Like why I act shy, cry, and lie for no reason
 Everything has a reason, just admit it to yourself
 You say, "I don't know why I feel like I do"
 But if you think about it, you'll see that's not true
 I analyze myself in my free time, then take what I learn
 Convert it into rhymes; to me that's poetry
 At least my own; Don't know how you do it or how it compares
 But there is one thing of which I am aware:
 Fear is the greatest motivation in the world
 Greater than money, power, or respect
 Fear of failure, fear of emotional neglect
 No one caring for you, no one giving a fuck
 Turns some ladies to hoes, givin blows and gettin stuck
 Fear of always being poor makes some people try their luck
 Some play the lotto, while others steal Movado's
 Sell them for some Benjamins, but end up in the pen
 In my own case, I fear always being alone
 Or with someone who loves me that I don't love back
 Settling for less than what I feel I deserve
 I aint conceited, nor do I have alot of nerve
 I'm just selective, maybe too much so
 But to prevent my fears from becoming real
 I'm going to get a mind and body of steel
 Notice I didn't say trying, that would be lying
 At least to myself, bad for my mental health
 Confidence is key for someone like me to attract someone LIKE you
 Not trying to flatter you(what good would that do), but honestly you're my standard
 I love what I felt for you, even though you didn't feel it
 Just KNOWING without knowing someone's right for you
 Through you conscience, letting it be your guide
 And when that happens again, I want to be ready
 I want to feel like I deserve you, unlike before...
 I know I'm rambling now, becoming a bore
 So let me finish this right quick with these last lines
 I would've never feared you if you weren't so fine
 I could handle it now, but I couldn't then
 I tried to fight it, obviously I didn't win
 But now I know I need fear in my life
 To make me improve, look good for my wife
 To get good grades and all that other shit
 I wish I knew now what I knew then
 I wouldn't have fought it, it would have been my friend... 
 
I AINT GOT NO FUCKIN FRIENDS.
 Born alone, die alone, 
 Please excuse my angry tone
 Just can't relate, full of hate
 For those who dis, those who make me feel like this
 Ignore me, reject me, bore me, neglect me
 Never call, never visit, 
 It's my fault? Oh really, is it?
 What did I do, wrong to you
 Turn you off, make you scoff
 You will pay, I swear one day
 Everyone under the sun
 Who's done me wrong, here's your song
 Heed this rhyme, cuz in time
 You will regret your disrespect
 Invisible and miserable
 That is me as you can see
 Keep it real, say what you feel
 That's my motto, fuck the bottle
 Fuck the weed, all I need
 Is no more pain, stop the rain
 Attention from anyone
 Where is the sun, where is the fun?
 I want someone, not many ones
 I lack the trust, maybe the lust
 Of my peers, that shit is clear
 A few women, and one best friend
 Is all I want, no need to front
 The perfect rhyme, with perfect time
 Is the goal for my soul
 My freestyle, my new style
 Has been fun, but now I'm done
 
 WORDS TO LIVE BY
 How can you love me if you don't know me
 You just love your IMAGE of me
 But you can't judge a book by it's cover
 A dimepiece can be a sorry lover
 A big brother can have a little dick
 A bookworm can be an undercover trick
 Try to perfect your mind, body, and soul
 Don't be a half way crook, you gotta be whole
 Laziness plus fear equals total despair
 Take it from me you will never be happy
 Unless you take a chance, be nonchalant
 Fuck the insecurities and get what you want
 But be smart about it, believe in your strength
 Never ever doubt it, show them you're bout it
 If they don't listen, you gotta get rowdy
 Don't wait, or procrastinate, your chance will pass
 Opportunity will walk right out on your ass
 Follow these rules, and you'll be better than me
 And maybe one day you will be happy








































